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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

SALES MEAN

JOBS
Volume Number 67

Holland Lad of 12 Wins Western Michigan

Young Holland
Sailor Winner
In Yacht

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, August 11, 1938

News Items Taken From

Yachting Cup

Holland City News Sixty, Fifty, Forty,

Races

Thirty,

HOLLAND LAD OF 12 YEARS
WINS FROM ALL COMERS
IN WESTERN MICHIGAN

Twenty and Ten Years
Ago Today

SIXTY YEARS AGO TODAY

This is Indeed an Honor and Will
Stimulate Yachting in Lake

• •

•

ver Wedding anniversary of
happy couple.

A youthful Holland sailor brings
home the first sailing honors of the
year to Lake Macatawa. “Bill”
Lowry, Jr., 12 years old, carried
off first honors in the three-day
Regatta held over the week end at
White Lake under the auspices of
the West MichiganYachting Association. This was the Crescent
Class that has proven so popular

Mii*.*

—

a

Lightning Strikes Tree;
Chain Melts; Dog
Safe

Dog

During n severe lightning storm

the

Pastor Paints
Pictures

On

Bible Subjects

and heavy rain, Claus Reenders’
DOES NOT APPLY ON EACH home and garage on U.S.-31, north PICTURE OF MOUNT CALVARY
of Agnew, was struck by lightning.
SPECIES; FOR INSTANCE 6
MAY BECOME PROPERTY
The strike smashed a tree, carried
SPECIES ALLOW ONLY 25
OF LOCAL SEMINARY
along a wire to which a dog was
OF ALL
attached by a chain and split the
It came to light yesterday it the
wire in 8-Lnch pieces. It melted the
Many Holland fishermenmay not
chain but left the dog unharmed. reunion of the RusfecherSchool at
be aware that the limit on fish
The bolt damaged some of the Fillmore that a pastor, who fordoes not in all cases apply on insiding of the house and blew a merly had a charge at North Holdividual species but on different
light bulb in the kitchenout of its land, namely, Rev. Arthur Maatspecies collectively and it would
socket.
man, had been spending more than
be well to read the "snorts rule
July was one of the wettest a year painting a picture of Biblibook" a little more carefully.
on record in weather an- cal nature. The subject matter if
A case in point has to do with months
nals in Ottawa county; 4.14 inches the "Return from Mount Cal
some fishermen from Indiana who
recorded by the weather ob- All the highlights of this Biblo
came to Michiganto fish. When were
server.
story are vividly reprodoced in oil.
they returned a "Hoosier" publiThose who have seen it state that
cation printed their boasted catch r
TY TVTYYWYYf f f f f y VVY
the shading of the picture is so

CATCHING LIMIT OF

The two-mastedschooner Spray
• • •
entered port from Racine with a
Four farmers from Drenthe carthreshing machine. The newly in- ried away a small goat belonging
vented ‘ farm convenience to take to Mayor Van Landegend, from his
the wheat from the chaff attracted home yard on Cedar and Tenth
considerable attention when un- Streets. Marshal Ed Vaupell found
loaded at the dock. The schooner the goat stealers who pleaded guilFour Brothers cleared port here ty and were fined $35.00. Note:—
with 1,800 hemlock ties and 16 The large home in question,built
cords of wood for Chicago. Seven by Mr. Van Landegend, was later
sailing vesselsmade this port and owned by Dr. B. B. Godfrey on
9 cleared for Milwaukee,Racine 10th St. and College Ave. The
and Chicago. Some of the freight large house was torn down about
consisted of barrels of whiskey, 10 years ago.
• • •
mowing machines,brick, lumber,
staves, hemlock logs, etc.
FORTY YEARS AGO TODAY
• • •
• • •
Mr. Fillmore Berd, while fishing
Although few men were killed in
in Black Lake, caught a muske- gun battle in the Spanish-American
longe weighing forty-five pounds. War, one volunteer living only 16
This, we think, is the largest ever miles from Holland, namely, Fercaught in these waters. Note:
dinand Seabright,
promising
We have never heard of a larger young man, was killed in the batone caught since.
tle at Santiago,Cuba, Friday. More
• t •
Americansdied because of illnesi
Columbia Fire Co., No. 2, turn- than otherwise.
ed out on Tuesday evening in full
• • •
uniform to try out their hand enA. M. Todd had 1,265 acres of
gine. Three streams were thrown mint at Campanian farm. Last
twenty fept higher than the city week he had sixteenhorse weeders
hotel on the corner of Main and at work each traveling18 miles a
Market streets. They got their wa- day, making 288 miles of mint, or
ter from a street well on Market 240 acres in a day.
Street. Note: — The city hotel was
• • •
three and one half storieshigh,
Ranters Bros, hardware, has arbuilt in 1872, six months after the
ranged a dozen hitchingposts back
fire of 71. ColumbiaHose Co. is
of their store for the convenience

MacaUwa

with the younger sailors within the
past few years.
The best sailors in six West
Michigan Clubs were entered in the
White Lake event. The entrees
from Holland in the Crescent Class
were Bill Lowry, Jr., Lois Jesiek,
and Harold Van Tongeren. Young
Lowry won the championship by
taking two firstsand a third in the
three races of the Regatta.He is
now the proud possessorof a beautiful gold cup as a testimony of an
extraordinary rapid advancement
in sailing. Bill was given the boat
for a Christmas present last December. He launched and christened
his boat, the “Bhie Bill,” about the
first of June and became a champion in sixty days. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. 0. W. Lowry and
their home is on the north side of
Lake Macatawa,near Pine Lodge.
“Bill" got his ground work in
sailing under his father’s tutelage.
The father is an ardent sailor and
is skipper of the LaRita, a 38-foot

Unusual Twist
In Our Michigan
Game Laws Shown

the Files of

and

it

FISH

appears they fished illegally.

What appliesto them by

the

same

token appliesto us— so here is the
story:

Inquiry received by the state department of conservationregarding
an unusually large catch of fisn
from Hamlin lake near Ludington
by outstateanglers calls attention
to differences in regulationswhich
rmit a limit take of certain diferent species in some cases but not
in others.

Five South Bend fishermen were
reported in a South Bend news-

paper to have caught 275

that one is deeply impressed with the scene depicting
the period just after the crucifixion
(Grand Haven Tribune)
of Christ. Mount Calvarv way in
the distance is crested with three
Miss Doris Christina Larsen,
crosses. The Bible story is welldaughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
known— about how those who loved
Larsen of St. James, became the Christ, such as John and Mary and
bride of Raymond T. Souter, son of
the other women, are shown slowMr. and Mrs. Dell Souter of Hol- ly and sadly making their way
land, on Saturday at the parsonage
from the scene of the Crucifixion.
of the First Methodist church. John and Mary are more vividly
The Rev. John Clemens officiated. portrayed in the production, and
The couple was attended by Mrs. the deep distress covering their
Harriet Vanden Berg of this city faces is clearly discernible. As the
and Chris Kammeraad of Holland. Bible sUtes, “Darkness fell over
They will make their home in Hol- the earth”: and this shading la

MARRIED AT PARSONAGE

bass,
nluegills and crannies on a trip to
Hamlin lake in this state.
land.
Under the law, a fisherman may
take in one day the limit of five

WPA

0

-------

-

realistic

well-defined in the artist’s work
a canvas that is 4 by 6 feet.

on

PROJECT STARTS AT
Rev. Meatman was the principal
bass, for instance,and also take
speaker at the Russcher School
DRAIN OFFICE BY FRED
the limit of five pike, 15 trout, 5
reunion, where 25 years ago he
VAN WIEREN
salmon, and so on. But in the case
taught in that school for 9 years.
of six species— rock bass, crappies,
1 perch, bluegills, sunfish and warA WPA project for employment He mentioned the picture in his
speech. It is learnedthat the Wes| mouth — the limit of 25 applies to of clericalhelp was started this
the aggregate catch of all of these morning at the drain commission’s tern TheologicalSeminarypossibly
species. That is, it is illegalto take officeto index all of the drains in will acquire the picture, and it will
sloop.
in any one day 25 bluegills and 26 the county and to make maps be placed on the walls of this loCommodore Alvin Jacobsen of
cal institution. Apparently,this
and often at fires men refused to The Ranters’ Block is now the sunfish because the total of the six showing the exact locations.
the West Michigan Yachting AsTwo men from Holland were as- replica of a great painting must
pump and were jailed for refusing. Knoll Plumbing Co. remodeled.Yes, species combined must not exsociation, stated on presentingthe
signed to the job with Fred Vsn be extraordinary since a large
cup that it was a remarkable acThe above picture is that of Lowry winning two firsts and one There were many street wells deep the hitchingposts have disappear- ceed 26.
Under
these
regulations, the Wieren, drain commissioner,in mercantile house in Grand Rapids
enough
to
reach
the
water
level.
hievement for a first-year skipper "Bill” Lowry, Jr., who won signal
third during the three days. He is Into these wells the engine's suc- ed years ago.
South Bend fishermen exceeded charge. The cost of the project wished to borrow it in Passion
• • •
in competition with more experWeek, during the Easter season.
honors in the Western Michigan the son of Mr. and Mrs. 0. W. tion hose was lowered. The Warm
their limit by either 126 or 160 is $1,066.50.
ienced ones, and congratulatedhim
The Rev. MaatmSn refused to loan
FORTY YEARS AGO TODAY
0
fish. The limit for each was five
Yachting races. It is certainly un- Lowry, who live on the north side Friend Tavern is now on the site
very highly.
black bass, plus 25 of the panfish; SON GIVES OF HIS BLOOD BUT the picture. He is now living
The runner-up in this contest was usual that a lad so young has on Lake Macatawa. The father, of the City Hotel.
in Grand Rapids and is pastor of
Otto P. Kramer of the Holland or only 25 fish each if the bass
t
•
•
Bobby Bennett of Grand Rapids proven so adept at the tiller.His like the son, is a great yachtsman,
MOTHER PASSES
Oakdale Park Reformed Church.
City State Bank went to Grand they caught were rock bass.
Yacht Club, who had walked off
Work on E. Vander Veen’s build- Rapids to lay in a supply of revenHowever, painting is his hobby and
yacht is a sloop in the Crescent and the achievement of the lad is
Although it would be possible,
with the first honors at the West
an honor for Holland as well as ing, one of the first brick structures ue stamps for checks and other legally, for a fisherman to take 70
The
funeral services for Mrs. the study of his home is a vericlass,
so-called,
and
the
cup
was
Michigan Skippers Regatta held at
table art gallery. It is said he has
for himself. The father is identi- in Holland, is progressing rapidly. documents under the new law. or more fish in one day, if the
Spring Lake the previous week. attainedin three days of racing at fied with the Charles R. Sligh Fur- It is expected to be finishedby Note:— It will be rememberedthat total limit on 17 different species John Owens, sister of Judge Fred some wonderfulworks of art to
T. Miles, will be held today, FriThird place went to White Lake. the White Lake Regatta, young niture Co.
New Year's,when the local hard- this was a Spanish-American War of jpme fish is figured, the conser- day, at 2 o’clock from the Dykstra show his many friends who call at
Fourth position was taken by Lois
ware, tin and locksmith can occupy measure. We were at war with vation department’s fish culturists Funeral Chapel on East 9th Street the parsonage.
Jesiek of Macatawa who had a secit. Note: — This is the building Spain after the blowing up of the and researchers point out that it with Rev. C. M. Beerthuis,pastor
• • •
ond in the first-day’s
race caiiu
and a TAVERN MAN SHOOTS
'-•V
which now, 60 years later, is being battleshipMaine.
would scarcely be good sportsman- of Immanuel Church where the deRusscher school at Fillmore held
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
fourth in the second and third dav’s
•
*
•
remodeled throughout and will be
ship or good conservation.
ceased was a member, officiating.its second annual reunion last WedAT BURGLARS
races. Her work was verv creditable
MORE CHICKENS KILLED occupied by the J. C. Penney Com- PrincipalF. D. Haddock of HolMrs. Owen passed away at 5:30 nesday afternoon and evening on
as she led the entire field up to the
pany. At least $38,000 is being land public schools has gone to REPUBLICANS WILL HOLD
BY DOGS
Wednesday morning at Zeeland the school grounds. Devotions were
This morning, at 4 o’clock,
last buoy in the third race and was
spent by the Boyd Brothers to make Cornell universityat Ithica, N. Y.
RALLY ON TUESDAY hospital where she was taken from in charge of the Rev. J. F. Schoronly beaten out by seconds. Har- Turk’s Tavern near Nunica was
her home at 11 North River Ave. tinghuisof Ebenezer and Ed Wes.
A few weeks ago dogs killed 25 this block in the heart of the city for the summer.
old Van Tongerenof Holland,also entered. The burglary was noticA
Republican
rally will be held
•
•
•
a very attractive one.
She had been ill for some time and ting of Holland, presidentwho preed by the proprietor,Mr. Turk, pullets belonging to Frank Kooya neophyte,was sixth.
Nurses Josie Kleyn, Anna Dehn, in the Zeeland city hall next week this illness became so serious that sided at the affair. Officers elected
ers, E. 32nd St. It now appears
who
got
out
a
shotgun
just
as
two
The advancement of these young
Tuesday evening, August 16th, at
Blackberries are being picked Anna De Vries and Marie Damson,
she was taken to the Huizenga at the reunion were: president,W.
sailors is putting a firm foundation figures were racing for a car. He that when the family was gone,
local teachers,have gone to study which Prosecuting Attorney John Memorial hospitalhurriedly;how- Van Den Belt; vice president,Gereverywhere
in
the
woods
about
the
dogs
again
entered
the
hennery
and
under the efforts to build a Greater blazed away at the man in the
R.
Dethmers
will
be
the
principal
city. The wild variety is plentiful at the State Normal school at Ypsiever she died several hours after rit Oonk; secretary, Henry RusMacaUwa Bay Yachting Club. The rear. The man stumbled and fell killed 17 more.
speaker.The public, young and old,
being admitted. An endeavor was scher; and treasurer,Henry LemAcross the way the Van Ap- this year and are selling for 6c per lanti where they will take a six- is cordially invited to attend.
movement under way for securing and crawled into the car. Turk was
weeks’ course. Note:— Miss Kleyn
made by physicians to save her men.
commodious headquarters is gain- so close that he let fly the other pledorns were also away from quart. Beware of rattlesnakesyou is now Mrs. Ed Westveer, wife of
berry pickers; there are plenty of
The afternoon program includlife through blood transfusions
that
home,
and
the
canines
played
havbarrel
of
the
shotgun,
and
he
was
ing momentum through the comPAYS FINE FOR SECOND
the former postmaster.Miss De
them!
her son, Clarence Owen, gave ed a cornet solo by Kenneth Welbined efforts of the present Maca- positive that many of the shots oc in the hen house.
SPEEDING
OFFENSE
* « •
Vries has passed away. Miss Damshortly before her passing but it ler, with Miss Florence Van De
Uwa Yacht Club and the Chamber struck the interior of the car.
Riet as accompanist and talks by
Holland'sstreets were filled with son is the Mrs. John Banninga and
Jay Vander Kolk, 19, of Zeeland was of no avail.
The automobile raced away,
of Commerce Committee, headed by
farmers' wagons during the past has been a missionary to India R. R. No. 3, was arrested for his
Mrs. Owen was the daughter of John Westing of Grand Rapids,
0. W. Lowry and Charles R. Sligh. however,and Sheriff Frank Van PROGRAM AT RESTLAWN
week and we have taken the trou- with her husband for more than 30
offense for speeding by the the late Mr. and Mrs. Charles and Austin and Oscar Fairbanks
Several prospectiveclub house sites Etta and some deputies have been
CEMETERY SUNDAY ble to find out the reason. The fact years. Miss Anna Dehn is still second
Zeeland
police, and arraigned be- Miles of Port Sheldon. It is in- of Lansing, former pupils at the
scouring
the
neighborhood,
have been viewed and it is expected
is that much wheat has been pur- Miss Anna Dehn, much beloved fore Justice George Caball, Satur- terestingto note she was one of school. Due to a misunderstanding,
that definite action will be taken and the doctors’ offices in the
The public is invited to Rest- chased by local mills and grain dean of all our public schools. She day, who assessed him a fine of twins, the sister Maria, the other Austin Harrington of Holland, one
in the very near future with the hope that if one of the men
lawn Cemeteryat 3:30 p. m., next elevators,and cash was paid for has been in these schools more than $16.00 and costs, and revoked his twin, dying in 1881.
of the pioneerpupils, who had been
hope of raising funds and getting was badly wounded he would have
Sunday, and a special program it. The number of bushels two score years.
Surviving are the husband; a scheduled as headline speaker on
driver's license for 30 days.
the work underway before the end to get help from a physician. He is
• • •
will be given. Mrs. Fred Kolen- brought in locally were as follows:
daughter, Shirley; two sons, Frank the afternoonprogram, did not
of the summer. It is the plan of asking that any physician so apbrander will sing over the micro- Pluggers Mill, 935; City Mills,
and Clarence; six grandchildren;present his address.
SEIF
BREAKS
LEG
proached
please
notify
the
Sherthe club to interest boys and girls
THIRTY YEARS AGO TODAY
phone, and Mrs. Frank Hoek will 919; Heber Walsh (5 days) 4,500;
The evening program was opentwo sisters, Mrs. Almira Peck of
in the sport through enrollment in iff’s department.
• • •
be her accompanist at the organ. Beach Bros. (W. B. Beach, one of
Joseph Sief is home from north- Spring Lake and Mrs. Mary Dake ed by group singing,and a playplay---------------be
o spoi
« e .S**!**}!?
School to
sponsored
The
Michigan
Bell
Telephone
Co.
They will give several numbers of the brothers,) 2,683; James E.
ern Wisconsinwhere he was at of Jackson; and three brothers, let, “When Father
her Goes on a Diet ”
bv the club and
i conducted
conducte by the TWO BROTHERS MEET AFTER
an inspiring nature. The chimes Higgens, 1,300 bushels, or a total has put the first telephone into work. He sustained a broken leg the Rev. lister Miles of Grand was given
» by Mrs. Gerrit
______ Oonk,
____ ,
Castle Park. The subscribersare
0 ^ and more experience
experiencedsailors.
in the music tower will be heard, of 10,337 bushels.The News’ files
and is now recoveringat the home Rapids, J/dge Fred T. Miles of Mrs. L. J. Mannes, Mrs. Herman
SEPARATION
OF
57
YEARS
The club house
»e will also
als provide
and one of the numbers will be, of Aug. 10, 1878 show wheat at W. H. Beach, Thomas A. Hall and of his father,Carl Seif, 304 West Holland, and Warren Miles of Kortering, Mrs. Edward Boeve,
a much needed gatherin? place on
J. H. Parr of the Castle.
"The
Lost Chord.” Other numbers 95c per bushel. So, farmers were
12th St. “Joe” is a graduate of Robinson township. Two other Miss Verna De Witt, Elmer De
Surprise, hesitation,and doubt
Lake MacaUwa for^th^ociafand
• • •
will
be:
“In
a
Monastery
Garden”,
Holland high but has been away children died in infancy,and two Witt, and Junior Kortering. Mrs.
loaded
down
with
a
big
$10,000
in
sailing events and to give visiting crossed and recrossed the face of
Atty. Hoyt G. Post was in Grand
sisters also preceded her in death, John Van Oss presided over the
yachtsmenfrom other ports a hos- Edo A. Musk of Muskegon Satur- and “The Dove and the Little cash which meant a good week of Rapids transacting law business. from Holland for a time.
Mrs. Ethel Van Dam, who died evening’s festivities. Special mupiUble welcome. With two boat day noon when an apparent strang- Star.” Many of these selections business with local merchants.
Note:— His father, John C. Post, truck and pitched their tent at in August, 1911, and Maria Miles, sic was rendered by a male quarare heard over the national netplants and an active yacht club er greeted him at his door.
tet, comprised of Milton Maatman,
FIFTY YEARS* AGO TODAY was an able and brilliant attorney. night alongsideof the truck on the who died in 1882.
"Don’t you — don’t you know your work, played by Jesse Crawford,
here, Macatawa should return to
• • •
* • •
roadside. They intend to go to
nationally
known
pipe-organist.
Interment will take place in Park C. Dykhuis, W. Van Den Belt, and
its rightful position as the center brother?" asked the visitor.
A night blooming cereus belong- MackinacIslands that way. Note: township cemetery.Mrs. Owen was Gerrit Oonk. Mrs. J. Stryker of
Restlawn MemorialPark, as will
Recently a new manufacturing
Edo’s mind slowly travelled back
of yachting activities on the Great
Trailers fully equipped were not 55 years old.
Grand Rapids sang two vocal soLakes.
half century and seven years. be remembered,is located on the plant was started in this city by ing to Mrs. Henry Kremers bloseven dreamed of 20 years ago, it
los, and the Rev. Arthur Maatman,
Yes, away back in The Nether- Zeeland Road. The time is next Heine Te Roller under the name of somed Sunday night and the entire
Te Roller ManufacturingCo., and neighborhood came to see this rare appears.
REUNION HELD IN SCHOOL 83 also of Grand Rapids, presented
VAN DIS FAMILY
lands he had a brother, but he Sunday, at 3:30 P. M.
o
* • *
the address of the evening. Rev.
in the manufacture of flower that blooms only one night
YEARS OLD; IT WAS ONCE
HAS REUNION had never heard of him for all MICHIGAN GLADIOLUS SOCI- specializes
Chief Van Ry and Prosecutor
Maatman announcedto the group
furniture and specialties for the Note: — She was the wife of Dr.
THE HUYSER CENTER
those years.
that a 4 by 6 foot painting on
ETY WILL STAGE SECOND home. Eight cabinet workers and Henry Kremers, at one time mayor Louis Oosterhouse was kept busy
The first reunion of the Van The “stranger”persisted and
ANNUAL SHOW AT GRAND wood carvers have been employed. of Holland. Their home was the until ten o’clock last night getting The annual Huyser School reun- which he has been working for the
Dis family was held Friday, Aug- finally recognitionburst upon the
HAVEN
The second-story of the Phoenix old hospital, still on Twelfth St. drafted boys from Holland and Ot- ion is to be held near Beaverdam past year or so, will be completed
U8t, at the farm hora® of Mr. face of both. They were brothers,
tawa County, who had forgotten
and Mrs. Bert Van Dis in East reunited after 57 years of com- The Michigan Gladiolus society Planing Mill has been leased for and Central Ave. It was a beauti- their identification cards, releas- this week Saturday afternoon;and soon and will then be placed on
ful place, kept up better than the
this
new
departure.
Note:—
This,
our own alderman, Peter Huysar, display in Seminary hall, Holland,
Saugatuck. L*>ng Ubles were set plete separation.
will stage the 1938 exhibitionof in reality, was the first furniture "Knickers” keep it. The flower con- ed. They were out of luck when will be there to give a few words for public inspection.
on the spacious lawn of the home
Born the sons of Albert Musk in gladioli in this city on August 19- factory in Holland. Soon after, R. servatory is still there and Mrs. officers were looking for slackers
Prizes went to the following:
of wisdom in a talk to the old memfor the basket supper. Places were Enerum, Holland, the two broth21 at the Robbins building, the sec- E. Workman, who owned the Phoen- Kremers had it filledwith beauti- who evaded the World War draft. bers of a school that bears his Mrs. Jacob Helder for being the
laid for 55. Later in the evening ers, Edo of Muskegon and Corond consecutive year that this ix, Mr. Te Roller and Mr. Brink, ful blooms and was liberal in giv- Twenty-sevenfrom Holland, 32 in name. The local “city father" can oldest woman present;Derk Wara social time with games and mu- nelius, a retired constructionworkstate-wide flower show has been from Graafschap, organized the ing them to sick folk. Those were all, were in the drag net at Ring- lay just claim to this since three ner, the oldest man attending;
sic was enjoyed indoors.
er in Chicago, were separated given at Grand Haven.
Ottawa Furniture Co., which has the days of neighborhood associa- ling Bros, circus held at Grand of his forebears lived in that lo- John Daining, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Guests were present from Port shortly after their mother’s death
The state show has been brought
tion and of helping one another. Rapids. The circus for our boys cality, owned land there, and when John Daining, youngest child presShe don, Kalamazoo,South Haven, when the father apprenticed Cor- there for two years by the Grand always been consideredas the first
furniture factory. The Phoenix There was something happy and was not at the show grounds but the school was built in 1855—83 ent; and Mrs. John Van Oss, oldHolland and vicinity. At the organ- nelius to nearby wealthy farmers,
Haven Garden club and the Cham- Mill, a large red structure,occu- wholesome in those old time Hol- at the Kent County jail until the years ago— they called it the Huy- est teacher. Precedingthe evenization meeting the host, Bert Van because he could not buy sufficient
ber of Commerce, the societyde- pied the post office site for years land days when everyone had a Chiefs sent in their O. K. Note:— ser School. What is more, Peter ing program, a basket supper was
Dis, was named president;Mrs. H. food and clothingfor both. Several
ciding upon the "county seat" last until sold to the U. S. Government flower and vegetable garden and That was war and no one escaped. Huyser taught school there for 13 served.
S. Penney was elected secretary, years later, in 1881,. the
• • •
father ---and winter in the face of many offers 20 years ago.
---------The next reunion of the school
neighborsexchanged lettuce for
years. That was in the day when
and John Van Wieren, treasurer. Edo crossed rfbhe ocean, leaving j from other cities in Michigan.
• * »
ladishes over the back fence. ConTEN
YEARS
AGO TODAY
thin switches were still the method will be held in 1940 in accordance
It was decided to hold another re- Cornelius
j To promote this fine exhibition Holland is sufferingfrom a heat tentment reigned then— but today.
• • •
of punishmentto wayward pupils with a vote taken at the business
union next year, on the first Wed• • •
Eight years passed, and in 1889 Nathaniel Robbins is donating the wave the like of which the oldest
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Carl De —and let us say, they were some- session.
nesday in August.
Edo moved from Grandville, where use of his building for the three residents cannot remember.One
John A. Pieters,Fennvillemer- Free, at the home on West 8th St., times wayward.
he first lived in America, to Mus- days. It is ideally situatedon the man in North Holland,Levi Caauw, chant, went to Grand Rapids to a son on the 4th of July.
Anyway, the reunion is to be WILL START TABULATING
HOOK ON POST TEARS
* • *
and establishedhimself as river bank where the cool lake staggered into the house after cul- look over a Buick automobfle.Can
DELINQUENT TAX ROLL
held at 1:00 o’clock and among the
RUNNING BOARD OFF CAR kegon,
celery farmer. At first at- breezes temper the heat and help tivating a corn field. When he en- it be possible that John has the
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Becker are speakerswill be Dr. Cornelius Auditor General George H. Gun“honk! honk!” fever and is about on a trip to Europe. They expect Boone, Zeeland; John Huizenga of dry said today an augmented staff
Saturday, William Eaton of tempts were made at letter writ- to preserve the flowers that last tered the home he fell dead.
to turn traitor to the trotting to be away for two months. Note: Blendon; while Adolph Siekman.the of employes would start tabulation
Brawlev, Cal., and Tom Kluck of ing but no word came from the year filledthe large building.
*
•
•
The present season with unusual
The new street oil lamps were horse? Note: — The reason for this —Today Mr. Becker is head of the president,will preside. Mrs. Ger- of the delinquent tax roll in midFennville were on the way to the distant dike country. Years dimrains has been marvelous for Grand lighted for the first time last night remark undoubtedly was that John Home Furnace Co. of Holland.
oil wells at Diamond Springs when med the reality of brotherhood.
rit Groenewoud,wife of the com- September, to prepare for the
Meantime, near Rotterdam, Hol- Haven gardens. Many growers al- and we must say they very much owned trotting horses and was a
• • •
they came up to a load of grain.
missioner of schoolsof Holland, is forced tax sale next spring.
Dr. A. J. Brouwer of Holland also on the program for a talk.
Pulling out to pass it and going land, Cornelius too was growing ready have some georgeous blooms. improved over the old type of oil son-in-lawof H. Boone of the celHe estimated 598,000 items of
K.
T.
Vanden
Bosch,
well
known
into
young
manhood.
He
married
lamp.
visited
Palestine,
Egypt
and
Turonly about 15 miles per hour, Mr.
ebrated Boone Stables of Holland
There will be several musical property would be advertised for
»
»
*
grower,
has
exhibited
some
marveand
raised
a
family,
a
large
famEaton encountered an iron post
and the owner of the popular key and also went into King Tut’s numbers.
sale in May. 1939, compared with
ily v*
of cigub
eight vuuurcu.
children. America lous flowerso at
ol the city hall, where
buried in the grass in the haystack *•/
Our brewery man, Anton Seif, is McKinley. John was at one time tomb. Note: — The doctor* is now
There will be a basket picnic at approximately 750,000 items last
with a hook attached to it which across the ocean, appealed and he is employed.
keeping his brewery going night mayor of Fennville. He passed on a trip to Iceland and another the supper hour when coffee and spring.
All entriesin the state show and day in order to supply Holland away many years ago. Dr. Albertus trip to Europe. His travelingparthad been used to hold a wire cable. called him. In 1910, he with his
lemonade will be furnished free by
Gundry pointed out that payThis hook viciouslygrabbed hold family and wife made the trip. must be made not later than Fri- with kegs of beer during these hot Pieters of Holland is a brother. ner is Mr. P. Ver Planke of Zee- the district. Those old school boys ments under the installmentmetnFor
a
few
years
they
lived
in
New
day
noon
on
Aug.
19.
The
evenland.
of the running board of the car
days. Mr. Seif is wondering wheth- Rev. R. Pieters, who became pasand girls and their families are od of retiringtaxes for 1935 and
• • •
Jersey where Cornelius made his ing the annual banquet will be er the weather has liquidatedthe tor of the old Van Raalte church
and tore it off.
urged to bring their own plates, prior years would fall due Sept. 1,
o
iving by constructionwork. About held at the Hotel Wm. M. Ferry, total abstainers judging from the after the passing of the founder,
The merchants of Holland decid- cups, forks, spoons, knives and and that penaltiesof 8/4 of 1 per
ed that a half holidaybe held every napkins.
FORMER ZEELAND PASTOR four years later friends in Chica- including the annual business hundreds of kegs that his wagon was the father.
cent a month plus a 2 per cent
• » •
go wrote that there was a job open meeting and election of officers.
Thursday afternoonduring July
RESIGNS PULPIT
takes to differenthouses in town
The afternoon and evening will collection charge would be imand with his family the immigrant Paul R. Krone, Michigan State these hot days. Note:— The popular
and
August.
Wm. Jennings Bryan was nombe an enjoyable affair In the well- posed on those tardy in meeting
• a *
Rev. and Mrs. H. Harmelingof moved once more.
college, will demonstrate the ar- size keg in the olden days was 1/8 inated as the presidentialcandishaded Huyser School grounds. All their payments.
Chicago spent a few days this past
Last Tuesday was a day of rangements of flowers on Satur- for $1.00, cash on delivery. There date on the Democratic ticket.
Holland’s windmill float is a those connected with the school in
If you are delinquent in your
week visiting relatives in Zeeland. great excitement in the house of day at 3:30 p. ra. All those who was no local bottle beer 50 years
* * *
winner in the Benton Harbor the earlier! years are especially taxes, see County Treasurer
Rev. Harmeling served as pastor Cornelius Musk at Chicago. From saw and heard Mr. Krone last ago. A $1.00 keg includeda small
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Bert Slagh Blossom Parade. The float cost urged to be present. Andrew Schut Sprietsmain Grand Haven and
of the First Reformed Church six* a friend whom they had met at a
cake of ice.
twins, a boy and a girl.
Holland $260. The News pictures is on the program committee, Mrs. Treasurer Stockdale in Allegan
• a a
teen years ago. He has completed funeral, word was received of
the band and float with Miss “Kay” Gerald Huyser is secretary.
city. They will give you the in47 years of service as a minister relatives in Michigan. The name — ---- — mm* swvtaav AO UUC
Mr. and Mrs. George Dal man
Anthony Luldens has accepted a Voa, Misses Aneta and Selma
formation and how to save money.
of the Reformed church and has and initials 'were those of his bro- of the interestingfeatures of the were the happy recipientsof an position as manager of the H. J. Cherven, Roy Klomparens and SLOOTERS MOTOR TO
just announced his retirement ther— a letter was immediately dis- show.
heir on Sunday, July 1, 1888. Note: Heinz Salting House at West Johnny Van Tatenhove. The comCOLORADO SPRINGS Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
from active service. He will preach patched.
—The lady’s name today is Mrs. Olive. Note:— -Mr. Luidens is now mittee arranging the float that
Leo Loew of this city who are vahis farewell at Archer Avenue ReIn Muskegon, Mrs. Edo Musk
Following
two-weeks’ trip Jacob Zuidema, West 15th St The a minister of the gospel,married brought Holland the loving cup
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Slooter and cationingat Beaver Isle were Mr.
formed Church, Chicago, on next opened the letter. With plans for through the Upper Peninula, the city engineer can now survey with a fine girl from Zeeland, and his were John Van Tatenhove, Andrew son, Jack, are on a vacation. They and Mrs. Emmet McFall and Muryl
Sunday, August 14. They plan to a complete surprise for her hus- Rev. and Mrs. L. Van Laar have satisfactionthe 60th anniversary children are now attending Hope.
and ,J. A. Johnson, motored to Colorado Springs for Colthurst
remain residentsof Chicago, howshe wrote the lost relatives returned to the city.
of his estimable wife. The Zuideof the Exchange Club, a week. Ed is commander of the
ever, where their daughter Mar- in Chicago to come at once— they
ma’s have reared a fine and talent- TWENTY YEARS' AGO TODAY marched with wooden shoes and Willard G. Leenhouts Post AmerWeek end guests at the home of
guerite is a nurse.
most certainlywould be welcome! Mrs. Chris W. Nibbelink. West ed family. George Dalman, for
blousey pantaloons with large but- ican Legion and is identified with Mr. and Mrs. N. Oudemool, 47 W.
-----......
^ Saturday brpther met brother- 12th St, is confined to B1
many years, was aldermanof the Aston Dodd, of Dover, Ohio, and tons. 'Holland high school Hand the Harrington Coal Co. Mrs. 15th St., were the Rev. and Mrs.
A son was born yesterday to Mr. now
and Edo is 67, hospital, East Grand Rapids,where 3rd ward. We understand another a party in 4 Republic truck, at- headed the local division with Slooter has been an. officialin the David Louwenaarof Falmouth.
--- Cornelius
--is 78--and Mrs. Gerrit Klingenbergof not since the two were 16 and 10 ehe recently submitted to 4 thy- anniversarywill be observed today, tracteda great deal of attention at “Fran” Van Hartesveldt as drum Legion Auxiliary on differentoc- Mrs. Louwenaar i* a daughter of
Hamilton.
casions.
had they talked together as now! roid operation.
August 12, which will be the SU- Holland. They all travel in the major.
Mr. and Mrs. Oudemool.
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HART AND COOLEY HOLD PICNIC AT TUNNEL PARK
Officials

Attend Dedication

of G. H.

Park Addition

The annual picnic of the Hart
and Cooley Mfg. Co. was held Sat-

A

urday at Tunnel Park, with about
700 attending.Prises were award- 2020 ed for various contests. Bernie
Business Office - - Vande Vusse, Peter Ver Schure,
Gerrit Bouwman, John Bouwman,
Simon Meeuwsen,and Lee Smithr,r<> ers were in charge of picnic arrangements.
Beginning at 1 p. m. this afternoon, Friday, the Charles R.
Sligh Co. will hold its picnic at
the park. Concessionand hath
house tickets will be furnished to
those attending. Sports will be run
off in the afternoon,followed by a
supper furnished by the plant, at
gooil pi*’*r,M"' i"11 * ,in £"*'"'6
5:80 p. m. John Sybesma, Charles
AUGUST
Klungle, William . Having, and
George Tubergan are Committee
1J- Powder migntine
chan men for the affair.
lomirvj fOO ki-is i >;
Starting at U a. m., tomorrow,
oi Mjisviile. t'.y
Holland Furnace Co. employees and
their families will picnic at Tunnel
14- Parly ol Germ.tr '•
liBis arrv.'J m PI...
Park. Approximately 2,000 are exphia. 16./.
pected to attend. Henry Boersma is
general chairman of the picnic.
*<* IS- Po-eign 'eg i1
Concessiontickets will be furnished
Peking Dm
by the company. At noon a basket
trjmvBoiersI'Al.
dinnei will be provided, followedby
14— Premier! P . ^ "
a program of sports, contests, and
Queen Vid' ,'.a I.!?
variety numbers.
id
Atlantic cable.

Cool Shower
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Always Refreshing
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NEW MACATAWA
\nn club to bk
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Minnesota 1W-1

Sioux

If- Britishlanded in Chesapeake EViy crij Uvealened 'Aabhingi^ n P C.
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A report on proposed sites for a
permanent home for the Macatawa
Bay Yacht club will be made at n
meeting of the club members and
( ther interested persons, to be held
Saturday afternoon at the Jesiek

ad

Brothers’ offices at

Help Uncle Sam
• •

•

B»d handwriting and po„H,

#

their writing on envelopes

ii

a re-

you have a shower in your

Modern Bath Room For
Your Home Today.

^

— ChroniclePhoto.

ENGAGEMENT OF THEIR
\l GHTKR

Waesche, Lieut. Commander R. J. director. In the second row are
Mauerman,Mayor Richard L. Cook, District Commander Ward W. BenSen. Earnest C. Brooks of Holland nett and Walter Kingscott, state
(hidden from view by Mr. Brown), j director of parks. Holland Coast
Harry Whitely of Dowagiac and P. | Guards participatedin the water
J. Hoffmaster, state conservation 1 fetes.

KNOLL Plumbing & Heating Co.
Holland

17 East 8th Street

Telephone 4225

HOLLAND

D
(Jl \RIET FROM
1:45 p.m. from the Harlem Re- GEORGE MOOI HAVING MOVED AT LEAST 1,000 PEOPLE LISFIGl RES IN
! formed church, with the Rev. (IraTEN TO CONGRESSMAN
FROM CITY RESIGNS FROM
Announcement
was
made
at
a
reveal their personalities and sucRAPIDS CHURCH Ml SIC dus Aalbertsofficiating. Interment
HOFFMAN AT ALLENSCHOOL
BOARD
family
gathering
at
Macatawa
ceed only in distorting the writing
took place in Zeeland cemetery.
DALE MEET; HOLPark Monday evening by Dr. ami
Special
music
at
the
evening
serFive
other
daughters
survive
Ik*beyond the point of legibility.
LAND DIRECTOR
Mrs. J C. Pelgrim of Coral Ga- vice of the hureh of the Open si(les Mrs. Berkompas. They are
With all members of the board
Others are those who address bles, Fla., of the engagement of Doer at (.rami Rapids last Sunday Mrs. Teunis Vellenga of Ravenna.1 present, George Mooi, for many
LEADS BAND
mail to "Cleveland” and forget to their daughter. Miss Mane Kollen was provided by the Berean male Mrs. Simon Elhardt of this city, years a member of the Holland
One of the largest Republican
mention the state. There are Pelgrim to Robert G. inlander of quartet of this city. Members of Mrs. Ben Boersma and Mrs. An- board of education,announced at
New Orleans and Pittsburgh. The thc quartet, which has appeared re- thonv Van Dyk, both of Grand the board meeting Monday evening meetingsheld in some time was
twenty-seven "Clevelands” in as
Pelgrims and Mr. Gillander are cently in various churches in Hoi- Rapjds. and Mrs. Dan Ebels of that, since he has moved from the staged at Allendale Township Hall
many states. And, authoritiesadd, spending some time at the home of lam) and vicinity, Muskegon, and North Holland. Other survivorsin- school district,and is now residing grounds recently, when a large get100,000 of us folks mailed per- George Pelgrim,West 11th St. The Grand Rapids, are the Messrs’ Ger- r]U(R. two sons. Peter of Grand in Eagle Crest Park, he felt his together conclave was held for
fectly blank envelopes last year- bride-to-beis a granddaughter of nt Jansen. Manley Beyer, and Pc- Rapids and Gerrit of Fremont; 30 resignationto be imperative. De- North Ottawa County. RepresentMr. and Mrs. Henry Pelgrim, West ter and Willard \ eltman, all of grandchildren, and four great- spite his resignation, Mr. Mooi ative Clare Hoffman of Allegan
no addresses on ’em at all.
was the headliner, and he was in1-th St. Both Miss Pelgrim and Holland. Mrs. Manley Beyer is nc- grandchildren,
stated, he will continue to be with
Postal officialsask you to write her fiance are graduates of Duke companist for the group.
troduced by Charles Lowing, chairthe board "in spirit."
clearly, and spell out state names University.
The Church of the Open Door AAAAAAAAAAAA4AAAAAAAA4AA Mr. Mooi served one term on the man of the Ottawa County Board
if doubtfulabout the abbreviations. We might add that Mrs. Pelgrim Sunday welcomed its new pastor,
board from 1920 to 1931, and again of Supervisors,who was the presiding officer.
before her marriage was Miss Es- the Rev. Tunis Mouw of Chicago.
took office July 14. 1936. George
Here is a chance for economytelle Kollen.daughter of the late Miss Marian Waalkes of this city
At least 15 Republican candidates
Beeuwkes, president of the board,
minded persons to help cut down Dr. ami Mrs. G. J. Kollen. Mr. is in charge of music and choir
Funeral sendees for Henry J. accepted Mr. Mooi’s resignation, for nomination of the different ofthe overbalanced federal budget.
Kollen was presidentof Hope Col- work at the church.
Slenk. 81, who died Friday night at adding. “It is the only thing to be fices were present, and a few words
-olege for a number of years, ami
his home in East Saugatuck. were done under the circumstances,but from each were asked, and they
Give This Some Thought Mrs. Kollen was the daughter of Applications for marriage lic- held Monday at :30 p. m. from the it is done with regret.” No suc- made their declarationsover a loud
Dr. A. C. \ an Raalte, the founder enses have been filed at the county home, and at 2 p. m. in East Sau- cessor has as yet been chosen to speaker system.
• • •
of Holland.
clerk’s office by William A. Earner, gatuek Christian Reformedchurch. take Mr. Mooi’s place, and, if the
The meeting was sponsored by
The nationaldebt of the United
24, Grand Rapids, and Myrtle Van- (the Rev. S. I\ Miersma officiating. office is not filled by appointment,
the Northeast Ottawa Republican
Burial took place in East Sauga a new member will be chosen at
den Bosch, 20, Zeeland.
States at present is about forty BOAT FISHING OFF
Club and was one of the most entuck cemetery. Sunivors are four
billiondollars.
HOLLAND HARBOR
thusiasticpolitical gatherings for
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA daughters. Miss Johanna Slenk of the board election next July.
In an effort to improve the acoussome time. The differentCounty
A good many persons are worHAD CLOSE CALL
Holland,
and
Mrs.
Harry
Vork,
ZEELAND
tics in the music room of Holland candidateswere introducedby Wilried over the size of this debt and
Mrs. Fred Heerspink, and Mrs. G. Junior high school, the board voted
TV YTYTTTTT
liam WUds, Ottawa County’s pop“The Fisherman." a gas boat
Tubergan. all of Holland and John to have fibre board placed on the
its tendency constantlyto increase.
ular Clerk, who has no opposition
owned
by
Claude Ver Dum of BODY OF ZEEI.AND BOY IS and Bert of East Saugatuck.
ceiling of the room by the acous- in the Republican Primaries.
But are they equally worried
Grand Haven which is used in com- FOUND; FI NER \L SERN ICES
...
tical Specialties Contracting Co. of
The grove back of the Allendale
over the fact that crime takes out mercial fishing, was threatened by
WERE HELD AT ZEELAND
Lentz and Miller of Muskegon Detroitfor a total of $32. Trustee Town Hall proved to be an ideal
of the pockets of America every fire about 10 o’clock Friday night
Saturday afternoon brought in the Mooi reported on the matter and setting for the rally, and the decorSATURDAY
year a sum equivalent to more than when gas and oil floating on top
James II. Scholten No. 1 on the recommendedthe bid of the Detroit ation committee and others in
of the water in the hold caught
a third of the national debt that
Searchers
about
M
a.
m.
Frida)
farm of James H. Scholten in Ov- concern over an offer by the Johns- charge of arrangementsfor the
fire as Mr. \er Duin was pumping
recovered the !> xly of Junior Ib’lerisel township. The initial flow of Manville Co. to install the neces- program, did a fine job. There were
has been accumulated over a period water out of the bilge.
sary board at a cost of $700.
colored lights, and a huge Ameriof many years and for which the
He applied the pumps in the Foster, IK, son of Mr. and Mrs. the well, 110 barrels per hour, was
In keeping with a motion passed can Flag formed an impressive
Jacob De Koster, 256 Wall St., later reduced to 88 barrels per
dark
for
several
minutes
and
then
Americanpeople have at least reby the board recently, not to algot out his flashlight to see his Zeeland, who drowned late Wednes- hour. With the success of the first low public meetings in public background.
ceived some benefit ?
Prior to the introductionof the
progress. The flashlight was not day in Lake Macatawa, off Chippe- attempt on this location, the Black
The law enforcement commitlee in working order and he struck a wa Point. Directlyresponsiblefor R0ck Oil Co., of which Paul Schol- school buildings, a request by Aid. candidates,the Hudsonville band,
Cornelius Kalkman to use a room under the direction of Bert Brandt
of the American Bar Association match. The matchhead flew off I ^e recovery of the body was Her- tt.n ()f Holland is organizer,is coni man M'dd of flrand Rapids, who
templatingthe digging of two in one of the buildingsfor a Town- of Holland, gave a 45-minute conaccepts $15,000,000as a fair esti- and hit gas and oil that floated on
cert of excellent music, and the muI works with his lindher-in-law . John
other wells, north of the present send meeting was rejected.
mate of the annual cost of crime top of the water and within a Baker, at the latter’s boat livery |(,cation. The Scholten No. 1 was
Supt. E. E. Fell reported marked sicians as well as the leader resplit second the hold of the boat
progress in the work of painting ceived liberal applause.Justin Zylin the United States.
at Ottawa Beach. Assisting Held .iniu.,!at i^fii feet.
near the engine was ablaze.
Junior
and Senior high school stra of Allendale called the meet1 were his two sons, Donald and Har
And that estimate doesn’t take
The call of “fire" by the owner
buildings.
I old.
ing to order and asked Supervisor
into account the loss of life through brought the play of the spotlight
A quiet wedding ceremony was
The board approved the report Lowing to preside.
Verdict of accidentaldeath by
from
the
Escanaba
onto
the
scene
unlawful homicide or the disease
of Trustee John Olert to purchase
Congressman Hoffman gave one
and some of the crew immediately drowning was returned by Coroner <'';n,'!1lK'tBwl a‘;he,
a piano for the Van Raalte School of his peppy orationsand the large
and misery bred of crime and vice,
went over. The picket boat from the Gilbert Vande Water, followingbin ,'f,,h<'.R7' »• E- ^8ycroft »t banbuilding
for
$225,
less
rent
of
$45,
crowd that gathered was interested
which go hand in hand.
of the drow„n,g\„,d*’,atuck„*h<'n, *l»k*lL.br
roast guard station arrivedquickly. investigation
Miss WinnifredBushee, daughter thus totaling$180. Approval was to the fullest extent, and his enMr. Ver Duin seized the fire ex- viewing of the body at the Martin
The United States today has more
of Mr. and Mrs. Archie Bushee of also given the proposal to install a tire discourselasted more than an
Vander Bie boat livery.
persons in prison in proportion to tinguisherand threw the contents
The body of tin- ill-fated youth Fennville, and Hyo Fred Bos, son drinking fountain at the Washing- hour. With the dry humor of a
on the flames which had some efof Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Bos of Hol- ton School playground.Trustee “Will Rogers” he kept his audience,
its total populationthan any other
fect. He then rushed to the fish was found n about |n feet of
country in the world, without yet tub “Mary G,” which was docked water, followin'/ draggingo|re ra- land. Roger Nicol and Miss Janet Mooi’s report that Damstra Bros, first in an attitude of profound
Kool attended the couple. The are installing a boiler at Van Raal- thinking, which was followed often
having caught up with enough of nearby and secured another larger tions which had lx en going on by
groom is an employeeof the Hol- te School, at a cost of $824.75 was by gales of laughter in reviewing
memliers
of
the
Holland
coast
its criminals to check the steady extinguisher and the flames were
the shortcomings of state and naguard crew and of the county sher- land Furniture Co. at Holland.The placed on file.
soon under control.
couple is residing at the home of
increasein its crime bill.
tional affairs.
The boat was scorched but no iff's department, so m immediately
A nation potentiallyas rich as great damage was done, said Mr. following the raged). De Koster Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grets in ger WESTVEI.D FAMILY REUNION Mr. Hoffman condemned the
fact that during this nation-wide
ours is can survivea large national Ver Duin. When the flames shot had lx*en engaging in .-ailing activi- at cnriville.
depressionwhich brought woe, sufties with two companions, Altx-rt
debt, although paying off that debt up he jumped to the stern of the
4AAAAAAaAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
A family reunion was held Sun- fering and despair to millions class
boat and escaped any injury. Had and Donald Kamps. sons of Mr. and
is going to be hard.
day in the home of Mr. and Mrs. prejudiceshould be inculcatedand
the Ixiat itselfcaught fire it might Mrs. Jacob Kamp- of North Church
The history of the world pro- have |>eeri>erious as the "Mary St.. Zeeland, when the waters
YTYVTTYYVTTTVTTYTJohn Westveld,near Fennville. hatred should be instilled, while
vides no instance of a nation sur- G." owned by Caleb Ver Duin, claimed him. Boats for the rescue
Those present included Mr. and charging those of their own class
The first reunion of Highpoint or
with greed, selfishness, and lack
viving the unchecked spread of ( laude \er Duin’s father, had just were contributed by Mr. Vander Butler school at Bentheim will be Mrs. H. H. Ross of Chicago, Mr.
and
Mrs. ClarenceMorphy and of patriotism. A promise was made
come
in from Holland in the after- Bie, who took an active part in the
crime, which saps its morale, unheld on the school grounds Saturdaughter, Ratty, of Gary, Mr. and to those who had little “for a more
noon and was d-x-ked so dose that search.
day afternoonand evening, August
dermines its morality and event- :t could not have escaped had the
Funeral sendees for De Koster
Mrs. Jay Mondell and Kenneth, and abundant life.”
13. Former and present teachers,
The men who really set the
were held Saturdayafternoon at
ually engulfs it in blood and de- fire spread.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Goodnecht of
students and familiesof those af1:30 o'clock from the home, and at
Kankakee, III; Mr. and Mrs. George wheels of industrygoing were
< aleh Ver Duin has been fishing
bauchery.
filiated with the school are asked
off Holland for severalmonths. He 2 p. m. from the North St. ChrisGlupker and family of Holland,Mr. dubbed as "economic royalists”
to bring a basket lunch, which will
the privileged class, profitand Mrs. John Bast and Ellen of
wll
continue fishing off that port tian Reformed church, the Rev. A
Apple Cider
Ik* one of the featuresof the celeJahaay, pastor of Third Christian
Fennville, and Mr. and Mrs. Alva eers, and exploiters of men
for the remainder of the season.
bration.
and of women who had conReformed church. Zeeland,officiatHoover and family of Ganges.
Under Regulation

make

over you can always find

Let Us Estimate a

dresseden\elopescost l ncle Sam s , building committee.Other members
The speakers’ platform of the Holland, chairman, is at the micpostal service Jl, 500,000 for the of the committee are Henry S.
last fiscal year. This fact was an Maentz of Holland: J"hn Knell of Grand Haven State Park addition rophone. Seated from left to
Aurora. Ill ; Irving Orr. Grand dedieation, opening function of the right, front row, are William H.
nounced on the 163rd anniversaryof
Second Annual Grand Haven Const Loutit, Cornelius Vander Meulen
| Rapids; ami Bob Hermann, Maeathe establishmentof the service. | tawa.
Guard Water Fete held a few days of Holland, who made the dedicaago. Carl T. Bowen, formerly of tory address, Rear Admiral R. R.
Postal authorities say the main
troublemakers are the “character FLORIDA FOLK ANNOUNCE
to

is

home

bath room.

Macatawa Park.

Harold Ver Meulen of Kalamazoo. commodore of the club, will
preside at the meeting, at which

handwriters,’’
those folk who in-

Alter the day’s work

freshing welcome at

GRAND

,

, .
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SAVE

(

<

on your winter’s fuel

ALLEGAN COUNTY

1

!

?? j
I

Because prices will soon advance. .

. because

even now

better grades are hard to get from the mines. . • because

you may not be able to get what you want
advise you to buy your winter’s coal

later on,

now! You

we

can place

your order with us now and get time deliveries according
to your needs if you wish!

,
I
|
|

SUMMER CHEER THROUGHOUT THE YEAR!

HARRINGTON COAL
PHONE

2

30 4

Holland, Mich.

t

^

?OTTAWA COUNTY

PECKS
Cut Rate Drugs

Now

ZEELAND WOMAN KILLED
BY CONCRETE MIXER

Holland’s Busiest Drug Store
Corner River and

trolled the affairs of the previous

ing. Burial took place in Zeeland

Eighth

Holland, Mich.

Funeral services for Gerrit Ten
cemetery.
administration. It was promised
Apple cider and its manufacture
The summer homes of Mrs. F. J.
Have, 76, former North Holland
that this would all be changed, and
attractedthe attentionof the De
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. James ! residentwho died Sunday at Alle- Wadell of Jacksonville,Fla., and the “money changers would be
partment of Agriculture
’'W*
W.
H.
Reas
of
Detroit
at
Castle
Hulst, North Holland, at the Zee- *an hospital, were held Wednesday
driven from the temple”— meaning
during the past week and two nkilled SaturPark, are being remodeled and en- that the affairs of the nation
land hospital,
son. Ronald. at 2 P- m- fr,,!"
Brink
vised orders having been promul- " V
n i, a
?hr Was
larged.
would be in the interest, and for
a concrete Wednesday;to Mr. and Mrs. Lub- funeralhome at Hamilton, followed
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M. VanDyke of 27 Celia St., S. E., Van Ham, the former Joan Vi user, which it functions.
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nounce the birth of a daughter on library hours, Wednesday evenings
obligationsto society.
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vice on the board this spring. He summer here.
Monday at Holland hospital. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Zwemer of
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tending the Saladin Temple dance
Dr. Bruce M. Raymond, who has
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Rosendahl terpriseand initiative, a business enforce the laws of the land and fortunate In having Mr. Hoffman part of the county, and the county
Bruin De Haas, 86, died Sunday
at the Spring Lake Countrv club been teaching at Centra! State
evening at the home of his daugh- and sob, Junior, and daughter, may be big and at the same time give to each man, who desires to
candidates clearly set forth the
Friday evening were Mr. and Mrs. Teachers’ College at Mt, Pleasant ter, Mrs. John Berkompas, at West Beatrice, and Mr. and Mrs. A. C. wholesome and an aaaet to the work, the protectionguaranteed to as its guest, and it may be possiidea of the rally in statingthat it
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that
he
wiU
again
be
in
the
Jake W. Hobeck, Mr. and Mrs. this summer, has returned to Hol- Olive. Funeral serviceswere con- Joldersmaof Holland visited Mr. country, to its employees and to him by the constitution.
was not their idea to promote their
Leslie Harrett, and Mr. and Mrs. land to spend the remainder of his ducted Wednesdayat 1:80 p.m. and Mrs. Thomas Rosendahl on the consumersof the products it
districtbefore the close of the cam- own candidacy but that of the parThe Coopersville Observer
M. Everett Dkk.
vacation.
manufacture? or distributes.
this week concludes a write-up on paign.
from the Berkompas home, and at Tuesday.
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THE HOLLAND CRT NEWS
REPORT MS BUSHELS OF RAG- FLOOD LIGHTING AT
WEED DESTROYED IN
ZEELAND PARK

VERHEY-OONK NUPTIALS AT TRINITY CHURCH

THIS

WEEK

On August 18,

a special

program

There were 642 bushels of rag- will be presented at Lawrence St
weed pulled this week by children city park. The program, which
•nd others in Grand Haven and will featurea picture snow directed
today the first money for this col- by Walter Van Haitsma of that city
lection is being paid out at the city and a ball game, will be presented
hall. The rate is 6 cents per bush- in the interestsof procuring a
flood-lighting system for the park,
el, the same as was paid in other
which is a popular place for outyears when a campaignto rid that
ings of various kinds. The Zeeland
sectionof ragweed was undertakPlayground association, assisted by
en.
The park board is in charge of the city council and the park commission,is supporting the lighting
the project with $200 given to the
project. Besides the August 18 procommittee by the city council with
which to pay the collectors.A gram, several benefit ball games
are being planned for the future,
station has been established at
includingone by two girls’ teams
Pennoyer and Ferry streets, where
a city employee is stationedto and another by "the oldtimers.”
weigh in all the ragweed collected.
The board is urging the cooper- ZEELAND TO SELL 5-YEAR
ation of citizens to clear their
STREET PAVING BONDS
yards and curbs of this noxious
weed which is known to be the
The Zeeland city council Monday
cause of a large percentage of
hay fever.
evening tabled the offer of the Zeeland State bank to purchase sewer
bonds of the city. It approveda
new ordinance providing payment
ig of six streets by the sale
^SSS8SSSSS8SSSSS88S8SS8it
of street bonds on a five-year plan.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY The bonds will bear 4 per cent inServices in Warm Friend Tav- terest and payments will begin on
ern.
Jan. 1, 1939, and will be made
Sunday service. 10:30 A. M.
every year on this date.
Subject: "SOUL.”
Aid. Peter Karsten moved that
Wednesday Testimonial meeting, an appropriationof $100 be grant8:00 P. M.
ed the Zeeland Business Men’s association for staging a farmers’
CITY MISSION
picnic August 24.
The council approved claims
51-53 E. 8th St.
againstthe city for $4,945.29, which
Telephone 3461.
included general,electric and
Geo. W. Trotter, Supt.
Sat., 8 P. M.— Open Air Service power and water.
on lot east of Mission.Music by
the Mission Brass Trio. Mrs. Helen
The home of Mrs. G. Peuler at

CHURCH NEWS

Zutphen Wednesday night was the
— Bible School.
scene of a miscellaneous shower,
At 2:30 — Song, Music, Message given in honor of her daughter,
and Praise.
Miss Janet Peuler, who will become
the bride of Marvin Heyboer in
At 6:30 — Junior Prayer Band.
September. Prizes at games playAt 7:30— EvangelisticService.
Special music. George Trotter ed went to Ruth Meyer, Janet Peuler, Gladys Kamps, and Rozina
will be the speaker.
Heyboer. A two-course luncheon
Tues., 7:30 — Special Meeting.
was served by Mrs, Peuler, Mrs.
Speaker from Maranatha Bible
Gerrit Heyboer, Mrs. Titus HeyConference.
boer, and the Misses Francis PeulWednesday.7:30 — Young Peo- er, and Anne Vander Wal. Attendple’s Fellowship Club.
ing the affair were the Misses
Friday, 7:30 — Prayer Meeting Dena Hoppen, Ethel Brower, Gerand Sunday School Lesson.
rude Meyer, Jessie
Vries,
Sunday,

1

:30

De

Gladys Kamps, Gertrude Van
Noord, Dorothy Brower, Aileen
Peuler, Jeanette Kamps, Jeanette

Van

WANT ADS

Ess, Henrietta Pohler, Julia
Ensink, Marian Loeks, Ruth Ensink, Tent Van Ess, Evelyn Van

Spyker, Hermina

De

Weerd,

Ethel Ensink, Ethel Loeks, Irene
Heyboer, Larraine Van Spyker,
Julia Baker, Gezina Van Haitsma,
Evelyn Cook, Lula Artz, Thressa

Veltema, Rosina Heyboer, Ruth
Meyer, Minnie De Vree, Angie
Brinks, Mildred Ver Hage and
Kathrine Brink.
Jarrett N. Clark waa judge advocate for the 66th Artillery, A-E.F.
and he served for twenty months in

"4-ir AND

THE
ALLEGAN FAIR

—

,

.

Braell will sing.

entine, an architectfrom Muske- will be approximately 2700 square tots would bo on tho lookout for
gon. The estimated cost of the yards, or a total cost of $1,890.00. pedestrianswho might bo
Referred to Street Committee, tostructure such as he proposes
across the street. Mr.
gether with Ways and Means Comwould be $150,000.00and of this mittee and Park Board.
asked the City Attorneywhether
Holland, Mich., Aug. 3, 1938. amount it is quite certain that the
this, would be permitted on a Trunk
Clerk
presented
report
from
the
• • •
PWA would pay 46 per cent, which
City Engineer showing amount due Line and was informed that it
The Common Council met in reg- would leave an amount of $85,000 Uie Globe ConstructionCo. on pavwould be perfectly In order.
to be raised by the City of Holland
ular session and was called to order
as their share in financing this ing contractsas follows:
Board of Police and Fire Comby the Mayor.
West 20th St. No. 4 Paving—
structure.
missioner* requested to mark off
$2,234.92.
Present: Mayor Geerlings,Aids.
The Committee further reported
the street and alao paint the word
West 21st St. No. 1 Paving
Kleis, Drinkwater,K a 1 k m a n
that it was their belief that this
"Caution” on the pavement.
Brouwer, Steffens, Wetel, Huyser, was the opuortune time to erect $2,490.12.
such a building.They gave the
The report states further that Adopted.
Menken, Smith and the Clerk.
following reasons for doing so at these amounts cover the final and
Aid. Brouwer alao reported that
Devotionsby Mayor Henry (leer- this time.
total amounts due on the contract on request of the Mayor, he had
lings.
First, that so far, the City has and should be paid upon receipt of met with the Board of Park and
Minutes of the last regular meet- acquired nothing in the way of an a sworn statement that all labor Cemetery Trustees in regard to the
ing considered read and are ap- outstaading structure from Fed- and material bills have been paid. misunderstanding which seems to
eral Funds, and inasmuchas the
Clerk further presented such a exist relative to the removal of the
proved.
time for filing applicationswould sworn statement signed by Mr. G. playground from Kollen Park.
expire on September 20th they S. Allen, President of the Globe
Mr. Brouwer stated that In disIVtitionaand Arcounta
should act immediately.
ConstructionCo.
cussing this with the Board, it waa
• • •
The Committee gave as a further
Clerl^instructedto issue checks the opinion of the Park Board that
there waa not sufficient room at
Clerk presented several applica- reason that buildingsuch a struc- in payment of these amounts.
ture would make a considerable
Kollen Park for both a Ball Diations for Building permits.
Clerk reported that pursuant to
Granted, subjectto the approval amount of work for skilled and un- Instructions, he had given notice of mond and also apace for small picof the City Engineer and Fire skilled workers in the City of Hol- the proposed vacating of the alley nics and family gatherings.
land, and further that they believed
Chief ('. Blom.
Mr. Brouwer further reported
lying between 31st and 32nd Sts.,
that the City could sell bonds at
Clerk Peterson presented boiler this time to financetheir share of running from River to Pine A ves., that the Park Board has had many
inspectionreport from the Hart- expense at an interest rate as low and of the time and place for hear- requests from mothers who wished
ing objections, if any, to said vacat- to take advantage of Kollen Parfe
ford Steam Boiler Inspectionand as 2\ per cent.
and permit their children to play
ing.
Insurance Co., covering a recent
The Committee gave as a further
grass along the lake front
inspection of the boiler at the HolClerk further presented affidavit
land City Hospital. The report reason that the present Library of publicationof such notice and and if this is to be permitted,they
was
handicapped by lack of space
states that no conditionswere obreported that no objections had cannot also permit the playing of
served that require attention at and this space that they now use been filed in his office.On motion ball, since it endangersthe chilcould be used to good advantage by
this time.
of Aid. Huyser, seconded by Smith dren.
the Board of Public Works.
Accepted and filed.
RESOLVED, that said alley be
Mr. Brouwer
wuwer further
xurwier stated
nwtvcu that
*«*
In commenting upon this propothe Park Board was perfectly willClerk presented applicationand sition, Dr. Wynand Wichers, Presi- closed.
agreeable
ing
_______ to
__ _reinstate a
bond of John Israels for license to dent of Hope College;Mr. A. LeenCarried— all voting aye.
Ball Diamond at Kollen Park if
construct sidewalks.
houLs and Mr. C. Vander Meulen
the Council so desires.
Bond approved an d license supported the Committee and enMotiona and Resolutions
granted.
However, they felt that before
dorsed the proposition.
• • •
the Council took such action, they
Clerk Peterson presentedrequest
Aid. Smith raised the question
Aid. Brouwer brought up the should make a thorough investtea-.
from the Federal Governmentfor as to the amount suggested,nameone year's lease of space on the ly $85,000.00. It was Aid. Smith’s matter relative te the advisability tion as to the wishes of the majorthird floor of the City Hall for the contention that this Bond Issue of marking off 8th St. in the middle ity of the people who take advansewing project.
should be at least $100,000.00in of the block between Central and tage of Kollen Park.
order to take care of furnishing College Aves., where the fire hyCouncil adjourned.
Approved.
drants are to be set across from
OSCAR PETERSON,
Clerk presented communication and equipping this building after one another and mark on the pavefrom Michigan Municipal league, it was erected. Mr. Willard Wich- ment a cautionsign, so that motorCity Clerk.
ers and Miss Dorn Schemer were
acknowledgingreceipt of and
called upon to explainwhy nothing
thanking the Common Council for
was provided for equippingthe
recent check in payment of Annual
membershipdues. The communica- building and they felt that their
present equipment would he suffition further calls attentionto the
cient without providingany further
services that the league is able and
funds at this time.

COMMON COUNCIL

GRAND HAVEN

and

MRS ALBERT OONK
Miss Ruth Verhey, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Verhey, 7
West 17th st., and Albert G. Oonk,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Oonk,
Sr., 77 East 23rd st., were united
in marriage Saturday at a ceremony conducted at TrinityReformed church at 4 p. m. The Rev.
Stanley J. Verhey of Long Island,

of the groom, was flower girl.
James Zwemer of St. Ix)uis attended the groom. Ushers were Jack
Shouba of Lansing and Bob Freeman of Flint.
A wedding dinner was served
in the church parlorsto about 180

guests, followingthe ceremony.

Serving were the Misses Marian

N. Y., brother of the bride, officiat- Koetsier,Viola Baldwin, and Ethel
ed, using the double-ringceremony. Oonk, all of Holland; and the
Mrs. Jack T. Marcus of Holland, Misses Louise Vande Bunte, Muriel
organist;Stuart McGrath of Grand Smallegan, Mary Jane Kiel, Annette
Rapids, vocal soloist;and Arie Vande Bunte, Harriet Vander desirous to furnish all City Official
Weller, violinist, provided appro- Molen, Ruth Serum, Genevieve who may request informationconpriate wedding music.
Schut, Sarella Van Oss, and Lor- cerning municipal problems.
The bride, given in marriage by raine Brouwer, all of Hudsnnville. Accepted and filed.
her father, entered the church on
Following a wedding trip through
Clerk presented communication
the arm of her brother, Anthony Northern Michigan, the couple will
Verhey. She was attired in em- be at home at 714 Central ave. from Michigan Liquor Control
broidered white organza, equipped after August 15. Mr. Oonk is a Commission, requestingthe cooperwith a long train. She carried a substitutepostal clerk at the local ation of City Officials in enforcing
bouquet of baby’s breath and post office,while Mrs. Oonk is em- regulationsand seeing that all liMaid of Orleans gladioli.
ployed in the Holland Furnace Co. censed places are conducted under
The Misses Ruth Van Oss and off re. The bride and groom, both the best possible conditions.
Syna Wcstrate, both of Holland, nat ves of this city, attended Hope
Accepted and filed.
served as bridesmaids,while Mrs. coll ‘ge as classmates. Mrs. Oonk,
Clerk presented applicationto
Arie Weller, sister of the bride, it will be remembered, attained or- sell soft drinks at 369 River Ave.,
attended her as matron of honor
signed by B. D. Bouman.
and Edith lx>u Bos, daughterof atoricalhonors in the contest at
Granted.
Mr. and Mrs. Eldert Bos, niece Hope a few years ago.
is only one safe purpose concerning sound advice regarding all personal matters and that is to decide to accept it and follow it. He
asks to have his words preserved in
the heart of his son. The heart is
the center of life. It is the central
organ of the human frame and the
health of the body depends upon its
Our next V.F.W. meeting will bo soundnessand its proper action.
Sept. 8, in V.F.W. Hall at 7:45 P.
Only when this action is healthy
Ladies Auxiliary meets same
and true will the whole body be full

WM

Aid. Brouwer took the position
that if the City were to expand an

amount such as suggested,that

it

would be better to spend it in the
erection of a' Civic Auditorium and
Youth Center. Mr. Brouwer stated
that he had contactedmany people
in the City of Holland in regard
to this proposedDutch Museum
and Library Buildingand he found
that the large majority of people
he contactedwere opposed to bonding the City at this time for such
a structuresince they felt that the
greatest need in the City at the
present time was a structure such
as he had suggested: viz; some9 9 9
thing in the order of a Civic AudiReports of Standing Committees
torium and Youth Center that
9 9 9
would accommodate a large number
Street Committee, to whom had of people.
been referredthe complaint in reMr. Brouwer further stated that
gard to the conditionof the paveat the present time there was no
ment on West 18th and West 19th place in the City of Holland large
Streets, reported that the City Enenough to accommodate the crowds
gineer was making some temporary
who wished to take advantage of
repairs and that the matter of a
the basketball games and other
more permanent improvement
large gatherings.
would be consideredlater.
In answer to Mr. Brouwer's stateAdopted.
ments, Mayor Geerlings contended
Committee on Claims and Ac- that a considerable amount has
counts reported Claims in the been done for the Youth of the
amount of J13.980.18and recom- City. The Mayor stated that varimended payment thereof.
ous gymnasiums were available for
their use. He also stated that the
Adopted.
Aid. Kalkman reported on behalf City had built Tennis Courts,Shufon the Building Obmmittee, to the fle Boards and other playgrounds
effect that they had received a for their benefit and the Mayor felt
proposal from Henry Kameraad, that a Dutch Museum and Library
who is now paintingthe City Hall Building such as proposed, would
and Engine Houses, to point up the be a real asset to the City of Holbricks in No. 2 Engine House at land and should be built at this

r-fC
g)
i«m

Play active, vigorous games

(c)

and enjoy the keen

thrill of
physicalvitality without fear
of furtherInjury and with no
cramping brace to restrict

your freedom. The modern,
lightweighttruss available at
Yonkers makes it safely possible, for this truss is scientificallydesigned to give full
retentionwithout binding or
chafing. Our trained fitter
can maka the adjustments
that mold the truss to your
physiologicalrequirements,
so that it lies smoothlyin
place and gives positive support at all times.

A

LOW
MAY

PRICE
BE

EXPENSIVE

more expensive to
pay a low price than the
the World War. He has had conRIGHT price for a prescripsiderableexperience in delinquent
Headlined by the dedicatorycertion.
SubstituUa can lower
cases. He will make a good Proseemonies for the new 4-H club buildthe coat and increase the
cuting Attorney. — Pol. Adv.
ing. Children’sday at the eightyprofit Our prescriptionpricsixth annual Allegan County fair
es are as low as possible,
FOR SALE— Gas range, Beauti- next fall promises to be the greatbased on drugs of highest
ful, de luxe model. Original cost,
est opening day ever scheduled at
standard, compounded exact$125.00. Used only short time;
the fair grounds. All children of
ly aa your doctor prescribes.
leaving city. Will sacrificefor cash.
the county will want to keep in M.
Telephone 3506, Holland. c 3t33
mind Tuesday, September 20, which evening in the City Hall, G.A.R. of power, energy and beauty. This
will be a banner day.
room.
organ is the mainspring, the deAUBURN STOKER SALESMAN
For Competitive interest, Leon
t * t
termining factor in the life of the
Kolvoord, chairman of arrangeThe Rexall Store
We need a stoker salesman in ments for Children’s day, this week The Auxiliary ladies say that body. To start with the heart is
Holland to representour firm there. announcedthe bicycleand pony now their presidentis back and al- the best assurance of keeping the
We already have our stokers in races to be staged Tuesday after- together they are ready to con- feet on the right path in the mat20We«t 8th St.— Holland, Mich.
ter of vital moral decisions. In
some of Holland’s best homes and noon on the race track. These tinue their business meetings.
temperance we have enough educaplants, so the field is ready for a races annually attract a large num• • •
tion to keep us straightbut we do
good man. Liberal pay will be ber of contestantsand hundreds of
Don’t forget our picnic on Satgiven for full time work. Write us spectators, and each child entering urday, August 20th. Come early not always use common sense in
and we will arrange for an inter- the races obtains some type of and stay late. Arrangementsare applying it to life situations.The
challenge for heroic standing by a
view.
prize.
all made and where transportation
purpose comes to all of us. These
Stoker Division,
a cost of $95.00, together with an time, while Federal Funds are
is
necessary
there
will
be
cars
at
Children interested in competing
C. W. SELLERS & SON, INC.. should contact Mr. Kolvoord some the City Hall between 1:30 and days it takes much of the heroic additional cost of $20.00 for remov- availableto help finance the proj136 So. Washington, Battle Creek. time before the events take place 2:00. All aboard for the V.F.W. to be true to conviction in opposing ing the red bricks in the diamond ect.
c3t32 by writing an entry card to him. picnic. Let’s make a real picnic of the intriguingoffers to walk in the above the front doors and replacAfter some further discussion on
path of the wicked^
ing them with new bricks. It was the proposition,motion by StefThe bicycleraces will carry mer- it The place: Fredrick’sBeach, one
The other path is the path of further reported that Mr. Kam- fens, supported by Kalkman, that
LUMBER BARGAINS
Now Serving his First Term
chandise prizes, while the pony mile south of the Castle Park road
Hemlock, Rough or dressed, 2x4. races will carry cash prizes as in on 31-A or old U.S.-31. Turn west darkness.This is the way of the eraad carries compensation and lia- the Common Council submit the
Is
Asking for Rsnomination for
2x6, 2x8, 2xl0—$30.
at the Pure Oil station. V.F.W. pic- wicked. It presents the picture of bility insurance to protect the City proposition of bonding for $85,past years, Mr. Kolvoord stated.
a
man
on
a
dangerous
mountain
Sheating, $30.00,Shiplap, $30.00.
000.00
to
the
voters
at
the
next
in case of accident.
All school children of Allegan nic signs will be placed on the road
Boards, rough, $34.00.
and adjoining counties will be ad- as markers. Everybodywear V.F.- track. He has detennined upon
Adopted and contractfor doing Primary Election on September13,
going
this
way.
He
has
despised
Get our prices on Barn shingles mitted to the fair grounds free of W. caps if possible.
this work awarded to Mr. Henry 1938. Adopted by ayes and nays
the advice and entreatiesof the
as follows:
and rough Hemlock and white charge for the events of ChilKameraad.
• • •
guides, although aware that his
in Ottawa County
pine Barn Boards. Anything you dren’s day', and special prices will
Ayes: Kleis, Drinkwater, KalkAid.
Smith
further
reported
on
Who is the happiestman in track is beset with dangers. He
wfnt in Yellow Pine, White Pine prevail throughout the day for
man,
Steffens,
Ketel,
Huyser,
Menbehalf of the Building Committee,
On the Republican Ticket
and Fir lumber at lowest prices. their benefit. Saturday, September town? Pa Roos. Ma Roos return- was told before he started of the
that they had met with the hoys ken, Smith — 8.
We deliver anywhere.
24, is known as Scout day, when all ed from her vacation at Bay City deep ravines and yawning preciNays: Brouwer— 1.
from the Knickerbocker Society in
All Types of Insulation.
uniformed Boy Scouts and Girl and they had a real family reunion. pices. At times, while trying to regard to their back rent. Mr.
"1 have done my very best to serve
Dr. Wynand Wichers then recomt • •
find his way, he feels the peril
Bolhuis Lumber and Mfg. Co.
Scouts are admitted free.
Smith
stated
that
the
hoys
could
mended that a committee consistthat he has exposed himself to in
you faithfully and well.”
200 E. 17th St
Includedin the program of events
The V.F.W. National Convention
not give them any definite infor- ing of the City Clerk, City EngiHolland. Michigan.
for Scout day will be an impressive is to be held at Columbus, Ohio the venturing upon a path so dangermation
as
to
when
they
would
he
neer and the City Attorney be apby the Scout groups and the week of 21 to 26. According to the ous, a path with which he is toin a positionto pay up this rent pointed to work with Mr. Willard
WANTED TO BUY - Property review
Veterans, who are also admitted latest reports, our convention is to tally unacquainted.Now the darkPRIMARIES SEPT. 13
with Lake Michiganfrontage. free on thil day. Several bands will
ness is coming on; but he still and wished an expressionfrom the Wichers to nrepare the necessary
State location, price, etc. Write also be present to add glamour to be the biggest yet. The Grand Mil- hopes to find his way. Presently Council as to their wishes in re- applicationfor the PWA.
itary Parade will be held on TuesBox 30, care of News.
the darkness has completely hid- gards to terminating the lease.
It was so ordered.
the ceremonies,although these have day, August 23 at 2 P. M.
den the path, and made it doubly After a brief discussion,
m m w
• • •
FOR SALE— Good rebuilt Electric not yet been selected.
Referred back to the Public
perilous. To stand still is to perOf course,the event of greatest
Communicationsfrom Boards and
Our annual V.F.W. picnic for our
Washer. Phone 9575, Holland.
Buildings
Committee,
together
with
interest to childrenand their par- widows and orphans was held last ish in the night; and yet he canCity Officers
ents at the 1938 county fair will Saturday. There was an exceeding- not hope to find his way now, but the Ways and Means Committee
be the dedicationof the new 4-H ly large crowd present.Everybody wanders on in the darkness. He with power to act.
9 9 9
does not know where he is, or
Committee on Public Lightingreclub building on Tuesday, to which
The claims approved by the Hoswith picnic baskets, lots of fun and
noted dignitariesin agriculturallots of entertainment for the chil- where he is going. The man is lost ported having received a reauest pital Board in the sum of $3,583.89;
work throughout the state will be dren, and also a balloon ascension in the dark. He goes stumbling on from Mr. Hoover of the Heinz the Library Board, $237.76; the
till suddenly he stumbles upon his Company to erect a street light on Park and Cemetery Board $1,641.66;
invited.
with a parachute jump. The V.F.W.
fate and is lost in night.
West 16th St., near the entrance the Police and Fire Board $3,430.71
also dedicated our new Michigan
OLIVE CENTER
The horriblefeatures of Vanity to their new building, a short dis- and the Board of Public Works
home No. 3 for the widows and orHOLLAND, MICHIGAN
phans. Our National V.F.W. wi- Fair are carefullyconcealed from tance west of Ottawa Ave. It was $13,423.87,were ordered certified
Miss Esther Mae Nienhuis, dows and Orphans Home is at Eat- the young man or woman setting the recommendationof the Com- to the Council for payment. (Said
claims on file in Clerk’s office for
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Abel E. on Rapids, Mich., and visitors are out in life. Satan appears then as mittee that this light be erected.
Adopted.
public inspection.)
Nienhuis and Gerald Vander always welcome.
an angel of light, with promises of
9 9 9
Zwaag, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
boundless pleasure and enjoyment.
Allowed.
• • •
Vander Zwaag, were united in
Reports of Special Committeet*
Dont' forget that a good way to The unhappy victim soon begins to
Board of Public Works reported
• • •
marriageat the home of Rev. P. spend these warm evenings is at realize the deceitfulnessof t h e
collection of $13,754.67; City TreasContinuous Daily Starting 2:30
D. Van Vliet Thursday evening. the V.F.W. Hall every Friday eve- tempter and the bitterness of sin.
Aid. Kalkman reported haring urer: Miscellaneous,$4,015.16, and Continuous Daily Starting at 2:30
Price Change— 5:00
After the wedding a receptionwas ning at 8 P. M. Public invited.
But he rushes on with the crowd of received another communication 1938 Taxes, $38,507.37.
Price Change — IfcOO
m 9 m
held at the home of the bride’s parpleasure-seekers into the haunts from the Armour Leather ComAccepted
and
filed.
ents. The newly-wedsleft MonAll aboard for our V.F.W. picnic. and circles of evil men. He be- pany, in which they agree to sell
Clerk reported bonds and interday on a wedding trip to the Niag- This means all of you, comrades comes absorbed in their lollies and to the City of Holland the so-called
Friday and Saturday, Aug. 12, 13
ara Falls after which they will and families. Fun for all.
fashions.Opportunitiesof im- Tannery Property on West 8th St. est coupons due and presented for Friday and Saturday. Aug. 12, 13
Double Feature Program
payment
in
the
amount
of
$33,035.
make their home in Holland. Conprovement are neglected. By de- Their proposition is to sell the
Mauch Twins in
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAa
gratulations!
Shirley Temple and Jimmy Durante
Ordered paid.
grees the mind and spirit become piece between 8th and 9th Sts. for
Miss Caroline Smeyers spent a
the mere vassals of animal pas- $13,000.00and the piece north of
Clerk presentedreport fnrni City
in
few days in Holland visiting rela- THE
sion or selfish gratification,and the 8th St. for $3,000.00— or a total of Inspector Wiersema giving a retives last week.
day of life passes without any $16,000.00, plus 1938 taxes.
LESSON
sume of his activities during the
Many local folk attended the
preparation for a blessed future.
month of July, 1938.
Aid. Kalkman stated that he felt
Mission Fest of the Christian Re- vYYVYYfTTTVTYYYYYnTVYY?Amid the whirl and excitement of
Little Miss
Accepted and filed.
the
City
should
purchase
this
propformed churches held at Prospect
pleasure-seeking or money-huntAugust
14,
1938.
Clerk presented communication Added— March of Time, Comedy
Park In Holland, Wednesday aftering, there soon come hours of erty and moved to have the matter
• • •
noon and evening.
Native Cast in
gloom and sadness. The fruits of of purchasing it, submitted to a from the Board of Health, recomand Cartoons
James Alvin Zwiers, son of Mr.
vote in the September Primary mending the constructionof a SaniThe Relation of Temperanceto
sin are like the fabled apples of
and Mrs. Willard Zwiers, and Hatary Sewer to service the Superior
Character— Proverbs 4:10-23;
GUEST NIGHT—
Sodom, fair to outside view but election.
zel Anne Weener, daughter of Mr.
I Thessalonians 5:6-8.
Aid. Kleis stated that he felt that Ice Co.
Saturday, Aug. 13
poisonous within. Many who freand Mrs. Harry Weener, received
Referred te the Sewer CommitRitz Brothers in
quent gay and festivescenes car- the matter should be given further
Added— Episode No. 13 of Serial
the sacrament of Holy Baptism on
before it is submitted tee.
Henry Geerlings
ry into them sad and heavy hearts, consideration
“Lone Ranger”
Sunday.
“LIFE
BEGINS
AT
COLLEGE”
• • •
to
a
vote.
many of them cherishmemoriesof
Communication from Board of
Mr. Jacob Schaap from Hamilton
Monday
and
Tuesday, Aug. 15, 15
A wise father talks to his son days when innocence and truth After some discussion on the Public Works requesting Council
called on Mr. John Knoll WednesJoe E. Brown and June Travis
gave
brightness
to
their
souls.
As
matter,
a
substitute
motion
that
about
the
two
paths
that
are
beNOW IS THE TIME
approval on a request from the Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
day^ afternoon.
fore him. The one path has been life creeps on, the pursuit of sin the matter be deferred until the Police BoanT to place hydrants on
TO BUILD
August 15, 16 and 17
r. and Mrs. Herman Hop from
next
regular
Council
Meeting
pre8th St., between College and CenCrisp called on their brother,Mr. emphasized as the right one to fol* becomes more irksome, the burden
—Don’t forget to choose the
vailed.
Don Ameche and Arlneen Whelan
Gerrit Batels on Thursday even- low, both by his words and his ex- of the wounded consciencebecomes
Gladiator
best home-financing plan, if
in
Adopted.
Gerrit Bartels on Thursday even- ample. It is the path of the right- more rankling; and unless by a
yoors is one of the many hapAdded—
News
eous- , 11 has all the great charac- heartfelt repentance, and an acAid. Steffensreported on behalf
py families that are about to
ceptance of mercy through' Christ.
and Metro Crime Series
get on and off the sidewalks withMr. and Mrs. Clarence Overbeek ‘er^t,C8
by
light
of
the
Special
Committee
that
was
build new homes. Your neighand son, Wayne, from Holland,
W . * n d life. In the transgressor returns to the appointed some time ago to work out crowding between parked cars.
bora are using our amortized
Approved.
Mrs.
Reka
Bakker
and
children Sferipture the favoriteemblem of Father’s.house, the end comes in with the Netherlands Historical and
monthly payment plan beWednesday and Thursday,
were recent visitors at the home of heaven and the heavenly, of God darkness.
Added— Comedy and News
Pioneer Foundation relative to the
Communication from the Park
cause they like its low cost,
August 17 and 18
and the godly, is light It is symThe
sinner has no prospect of erection of a combined Library and Board, together with a proposal
Mrs. James Knoll.
convenience and safety.Full
Robert Young and Ruth Hussey
bolical
of
'the
good.
It
speaks
to
us
light
beyond.
'
There
are
no
BeuRena Plaggeman, daughter of
Museum Building. It waa stated from the Globe Construction Co.,
details gladly given.
in
lah heights for him at the farther that the committee had held sev- relative to the desirability of pav- Thursday^ Friday and Saturday,
i% on ConstructionLoans
end of the gloomy- valley. Hia eral meetings and had also secured ing the driveway through Kollen
August 18, 19 and 20
night of sin will be followed by plans and sketches from different Park at this time. The coat being
Ed Bergen with
Girl
Ottawa Co. BoildiDg&
no dawn of blessedlight. He press- architectsin regard to a suitable 70 cents per square yahl fora 2es on to deeper and ' yet deeper structure that could be used to inch Bituminous ConcretePave“Charlie McCarthy”
Added— Newt
There is no moral or mental darkness. If he will not feturn house a Dutch Museum and a
Grand Rapids.
ment, to be laid upon the present
Loan Association
to
Mrs.
I. George
~
Smeyera and son, faculty of human pature which is there is nothing before him but the brary. It waa furtherreportedthat roadbed. If a roadway is built at
GUEST NIGHT—
A
Under the Clock Phone 2205
Herman. spent Saturday evening not improved and perfected by darkness of death. The one way of after going over these several a width of 14 feet from the enThursday, ^August 18
at the
a home of Mr. and Mrs. Al- y»lking in the path of light This escape is backwards—to retrace hia plans, the committeehad decided trance at 10th SL to the Exit on
Holland, Mich.
Letter of Introduction
father reminds his son thalit there stops IB bumble penitence.
bert Timmer.
“HAI Y LANDING”
upon those preposed by Edwin Val- top of the hill at 12th St., there
It's often

YONKER'S DRUG

STORE

FRANK VAN ETTA
SHERIFF

THEATRES

HOLLAND COLONIAL

SUNDAY SCHOOL

Penrod’s Double

Broadway

Trouble

Zamboanga

ing. ’

and«Wt«d
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-

Gateway

Rich Man Poor

U
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THE HOLLAND CITY
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NEWS

*

can all help business and create more jobs by buying the things we want now.

route No. 6, collided Tuesday ship of the federal commission for The Rev. George Soerhelde,forMrs. Nellie Dykhuixenand Miss kins, and three listen, Mn. Peter
morning at the intersection of Lin- the Northwest Territory celebra- mer Olive Center resident, will
GeraldneDykhuixen are spending De Witt and Mn. Anthony De Witt
LOCAL
coln Ave. and 16th St. Both vehi- tion. Other places to be visited by speak Sunday at the Maranatha Hamilton Labor
the week in Evanston, Hi., where of Foreat Grove; and Mn. Henry
rWT
cles were badly damaged.
the local delegation are Arling- Bible conference Fridav, Saturday
Miss Adelaide Dykhuisentoday re- Boas of Vriealand.Rev. Woon offiDay
Celebration
• • •
ton, Mt. Vernon, and Marietta,0. and Sunday, at Lake Harbor. Rev.
ceived her M. A. degree at North- ciated with burial in Zutphen cemMr. and Mrs. Bert Brandt and
Committees — 1938 western university.
E. S. Holkeboer and sons have
• • •
etery.
Soerhelde is superintendent of a
children,Ethel and Elmer, are on
for a buildingpermit with
o
—
Miss Kitty M. Doesburg of 33 Cleveland, O., mission.
« trailer trip though northern applied
Mn. Henry De Rink and Mn.
City Clerk Oscar Peterson.The East 10th St. has been notified of
• • •
Harvey Zoet, 83 Cherry St., has De Young and Miaa Alice Victory
Michigan.
permit seeks to allow the con- the decease of her brother,Henry' Carter Brown, co-ownerof the
Hamiltonalways celebratesLa- filed an applicationfor a building of Grand Rapida were viaiton at
structionof a frame house at 167 M. Ferry, at Detroit, Tuesday. FunCastle, has announcedthat a class bor Day, and this year will be no permit with City Clerk Oscar Pe- the home of Mr. and Mn. Wm. De
Dr. and Mn. Melvin Oosting and W. 27th St. at an estimated cost
terson in which he desires to reeral services will be held this Fri- for locally-ownedhorses will be redaughter of Dayton, Ohio, are of $3,600.
exception. Hamiltonalso believes model his home at a cost of $35. Vree on Tuesday.
day at 3 p. m. from the Doesburg served at the annual Castle Park
pending a few weeks with friends
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Herman De Vries
home. Burial is to follow iir Pil- horse show, to be held Auauat 25. in putting the responsibilityon
and relatives in the city.
Jacob Weller and Vernon Van grim Home Cemetery. Survivors A pullet owned by Gerald Klein- many shoulders; therefore,comAn informalbridge luncheon was are the parents of a baby girl born
Aug. 1.
Lente of the Weller Nurseries are
Mr. and Mn.' Steven Walter*, in Unsing where they are attend- include the widow, Mrs. H. M. Fer- heksel of Fillmore Center, rural mittee members have been appoint- held at the home of Mrs. W. J.
Olive on Maple Ave., Wednesday
Richard Van De Molen visited
ry;
two
brothers,
John
of
Chicago
route
No.
6,
haa
act
a
“world’s
recBast Saagatuck,announce the ing the annual session of the State
his brother and sister a few days
and Marion of Milwaukee; and the ord” by laying a six ounce, three ed for a great many things that afternoon for 24 guests.
birth of a daughter on July 29.
Nurserymen’sassociationconven- sister, Miss Doesburg.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Meyer of
need looking after in order to make
and a-half-inchegg.
• • •
• • •
• • •
Brooklyn, Mich.
ZUTPHEN
this day a success. Labor Day has
The Sunday School class of the tion.
• • •
Miss Tena Van Ess entertained
Dr. and Mrs. M. J. Van Kolken
About a hundred members of always been a big day of the year
Third Reformed Church, of which
her piano pupils with a weinie
Mrs.
Dick
Radseck
of Holland, and family were in Cadillactoday, Christian Endeavor societies of in Hamilton. It is still several
Peter Notier is teacher, held its
Rev. S. Vroon attended the fun- roast at John Ball Park, Grand
annual picnic last Friday at the former teacher at Jamestown attending the chiropractic picnic Holland and vicinity held a beach weeks off, however, the large com- era services for Rev. H. E. OostenRapids, on Thursday evening.
party last evening at Laketown mittee, which is found below, is
Kardux-Van Ark cottage at Ma- school, together with Sidney Schut being held there.
dorp on Tuesday being one of the Among those who enjoyed Jthli
public park. Peg Van Kampen, re- already working for another sucand Jimmy Poortenga, pupils at
ple Beach.
pall-bearers.
outing were the Misses Evelyn
Medical treatment was given C. creationalchairman of the Holland cessful Labor Day celebration.
the school, left Monday for WashRev. and Mrs. S. Vroon and chil- Cook, Harriet De Kleine, Laveme
• • •
J
Tubergan, rural route No. 2, C. E. union, was in charge of the
ington,
D.
C.
The
trip
is
the
reA car driven by Jacob Knoll,
dren are spendingtheir vacation Nedervelt, Beatrice Zwiers, Genetruck ward of the boys, who recently won Wednesday morning in Holland affair. A sports program was fol- Hamilton Welfare Association
rural route No. 1, and
at Green Lake.
va Van Haitsma, Nora De Kleine,
lowed
by
a
wiener
roast.
Group
driYtn by H.'roid"w;i.co.l rur.l an c.y r.n.e» undrr the .pnn.or.
The Zutphen School Reunion was Minnie De Vree, Gloria Timmer,
singing was led by John Swierinheld on Saturday afternoon and Mildred Ver Hage, Jeanette Van
Co. plant here.
ga, music chairman, who also play- President Herman Nyhoff
evening. Several former teachers
ed several accordion solos. Socie- Vice-President.Bernard Voorhorst spoke at the afternoon meeting. Ess, Elsie Ensink, Metta Venema,
Hermina De Weerd, Vivian Ensing,
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Wichers and ties representedat the outing were Secretary Joe Hagelskamp
Dr. W. Geerlings of Fremont was Lenora Van Haitsma, Henrietta
son of Washington, D. C., are re- First, Third, Fourth, Trinity, Treasurer Theodore Harmsen
William Drenten the speaker at the evening pro- Pohler, and Orman Van Haitsma;
sorting at Lake Michigan and are Sixth, Bethel, North Holland, EbenGerrit Sale gram. Reuben Van Noord of also Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Van
visiting relatives here and in Hol- exer and Central Park. Berlin Bos• • •
Jamestown rendered vocal solos Haitsma and Marvin Zwiers.
land.
nian, North Holland, is president
and motion pictures were shown
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VOTE FOR
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'

SPECIAL

Trustees

OF-

VARIETY

COOKIES

of the Holland union.

lb.

MC-MC-30C

Special Quantity Orders ol Buns and Cup Cakes

h

Goods

Don’t Take Any Chances on Your Baked

—Get Them At The—

The Rev. and Mrs. Gerrit Hondeling of Rochester, New York, CHICAGO SOX OFFER
who visited at the home of .their
CONTRACT TO DE NEFF
sister, Miss Hannah Hoekje, in
Holland, were visitorsin Zeeland
Evert De Neff, Flying Dutchman
Sunday. Dr. Hondeling assisted
Rev. Richard J. Vanden Berg in the third baseman, has been offereda
morning worship and Mrs. Hon- contract by the Chicago White Sox
deling spoke briefly at the Second to go to the training camp at LongReformedChurch Sunday school of view, Tex. Manager Russ Vander
Poel has received a wire that Doug
Zeeland.
• •

Holland, Mich

We

Telephone 2542

Deliver in the City

^ ^ ^ ^

j

BATHING CAPS

^

2 Off

Nominating Committee: John Elzinga, John Kaper, Henry H. Nyne- by Ed Wezeman of Hudsonville. WANTED — To Borrow $5,000 or
Republican Candidate for
$6,000 on downtown business
huis, George Brower, Edward Mis- The next reunion will be held in
1940.
property.
1st
Mortgage.
Address
kotten.
The funeral services of Wm.
Box 35 in care of the Holland
Cashiers: Harry J. Lampen,
City News.
Theodore Harmsen, William Tim- Roon were held on Saturday. He
is survived by his wife; two sons,
merman.
FOR SALE — Team of horses, 10
Program Committee: John Brink. and three daughters, Henry Roon
PRIMARIES, SEPT. 13. 1938
and 11 years old, weight 2,500.
of
Grand
Rapids;
Jacob
at
home;
Jr., George Schutmaat, Herman
Walter
Pullen, 2 miles east of
Mrs.
Alice
Brinks
of
Jenison;
Mrs.
Nyhoff, Fred Johnson, Rev. I.
Allegan on M-118.
Scherpinesse,Rev. H. Van’t Kerk- Gerrtude Brower of Forest Grove;
and Mrs. Julia Brink of Plymouth; FOR RENT— D o w n s t a i r s. 334 Your Support Will Be Appreciated
hof.
Advertising Committee: Henry one brother,Peter Roon of HopWashington Boulevard, Holland.
Strabbing, Henry Boerigter,Peter
^^SSSSSSSSSSSSSeSSSSSSe.
Van Sweeden, Andrew Lubbers,
Jacob Eding, Roy Siple, Lewis
Johnson.
Grounds Committee:A. C. Elenbaas, Martin Nevenzel, Henry Neveflzel, George Rankens, John
Smidt, Sr., A. J. H. Klomparens.
ACCIST TN II AMAZINO OUARANTIt

SHERIFF

KROGER

KROGER

•X **» br«s4•» «U

An anonymous critic has writ- Lugten, Joe Hagelskamp, Henry
28,
the ten the Chamber of Commerce,ac- Drenten.
Pop Stand: John Haakma, Ed
Oakland church and on that after- cording to William M. Connelly,
noon at the Overisel Chr. Ref. Manager, callingattention to the Tollman. Howard Lugten, Gerrit H.

DISCONTINUED PACKAGES AT OUR STORE
OF

ARMAND’S TOILETRIES

Bouquet Powder

j 50c

I $1.00 Cold

Cream Powder

| 50c Cleansing

Cream

] $1.00 Cleansing
j $1.00 Cold

.

.

Cream

Cream

j 25c Listerine Tooth Paste

• •

36c
67c
36c
67c
67c

2 for 26c

j 25c Dr. West Tooth Paste

2 for 26c

.

j 60c Alka Seltzer

Oil

] 75c Squibb’s Mineral

49c
59c

.

| 10c Toilet Soaps [large cakes] 3 for 20c
| 50c Ungentine

43c;
37

60c Solution S. T.

family size 89c

.

.

.

$1.50 Solution S. T. 37

....

Pablum

50c
69c

Menthotalum

60c

Bromo
We

Seltzer

are agents for

Max

Factor’s

59c
$1.17

.
.
.
.

40c Fletcher’s Castoria

31c
43c
53c
49c

Cosmetics

'v-W

OWBttw"

We Are Now Located
In

Our Beautiful

NEW STORE
10

We

West 8th Street

invite you to drop in to

cation,

look over our

new

lo-

remodeled“up-to-the-minute”,filled with new
jewelry and

Post Jewelry

gifts.

&

Gift Shop

Burt L. Poet, Proprietor
Holland, Mich.

[This building was formerly occupied by
011ie*e Sport

Shop

omission of the two dots over the Bolks, Ben Schrotenboer, Garry
third letter in the word “cooperat- Aaiderink, 1/iuis Pol, Henry E.
ing,” which appears on the Sales Brower, Dan Kooiker,Henry Eding,
Sunday, August 21, Rev. NichCrusade advertisingsigns through- Jr., Mapin Kooiker, Joe Van Orolas Beute of Rusk will conduct
out the city. We usually ignore der, Melvin Lugten, Donald Van
the services in the Borculo Chr.
anonymous communications but in Doomik, Howard Eding, John KolRef. Church. In the evening he
this instance the author seems to voord, Donald Kolvoord.
will deliver an evangelicalserbe in good faith, hence our reply.
Ice Cream: Richard Brower,
mon there.
For the information of our critic Henry Van Doomik, Floyd Kaper,
• • •
and any others who might be in- Theodore Joostberens, Henry
Miss Mary A. Waldron and Miss terested, the umlaut (two dots jux- Kempker, Jr., Gordon Veen, Ben
Dorothy Burt have returnedto taposed horiiontallyover a vowel) Nykamp, Charles Newcombe, Giltheir home in Yonkers, N. Y. after is of German origin and is gradu- bert Lugten, Alvin Strabbing,Richvisiting at the home of Prof, and ally falling into disuse amongst ard Elenbaas, Edward Joostberens,
Mrs. Egbert Winter in this city.
American publishers. It is still Harold Joostberens,LawrenceLeh• • •
used in dictionaries for the purpose man, Arthur Hoffman, Harven
Private funeral sen-iceswill be of definingpronunciation. The Lugten, Harry Hulsman, A. C.
held at 1:30 p. m., Saturday, from style code of many of our publish- Jackson.
Confectionery: Henry Slotman,
the home, and at 2 p. m., from Cen- ing houses ban it completely.
tral Ave. Christian Reformed The real justification for the Albert Klokkert, John Ter Avest,
church, for Roelof Bouwman, Sr., omission of the umlaut symbol by Henry Nyenhuis, W. B. Monroe,
73, who died Thursday at his home, the designers of the signs for the Sr., George Jacobusse,William
63 West 18th St. The Rev. D. H. Sales Crusade, lies in the technic Drenten, Albert Oetman, Henry
Walters will officiate.Friends may of the advertisingprofession. It Oldebekking, George Scheivink,
view the remains today, Friday, is a common and an acceptedprac- Jacob Eding, Louis Van Der Meer,
from 2 to 4 p. m., and from 7 to tice of advertisers to “ad lib.” This Ben Veneklasen, George Kaper.
Lunch and Coffee: Henry Kemp9 p. m. Survivors includethe wi- ! is an abbreviationfor “ad libitum"
dow; four sons, John, James, which means, as one wishes or ker, Sr., Ben Rankins, George ReiRalph, Jr., and Mauinus; three pleases. This is usually resorted mink, Steve Kalmink, Marinus Ten
daughters, Mrs. Clarence Kemme, to for the sake of brevity but is Brink, Ed Lohman, Junius Kuite,
Miss Hermina, and Mrs. Nick Van not permissable if there is a shade Wallace Kempker, Bernard Smit,
Dyke, all of Holland; three bro- of doubt as to whether the results Gerrit Sale. Ed Nyhoff, Ernest
thers, Tom of Baltimore,Md., John might be misunderstood by the Kleis, Floyd Kempker, John Nyof Muskegon and Albert of this reader. The “We Are Cooperating" boer, William Ten Brink, Harvey
Schipoer, Julius Kempkers, Wilcity; six sisters, Mrs. Henry Mey- sigTis are being used in nearly 500
ering of Graafschap; Mrs. P. cities in this National Sales Cru- liam Roelofs, Theodore Derks, Donald Klein, Dick Smit, Fred Smit,
Schuitema of Muskegon; and Mrs. sade and we doubt if there is one
Henry Sprick, Mrs. Henry Bos, person who will miss the purport Marvin Bosch, Justin Roelofs, Corney Lubbers, Harold Lohman,
Mrs. H. Vander Veen, and Mrs. L. because of the omission of the diaJames I/ohman, Martin Sternberg,
Kammeraad, all of this city.
criticalsymbol in question.
Roger Van Dyke, Herman Volkers,
Stanley Japing, Junius Kooiker,
Wallace Klein, James Koops, Joe
feel that there was no possible hope Alderink,Ed Boerigter, Homer
for steady employment in private Bolks, Fred Eding, James Joostindustry.
berens.
No doubt this country had to pass
Corn Game: Benjamin Kooiker,
through such a period but its conAshley, Jake Drenten, Dr.
HOLLAND'S DRIVE FOR JOBS structiveforce* have been brought Roy
Hamelink,Ray Maatman, Edward
BRINGS RESPONSE ELSEinto action by the experience. Miskotten,John Elzinga, Roy
WHERE
SALES MEAN JOBS. A Holland Cobb, Henry Schutmaat, Russel
The "live wires" of Holland newspaper item points out that Kleis, Bernard Voorhorst, Gordon
"the manufacture of a $54.24 vac- Timmerman, Charles C. White,
through organized efforts or indivuum cleaner requires 47 '/i work Ben Lohman, Allan Dangremond,
idually have starteda great movehours.”BUY NOW! the item urges. Harvey Kronemeyer, Andrew Lubment in behalf of the unemployed.
SALES MEAN JOBS!
bers, Jesse Kool, Dr. G. H. RigterThe campaign of "SALES MEAN
Do you have a good vacuum ink, Earl Pol, Julius Lubbers,
JOBS" has started off very aus- cleaner?
What is the conditionof Howard Yeaky, Basil Kibby, Raypiciouslyas will be noticed in a
your furniture? Does your house mond Kaper, Harold Dangremond,
two-column story on page one, secneed painting? Could you stand a George Joostberens, John Kaper,
tion two, of this issue of the News.
set of tires? What about new Glenn Folkert, John Drenten, MarWe are pleased to relate that new
shoes for the kiddies? Is your va- vin Kaper, Harold Lugten. ClarHolland's efforts have borne fruit
cation equipment up-to-date?
ence Billings, George Brower,
in our neighboringcity, Grand HaSALES MEAN JOBS!
Marvin Van Doomik.
ven. also. In an editorial the ediOf course many of us have felt
Striking Machine: George Lamtor of the Grand Haven Tribune
that we could not afford some of the pen. John Kronemeyer, John
gives the meat of this whole camitems that we really want and need. Smidt, Jr., Harvey Folkert. Ben
, paign so clearly that we cannot reIt hardly would be prudent to mort- Eding, George H. Oetman, Cornefrain from republishingwhat edigage our future without thought of lius Wentzel.
I tor McCall has to say.
whether we could keep up paySports: E. J. Mosier, Allan CalaHolland cannot do this job alone
and we only hope that the heed ments. But a conservativerelease hen, Lewis Mokma. Lewis Johnson,
of savings by those having them John Brink, Sr., Edward Miskotten.
j sown in this community will be rewould start the cycle. We have reDrinking,Sprinklingand Lights:
! fleeted in all the communitiesin
Ottawa County and beyond. The peated assurances in the stock George Schutmaat. Harry Brower,
campaign must be nation-wide in market that business is preparing John Grote, William Van Der
to do its share.
Ploeg, John Illg, Clarence Schroscope to be of real lasting benefit.
The contribution from the Grand A country in rags may remain tenboer,Ivan Lezman. Dwight Van
Haven Tribune should start some- in rags if it has no natural re- Order, John Bartels, Fred Reimink,
sources. Yet that is not the case George Oetman, George H. Oetman.
thing at the "county seat” in the
Doll Throwing: Joe Lugten. Ray
in the United States. WE HAVE
way of "Sales Mean Jobs.”
RESOURCES. SALES MEAN Lugtigheid, Harold Lugtigheid,
JOBS. AND JOBS MEAN SALES! Raymond Johnson, Martin Johnson,
SALES MEAN JOBS
The formula is simple. Positive Henry Johnson,Jr., James Johnson,
action will do what legislation and Lawrence Lugten, Gerrit Lugten.
(Grand Haven Tribune)
New Games: Henry Drenten, AnOne thousand Holland citizens negative action can never do. The
drew G. Lohman, Henry Boerigter,
enjoyed a koffie kletz at the arm- city of Holland is on the right track
Glenn Drenten, Gordon Rankins,
ory recently. Coffee and dough- and every community that creates
Jasper Rigterink, Joe Slotman,
buying
confidence
ia
hastening
the
nut* were important but inHarvey Immink, Edward Grote,
cidentalto the speaking program return of prosperous times.
Let us forget the politicians and Fred Wentzel, Rey Siple, Richard
in which out-of-town oratora asWentzel, Vem Van Order.
sisted in launching Holland's ver- formulas — forget the hatreds and
Order and Parking: Sherman De
sion of the National Salesmen's bid the administrationto forget its
Boer, Bert Vos, John Tanis, Glenn
crusade — with the slogan, SALES hatreds. This was a good enough
country to fight for daring war and Dannenberg, Ed Schrotenboer,WilMEAN JOBS.
liam Root, Justin Schievink,Dick
To us this was one of the most it is a good country to live in darSnyder, George Sale, Hemv Sal,
ing
peacetime
—
if
we
make
it
that
significant meetingsever held in
James Sal, George Tellman, George
Western Michigan. It carried some way.
SALES MEAN JOBS! JOBS Timmerman, Ben Tanis, Gerrit
of the enthusiasm expressed durVeen, Gerrit Voa, John Joostberens,
ing liberty loan drives at the time MEAN BUYING POWER! BUYGerry Kolvoord, John Klein, Wilof the World War— bnt it was not ING POWER
liam Klokkert, Charles Kimber,
SALES!
The
answer
is
obvious.
inspiredby a war against men, it
Rex Holland,William Krueger, Ben
was a sincere drive for better times.
Lugten, Comey Lugtigheid, HerFor almost a decade we have
man Miskotten, Mannes Maatman,
heard economists,philosophers,
Martin Brink, Fred Billet, Jacob
poUtidansand men generally tell
Bultman, Jack Cal ah an, Jake Dateua what waa wrong with this coonma, George Ende, John Hoffman,
try- While Roosevelt waa riding
Bert Hofmeyer, Henry R. Johnson,
big business the men in high finJacob Schaap, Joe Seharf, Sr., Joe
ancial places wer* ahodUng hatred
Scharf, Jr.
against Roosevelt.Opportunists
have been springing op from the
Salesmen of the Seagrave Comoat unexpected places, each and
fire equipment manufseturersof
every one of them offeringa new
Cleveland, 0., paid the Holland
“cure” for our troubles.
Fire departmenta visit Tuesday
It all becams very confusing to
and showed some of their wares,
the ordinary man. Worse, it haa
which -included a 2-cylinderV-type
coat many individualstheir econtruck, which can throw 1,800 galomic independence and made them
MDff of water per minuta.
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John Schailing — 372 Central Ave.
Mike Veele — 12th at Washington
Nelson Van Koeverinf— Zeeland

Church.

.
.
.
.
.

.

he will occupy the pulpit at

cf

MANAGERS

STORE
James C. Verhey— Groceries
Ralph Willis—Meats, 12 W. 8th St
Geo. Eilander — Washington Square

On Sunday morning, August
|

H.

ROSEMA

|

Miner, Sox scout, will be here soon
look over the Holland players,
spent Thursday as the guest of her of whom three are now offered consister, Mrs. C. 1). Van Loo, at Hol- tracts. Don Van I-ente and George
Amthor, pitcher, will display their
land.
wares.
De Neff is a former sandlotplayRev. Henry Rikkers, missionary er in his second year with the Flyto the Indians at Farmington, New ing Dutchmen.Wednesday evening
Mexico, who, together with Mrs. the Hollanders met the Ionia rePurchasingand Auditing: Ed
Rikkers, is spending his vacation formatory nine on the Holland dia- Lampen, Ed A. Dangremond, Henry
in this sectionof Western Michi- mond under the lights.
Schutmaat. George Kaper, Henry
gan, will conduct the services at
Slotman, Theodore Harmsen.
Stands: John Brink, Sr., Ray
the Third Chr. Ref. Church of
CAN BE TOO CRITICAL WE
Maatman, James Busscher,Herman
Zeeland on Sunday morning, and
BELIEVE
Kuite, Donald Dangremond, John
will preach at the Borculo Chr
H. Volkers, Henry Wedeven, Joe
Ref. Church on Sunday artefnoon.
•

Mrs. John Vereeke, Zeeland, to

FRENCH PASTRY SHOPPE
58 East Eighth St.

BEN

j

NUT OLEO

•

USE KROGER'S

MICHIGAN

VINEGAR

Q

Club9c

WHEAT

MASON

3c

1

Pin's

JARS

lb.

35c

H8« can

Large

‘Ac

7

pkg.

BRAN FLAKES LD3 0c
1

dozen 21c
10c

^

£

CRACKERS 2

PECTIN

3

25c

MOUTH Hn

IVORY FLAKES l$' 21c

DON

6

25c

^

6 be 25c

Northern Tissue roll 5c

09

SUGAR

DONUTS ^25.1

From Kroger's
Modem Bakery

10c

Dpzan

Wesco Balanced

FEEDS

$1.23

100-lb. bag prices

Kroger Latonia Club

BEVERAGES 3

25c

bottles
Eight Varieties- Large Bottles

PAN ROLLS

SCRATCH

$1.59

MASH

$1.89

EGG

dozen 5c

Hurry

Assorted Tasty

pto

SWEET ROLLS

1

0c

Only

8

1

Qc

Hurry

I

Sfarf
ioo[

12c

a Set To-day

you buy and thanhfal

$1.79

m

$1.29

DAIRY

STARTING mash $1.99
OYSTER SHELLS 79c

I I

Ton’ll be proud of the silverware

Sliced Sandwich or Twin

CHICK GRAINS
Growing and

of Seven 1 • 3 or 6 Piece Units

Kroger Clock

2

!

More Weeks
at % Off - Lady

Dorie Silverware - Tour Choice

pkg of

BREAD

3

To Secure

SlicedHamburg or Weiner

BUNS

4 bars 25c

Dog Food

EELS

Nay Garden Tea

or any

Soap

Vitamin Filled

WESCO £££ 17c

79c

can

Lifebuoy

With purchase ot

Jars - Quarts,doz 89c

ib.

SPRY

for

Ken ortall Bros

$1

10-oz.

Cnsco or

3 pkgs

^•Gallon doz

OLIVES

I

SUGAR and
CREAMER
Both
only
10c

Bros.

Her Grace Powdered

WIDE

I

Beautiful
Normandie Crystal

eg.

dozen J'L

JAR CAPS

FRUIT

C

Wesco - Crisp Flaky Soda

Quarts, doz 69c

Jar Rings

"jr

CountryCTub

FLAKES L°r

You asked for more
Here they are -

Kerr or B<illBros

or Ball

Quart 4

HollywoodStuffed

for

Trump - Qulck.Actlon

FLY SPRAY

the

c°"°"

89c

saving.

BANANAS

CHICKENS

GOLDEN YELLOW FRUIT

FANCY SPRING
|3/4

Lb.

to

31/2

25

Average

PICKLED PIG FEET

>ui* u>

4

10c

LEONA SAUSAGE
DRIED

BEEF

BEEF
Choice
Tender Cuts

*

ib.

n,

40

1

19c

SIRLOIN STEAK
WI CASH W.

P.

»

-

1

0c

WATERMELONS •><» 43c
1

5c

led Kipe Fancy Missouri - Largs tfi-f8

iHSl/2c

»«

A. CHICKS

10

APPLES

Ib.

I*.

23c

Fancy Dnahsss

5C t© 19C

SHORT RIBS OF BEEF

9«

1

Snow White Heads

ROAST

lb.

,b'

CAULIFLOWER

Herrnde

MEANS NEW

3

Country

can Unit)

Purs Cider

Ken

15c

Dills jar I /

CORN FLAKES

can jrC
(3

ly2c

Country Club Finer Flavor. Crisper

SNOWBELLE
Tall

Lou

or

SANKA

SALMON
While Supply Lasts —

Mary
Whole

PICKLES

15

mallow flavor

1

Hot Dated
Coffee

SPOTLIGHT

Smoother
|$).

10c

Most Varieties- Heinz Ketchup Large bottle 17c

CHEESE
At peak ol

lb.

HEINZ SOUPS -

CREAM
Richer,

Eatmore

j*

GRAPES

California1*4

California Seedless

Michigan U.

i.

Grapoe

Malagas Ib. 1

lb.

Qc

7fta

Ho. 1 Quality

POTATOES 15 Z 15c

AND ACCEPT WELFARE ORDERS

m
4§m

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

SALES MEAN

JOBS

Volume Number 67

HoDand, Michigan, Thursday, August

Wants Heirs For

JFfiat Allegan's

Number 32

New-Made Lake Looks

Like

Frdm The Air

SPECIAL

Large
at

BEL-

ATIVES OF SCHOOLCRAFT.
Someone in Allegan may be heir
to nearly eighty thousand dollars.
The startling discovery was made
this week with the announcement
of
banking ' house in New
York state disclosing unclaimed
money on deposit in the name of
Ray C. Schoolcraft,who gave his
address as Allegan. The list of
unclaimedAllegan c o u n t*y accounts of ten or more totaling
$79,372.26was made public a few
days ago by the bank, who appealed to friends or relativesof
Schoolcraft to communicatewith
them regarding the matter. No deposit or withdrawal for at least
fifteen years is shown on the ac-

At least 25,000 persons have had
an opportunityduring the last few
months to observe the homelife of
a family of American eagles, whose
aerie is located in Laketon town-

a

and on Sundays people have come
from

sectiorw of Western Michre sorters from
all sections of the country also have
pen attractedbV the eagles.
The nest was diffcovered by Harry
Hendryx, who livedjin that section,
a short time after ijt was built in
ip ring, An
f
the spring.
effort was made at
first to
to keel
keep
ition of the
nest a secret, but ml
and more
people learned of it, _
visited the

Private investigationthus far
showed Schoolcraft'sreal name as
Myers, he later taking the name
of his grandfather.James School-

—6

Foot Exteiuion Table.

— 60 Inch Buffet, Waterfall Front.
—5 Chairs and Host.

—All Beautiful Walnut Veneer.
—China to Match, $21 Extra.
SEE THIS IN OUR

WINDOW

BROUWER

JAS. A.

CO.

“The Old Reliable Furniture Store”
212-216 River

— —

Avenue

whom he lived most of
his earlierlife, after his parents
died. A marriagelicensewas issued him, under the name Schoolcraft, in 1910 when he was twentyone years old. He is said to have
been a paper maker in Plainwell,
Allegan county, for a number of
years, and his last address known
by Allegan relatives was Detroit.
He and his wife were separated
We are indebted to the Allegan
several years ago, and their two News for this remarkableaerial
children, a boy and a girl, are review of Allegan's Municipal Dam
ported to have died in I^nsing
some time ago. Several relatives and a part of the newly-madelake,
are said to be living in Allegan, also called Allegan. The clarity
including an aunt, a Mrs. Simmingof detail, which shows most of the
ton, who at one time lived with
lower
part of the lake and outlines
him and his grandfather.
Under the banking laws of the M-89 and other roads in the backstate of New York, all accounts ground, make this a most interestfalling into the ‘‘unclaimed”cateing picture to folk from Ottawa
gory, eventuallypass into the cusand Allegan Counties who know
tody of the state if they are not
this territory.
claimed by the rightful owners. An
It is evident that the lake is
effort will be made to discover
whether Ray Schoolcraftis living new for the lack of cottages and
or dead, and if dead, who his heirs
may be, relatives said this week.
craft, with

$68

Holland, Michigan

BEACHES

SUMMER’S HEAT HIGH IS
SHATTERED AT LAST— MERCURY HITS 90

Registration Notice

in Ottareached for this
year Monday when the thermometer reached 90 degrees, accordingto
an official weather observer.
A heavy rain totaling .63 inches
fell during the afternoon which
brought the thermometerdown 20
degrees within a short time. The
rain came down in sheets sending
hundreds of people on the beach to

Primary Election and

Special Election to be held on

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

13, 1938

Notice is hereby given that I, the undersigned
City Clerk, will receive for

registration at any time

during regular office hours, the

name of any

voter in the City of Holland NOT

REGISTERED. This
who

legal

ALREADY

also includes those electors

have changed their residence

registration transferred from

and

desire their

one voting precinct

another voting precinct within the

to

city.

such things that make for a good destroyed the best asset n resort
Saugatuck, Holland, Port Sheldon,
resort. That is, by all means, not has, namely, the shade. Houses
and other places in this vicinity.
the entire lake, and as for build- can be rebuilt quickly, but it takes
There are other things near Aling up a resort— that will come a lifetime to grow a tree.
legan lake that are of interest,
fast enough. It is well for Allegan
When Allegan built its dam it namely, the conservation of wildto avoid the mistakes made by the did more than build a power plant
life, the Allegan Dam site, the forearlier resorts in the building of to serve its city and environs with est towers from which woods fires
cottages and summer homes. Some electric power and light. It built
are detected, and other features of
of the resorts around Holland were itself a lake about six miles long interest.
built without any regard for build- and the width can be seen in the
The photographat least gives
ing lines, spaces between cottages, picture.Rather a shallow stream
and the material used in them. was dammed up and made this pos- a partial view of this new body of
This proved mighty disastrousnot sible. Surely, by the looks of the water, created not over three years
only to the property owner when picture, Allegan can lay claim to ago. Undoubtedlyfuture airplane
views will show the shores dotted
fire swept through them, hut it a resort district as well as can
with beautifulsummer homes.

located.

"With the thousands attracted

CLOSED DURING

STORMS AT MUSKEGON;
HOLLAND SHOULD FALL
IN LINE

scene. The crowds wl
gathered
seem not to annoy __ parent
eagles, and the mother bird
the eggs and today the two baU7
eagles are almost full grown. The
parent eagles carry fish and other
fowl to them and the birds eat as
the spectatorslook on.
The nest is located just off a
main traveled highway to the state
park and is in the crotch of an old
tree which can be seen for some
distance.Such large crowds have
been attracted that Robert Sullivan, 11 years old, of Muskegon,
opened a soft drink stand and naa
done a good business.
"There were two eagles in this
section s year ago but I could not
locate the nests," Mr. Hendryx said.
"I believe the eagles which built
their nest out there this year are
the youna from the pair I saw a
year ago.”
Mr. Hendryx regrets one thing
now. He wishes he had leased the
10 acres where the eagles’ nest if

All

Camping and

Trailer Travel Is

to

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAASHOWER HONORS EDNA
the nest I could have made some
money," Hendryx says.
MAYOR’S DAUGHTER WILL
PLAGENHOEF TUESDAY
CHRISTEN NEW RACING BOAT
“OLD SASSAFRAS” ARRIVES
A surprise miscellaneous showHOME
The

Batavia, newly - designed
• t *
er was held at the home of Mrs. C.
CampbellBoat Co. on Hoeland on Columbia Ave., Tues"Old Sassafras,”the bald eagle
which
Lake Macatawa,will be christened
day evening, honoring Miss Edna who yearly comes to his summer
shore of Lake Michigan, claiming
with elaborateceremonies at the
RAIN EARLY IN SEASON ( UR- company
Plagenhoef, whose wedding will location at Roaring Brook, near
the lives of five persons at Holdocks, Saturday at 10 a.
take place this month. Hostesses,
land, Muskegon and Pent water, TAILED NOMADS BUT NOW m., by Miss Ruth Geerlings,dau- besides Mrs. Hoeland, were Mrs. Harbor Springs, Midi., has now
made his appearance for the seaTHE SEASON IS MAKsteps have been taken to close the
ghter of Mayor Henry Geerlings.
Sum Plagenhoef and Mrs. Nelson son, and taken his abode among
organized beaches at Muskegon in
Other
local
persons
to
appear
on
ING IP
Plagenhoef.Gifts were found by the pine stubs of that resort.
time of danger. At least one, and
the program will be Mayor Geerthe honor guest from clues inside
Daily the large bird is seen to
possibly other lives, would have
lings and William M. Connelly,
A survey of the Holland oval any
balloons. Alarm clocks, placed spread out his broad wings in a
been saved if the beaches had l>een
manager
of the Holland Chamber
night and especially week-ends will
throughout the house, rang at in- slide over the jungle that shelters
closed when the storm struck, Musof Commerce.
cover.
give some idea of the popularity
tervals, showing where other gift* his private sanctum, and then setkegon
authorities state.
The
Batavia
was
designed
by
The high rate of humidity toof the "home on wheels," namely
could be found.
tles down like an autogiro into his
The
weather
was
calm
and
thouHenry
B.
Babson
of
Chicago,
exegether with the high temperature
,the trailer. The long stretchesof
A mock wedding was a feature resting place. For a number of
caused the most distressing day of sands were at the beaches, when concrete, the water front on the cuted by Philip Rhodes, and is the of the evening. Roles in the wed- years the old bird has been coming
the season, but the thunder heads, unexpectedly waves more than 20 site of old Hotel Ottawa and other property of J. C. Peterson of Chi- ding were taken by Miss Plagen- to the same spot like a cottager
which later producedrain, again feet in height whipped the Michi- little convenient nooks have been cago. The contract for the con- hoef and her fiance, Edwin J. to his own summer home. The recooled the air and made the bal- gan shore of I>ake Michigandue filled with parked trailers while fur- structionof the ship was awarded Schuitema; the Misses Frances and sorters look for him each year, and
to storms on the Wisconsin side.
ance of the day delightful.
ther under trees small tents house the local boat concern by the C. M. Jeanette Willink, Mrs. Joe Hom- his arrival is chronicledas one of
The unusual rains of the sum- Beach guards and -coast guards those who want to go even more Burback Co. of (irand Rapids ami ey n, Mrs. C. Hoeland, and Mrs. the important events of the season.
mer have made ideal growing con- were kept busy making rescuesand primitive.The increasingpopular- Chicago.
at least 80 persons were saved at
Edward Brown is in charge of Nelson Plagenhoef. The Lohengrin
ditions in many parts of Ottawa
ity of camping, among visitors to
wedding march was played by Mrs VANDE WATERS HOLD REUNMuskegon
and Holland alone. Seven
construction
of the boat. launchcounty, stated L. R. Arnold, counMichigan's state parks, is shown
Sam Plagenhoef, who also renION; 125 ATTEND
boys
were
trapped on the breaking
ceremonies
tomorrow
will
be
in
ty agent today.
in attendancefigures thus far tabudered a vocal solo, "I Love You
water at Muskegon and 20 at Holcharge
of
Kenneth
Campbell,
ownis making tremendous
lated this season.
About 125 attended the Vande
Truly."
growth he said, in most places al- land and were rescued by coast
Although total attendance has er of the Campbell Boat Co., asPrizes at bunco, the diversionof Water family reunion at Tunnel
guards
with lines and at Holland
lowing it to catch up where the
been running slightly behind that sisted by Mr. Peterson. A detail- the evening,went to Mrs. Bob Fie- Park Tuesday afternoon and evenby the crew of the Lyons Construccool, wet weather of the early sumof last year, during which approx- ed descriptionof the new ship was kema, with Miss Jeanette Willink ing. The event was the family’s
tion Company.
given in a previous issue of the
mer had halted growth.
taking the consolation prize. A two- first reunion in 16 years. A sports
The beaches, however, were not imately nine million persons visited Holland City News.
He said for a time he feared that
the parks, the number of camps
course luncheon was served to program was held under the direcclosed. As a result, one man in
so much rain would sprout grain,
Muskegon, and one man and two establishedat the parks has in VTTTT*VVVVTYTYTTTT?VVthose attending, among whom were tion of John De Ridder, Herman
but he has received reports from
creased. Rainy periods during the
Mrs. Nick Plagenhoef, Mrs. Neil Bekker, Louis Dalman, and Ed
girls were drowned at Holland,
several sections that show the hours after the high seas with their first part of the season held total DREGMAN-PRICEMARRIAGE I’lagenhoaf,Misses Dorothy and Scheerhom. A basket supper was
TAKES PLACE SATURDAY
grain is still unharmed.Some of dangerous undertow struck this attendance down until the Fourth
Nellie Plagenhoef, Mrs. John El- provided.Winners at contestsparof
July
week-end when good
AFTERNOON
the oats are too wet, but in the
hart, Mrs. Gilbert Elhart, Mrs. Joe ticipatedin during the day were:
shore. At the Grand Haven State
main the crops of the county look Park, where thousands of bathers weather brought a record-breaking
Romeyn, Mrs. Bob Fiekema, Mrs. Ruby Vande Water, Buster De
The
wedding
of
Miss
Margaret
fine. Sam Rymer, Spring Lake, has
turnout for three days. ApproxiGeorge Regnerus Miss Doris Reg- Haan, Bemie Vande Water, Alvin
were in the water, the beach was
Dregman,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
com that is about 10 feet high and closed and no one was drowned. mately a thousand more camping
norus, Mrs. Richard Grevengoed, Van Asselt, Mrs. J. Burton, Mrs.
is expected to produce a record In 1929 a similar storm which permits have been issued at Michi- Mrs. C. J. Dregman, 71 West 14th Mrs. Harry Kolean, Misses Cor- Bernard Vande Water, Bernard
crop.
gan state parks this year than at St., and Sherwood R. Price, son of nelia Van Voorst, Audrey Buter, Doktcr, Russell Vande Water,
struck this shore of Lake Michigan
Mr. Arnold believesthe potato claimed 10 lives at Grand Haven. the same time in 1937. Complete Mr. and Mrs. Frank Price, 260 Frances and JeanetteWillink, Mrs. Judge Cora Vande Water, Jack and
West 15th St., will take place at
crop in this county will be excelB. Schuitema,Delia and Viola Joyce Palmer, Arlene De Ridder,
Muskegon and Grand Haven set figures tabulatedthrough the week
lent especially on high ground. a good example. Holland might also ending July 9 this year show a total the bride’s home, Saturday at 4:30 Schuitema, Mrs. Ben Dickema, Jul- Maxine Palmer, Rodger Dalman,
Growth on new seedings is excel- close its beaches with storm warn- of 13.458 permits compared to 12,- p. in. Mr. Price is a member of the ia Elhart, Mrs. Joe Grevengoed, Randall Vande Water, Dale Bek415 permits issued up to July 9 in faculty of Lawrence Technical high Mrs. Art Grevengoed, Miss Bertha ker and Joan Lappinga. Honors
lent. Lawns and gardens in this ing ahead.
1937. Since then the ratio has con school, Detroit. Both are graduates
vicinity are unusually fine.
Vander Bie, Miss Wilma Vande for being the oldest and youngest
of Holland high school and Hope
tinued about the same.
The chief complainantin this PIER FISHING IS POOR
Bunte, Miss Margaret Collins, Miss persons present went to William
College,
and
both
have
taken
their
Total attendanceup to the same
H. Vande Water, 89, and Shirley
city would possibly be the water
ALONG LAKE MICHIGAN; date this month was 3,164,000 com- M. A. degrees at the University of Alma Vanderbeek, Miss Jean Plag- Ann De Ridder, two-and-a-half
departmentas lawns and gardens
enhoef, Mrs. John Van Kersen,
pared to 3,636,000up to the same Michigan.The bride-to-behas rehave been watered almost daily by
Mrs. Donald Voorhorst,Violet weeks’ old daughterof Mr. and
Perch fishing from the break- date a year ago. State park heads cently been feted at showers by Slagh, Mythelle Voorhorst and Mrs. Mrs. Gordon De Ridder,respectiverainfall. Not many sprinklersare
used these days for sprinklingpur- waters and piers along Lake Michi- expect that last year’s total of Miss Esther Hinkamp and Miss William F. Hedges.
!ygan has not been so poor in years 49,000 camp permits will he ex- Josephine Ayers, both of Holland.
poses.
Officers electedfor the ensuing
as this season.Only once this sea- ceeded this season. And judging
year are: president, the Rev. John
RURAL
MAIL
BOXES
ARE
Vande Water, superintendentof a
PLAYGROUNDS FOR HOLLAND son has the perch been biting at by the heavy patronage which has BUS TRANSPORTATION FOR
the Muskegon piers, and they con- attended good weather they also
BEING CLEANED
SCHOOL TO BE DISCUSSED
Grand Rapids mission; vice presiALREADY IN TO WPA
tinued to bite for onlv two hours.
believe that if the rest of the seadent, Louis B. Dalman of Holland;
City Engineer Jacob Zuidema The perch started biting on a son offers reasonablyfavorable A meeting has been called for
As The News stated a few weeks secretary, Probate Judge Cora
Saturday
and
on
Sunday
more
than
early this week made application
weather, especiallyon the week- Monday, August 15, at 8 p. m., at pgo, August 1 was the date set by Vande Water, Grand Haven; and
to WPA Engineer H. G. Rose at 2,500 persons were fishing on the ends, the total attendance will at the Maplewoodschool, Fillmoredis- the post officedepartment to clean treasurer, Coroner Gilbert Vande
Muskegon for a WPA grant for the piers and the Muskegon break- least equal last year's.
trict No. 2, Allegan County, at up and paint up rural mail boxes. Water of Holland.
construction of proposed play- water. That same day the perch
which time a discussion will be held That is now in progress. The deo
grounds, one between 22nd and 24th quit biting. At White Lake, Lud- FINANCIAL HELP FOR HEALTH in an effort to decide whether bus partment is very desirous that all
Mrs. C. L. Kennedy of Oak Park,
Sts., between Washingtonand Ma- ington, Frankfort and other lake
MAY COME TO COUNTY
transportationwill be provided for mail boxes be taken care of and 111., Mr. and Mrs. William Votruba
ple Aves., and the other at the cor- ports perch fishing has been poor.
the school’s 150 pupils in the fall. that the mail patrons take pride in and children, and Mrs. Clarence
county
committee
Monday
At
Holland
perch
fishing
has
been
ner of Maple Ave. and 11th St. ToSchool director, Gerrit J. Schur- their boxes and surroundings,and Samuelson,all of Traverse City,
went
to
Lansing
and
there
was
infair.
tal cost of the projects has been
man, rural route No. 6, stated this the name of the box holder be were guests at the A. C. Keppel
formed
by
Don
W.
Gudakunst,
estimated at $8,899.40, of which the
week that some children are re- plainly stenciledon the box so cottage at TennesseeBeach last
city will provide $1,224.40.
MR. SLIGH APPRECIATES THE State Health Commissioner, that quired to walk as much as two and that it is easily discernableby the week-end.
the Ottawa County Health Depart- a half miles to school.
The projects include grading and
mail carrier. Holland post office is
LOVING CUP GIVEN HIM
ment will receive additionalsupim
'nproving at both places; curbs
cooperating in this, and rural mail
port,
financial
and
otherwise,
de,
id fencing at ________
11th St.;
and two
patrons are
e urged to take thin The Rev- William Wolvius of this
Charles R. ("Sales Mean Jobs”) spite a $5,120 cut in its budget last PLAN ANNUAL CHICKEN DINbaseball diamonds and a quarter“Clean up rural mail boxes" ser- C,,ty ,eJl lhif mo™in£ for Bo7de£NER OF 1,0(10 HENS ON
Sligh has sent a communication to May.
la., where he will be one of the
mile track at the other site.
iously.
AUGUST 14
Vaudie Vandenberg,president of
The extent to which financial aid
speakers at the 50th anniversary
o
-- o
Holland Chamber of Commerce, will be forthcoming will depend
program of the Boyden Reformed
THREE NEGRO GIRL SINGERS the
Preparations to serve at least NEW WAY TO ADVERTISE
expressing his heartfelt thanks to upon the financial status of the
'church. Rev. Wolvius was pastor
AT IMMANUEL CHURCH
1.000 chicken dinners at the annual
OUR
SUMMER
CLIMATE
the Lions, Rotary and Exchange state health department. An extra
of the Boyden church 40 years ago.
SUNDAY
dobs and the Warm Friend Tavern nurse has been promised the coun- Watson chicken dinner in the WatHotels and other places catering He will preach at Hull, la. on Augson parish hall at Allegan Sunday,
Special music will be furnished for the loving cup awarded him at ty, however. Members of the coun- August 14, were under way this to tourists and resorters advertise ust 14.
at tne evening service of Immanuel the "Sales Mean Jobs” breakfast ty delegationwhich made the trip week, the Rev. James A. Callahan the climate in the Upper Peninsula
Church on Sunday, August 14, by held in the local armory Monday, to Lansing are City Attorney El- announced. The dinner, held each by use of fireplaces throughout the
The Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Hoffman
bern Parsons, Holland; Hunter year under the auspicesof the Al- summer. Tourists,after traveling who are staying at the Kuiper cotthe Coleman -Trio, consisting of July 25.
The cup was presented to Mr. Hering of Crockery township;
three negro girls: Geraldine? fiflegan and Watson Catholic in the hot sun all day, arrive at a tage at Idlewood Beach, last week
Sligh in appreciationfor his work George Heneveld of Park townteen years of age; Lois, ten years
churches,is expected to draw more hotel to find a fire burning in the had as their guest Dr. Raymond
as chairman of the crusade locally, ship, and Lester Martin of Wright
old, and Katie Mae, seven years
persons that ever in the past. Mass fireplace. Most of the cabins also Drukker of New York city, who
old. These little orphans were and for the honor he recentlywas township, all members of the coun- at Watson on that day will be cele- advertisethat they are heated.
recently declined an invitationto
accorded, namely, his election to ty board of supervisors’ health com_ There are not many nights in the
taken into the home of a Christian
brated at 11 a. m.
become professorof Bible at Hope
the presidencyof the Furniture Ex- mittee; Madge Bresnahan, nurse;
Upper Peninsula when a fire does College.
woman in Kalamazoosix years ago
not feel good at night. But, regardand given a Christiantraining by position Associationin Grand Rap- and Dr. Ralph Ten Have, county FORMER HOLLAND MAN
o
ids for the coming year. In his health director.
her. They aing Gospel songs and
SELLS SANDWICH SHOP less of the night, places catering Miss Beatrice Denton of Lawcommunication,Mr. Sligh stated
to the tourists keep the home fires
negro spiritualsand usually give
rence, and Miss Beatrice Geerlings
that he would serve the city in SHERIFF’S OFFICIALS
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Cutahaw, re- burning. They feel that it is good of this city are on a two-weeks’
eight or ten selections. They have
the best possible manner and added
DESTROY MARIJUANA cently of Douglas, have purchased advertisingfor the climate in the trip through the New England
been heard from time to time over
that he desired to live up to the
the Sandwich Shop in Fennville Upper Peninsula. We don’t need states.
radio station WKZO, Kalamazoo.
“implied expectations”of the gift
Four bushels of marijuana plants, from RussellWestveld, formerly of that at the Holland resorts, howRev. John. Douglas, of Hudson- in the future. His thorough work
found growing wild in the rear of Holland, and- took possessionMon- ever.
ville, Miph. will preach at this serJury drawingsfor the Septemand the untiring way in which he the Kinkema market, downtown, by day. They are having the interior
vice as well as the morning ser- follows up the work is proof that
ber term of federal disrtlct court
city police, were destroyed today of the restaurantredecorated.
LOCAL TEAM TRAVELS 11 DIF- at Grand Rapids include “Bill”
vice of Immanuel Church. Mr. he not only has, but will continue, by Sheriff Frank Van Etta. The
oL_
FERENT STATES
Douglas was born, in Belfast,Ire- to eerve this community well
Lowry as grand iuror and Otto f\
marijuana was found by Tom McGuests at the Idlewood cottage Teams traveling for the third Kramer as trial juror. Both are of
land,, and since January 1st has
- ....... o—
Mahon, volunteer United States of the Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Hoffman "Greater Things” program of the
been the pastor of the Hudsonville Dr. and Mrs. Stanley Heymar of
this city. Other local men include
weather observer, whose home is at
Community Church, the church Chicago have sold their cottage at the rear of the market* The officers last week were Dr. and Mrs. G. J. Reformed Church in America will Charles Parish, Saugatuck, Oscar
Tetymis,
Miss
Jeanette
Westveer,
this
year
cover
42
acres
in
11
which C. M. Beerthuis,pastor of Castle Park to Mr. and Mrs. Al- attractedconsiderableattentionas
Shaundig, Allegan, Joe Eaton,
Immanuel Church, formerly served. fred Pittman of Evanston, HI., and they tore up the weed by its roots and Mrs. J. Hoffman and Miss states, according to the local of Grand Haven, and Gerrit LamMr. Beerthuis will be preaching in will build a new cottageat the park and took it to the sheriff’s office. Jeanette Hoffman,all of Holland; church. office. The teams will trav- pen, Hamilton, ail trial jurors;and
and Miss Helen Leslie of Sher- el for two months in the states of
Hudsonville this coming Sunday.
— . o.
George Du Vail, Fennville,grand
in the near future.
wood.
Michigan,Wisconsin, Ohio, New juror.
O—
t—
Peter Wierda, West 18th St, is
Yojlc,
New
Jersey,
Illinois,
Iowa,
> ii ii . 1
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sandy, West
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Nykamp of vacationing in Scranton, Pa.; and
82nd St., have returned from an Zeeland and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Elmira, N. Y. At the latter city, A daughterwas bom fuesday South Dakota, North Dakota, MinMr. and Mrs. John
evening at Holland hospitalto Mr. nesota, and Nebraska. The tour will
and son of Washington
extended trip visiting relitiVesin Diepenhorst of Holland toured the he is visiting Mr. and Mrs. A1
and Mrs. Jacob Van Dyke, 43 Col- be know, nas the “Autumn Insti- on a vacation trip to
the East.
Upper Peninsula last week.
Wierda.
umbia Ave.
tute.” . • •
Michigan.

The top record for heat

wa County was

for General

all

igan. Tourists Vnd

count.

DINING SUITE

Crowd
Muskegon

NEST proves a lure for
TOURISTS—-IS IN AN ISOLATED WOODS ON
FARM

OR MYERS

8 PIECE

Draw

Eagles

Allegan County
NEW YORK BANK SEEKS

MEAN

HAPPINESS

11, 1938

$80,000; Live in

AUGUST SALE

JOBS

Asa

On Increase

result of the freakishstorm
recently struck the east

racer of the

Corn

be made perSaturday, August 27, 1938,

Application for Registrationmust

by

sonally
is

applicant.

the last day for receiving registrationsfor

said

election.

On

the

last

day of Registration,viz:

August

27,

1938, the office will remain open until 8 o’clock p. m.

Oscar Peterson, City Clerk.

SWAG CURTAINS

'

Solid colors with ivory loop edge

79c

trim $1.39 for

pair.

The curtains come in soft pastel shades
to match our Chenille bedspreads
making a complete set.

BEDSPREADS —

solid color back*

grounds. All-over

patterns.

August Bedspread special $3.79.

COTTAGE SETS—
sortment of new

styles

Just a huge as— 59c set.

Mass Furniture Co.
Corner 10th and River

Ave.,

_

an u

Less Then a Bushel of Ash to the Ton

WHITE OAK
THE SMOKELESS COAL
A

all day

—

the

No. 1 coal for use in Michigan residences.Saves

time, labor and money. Order

now while prices

Are low, Signed guarantee with every delivery,

LENNEN COAL
PHONE

4125-6

-

CO.

HOLLAND, MICH.

Evenings Phone 4124-9
-------

‘

----

---

damaging the front of the Haven
MAN ESCAPES SERIOUS
Laundry..He told police his steerINJURY AS AUTOMOBILE
CRASHES INTO LAUNDRY ing wheel came loose. Mr. Skinner
was thrown partly out of his car.
As to the laundry building,the
.Forrest Skinner, Grand Haven,
scaped with minor cuts and bruises doorway was caved in and a few
I when he lost control of his auto- panes in the Urge window were
1 2

•

mobile, crashing into and seriously broken.

-

-

-

A

Holland, Michigan

Starts like kindling, burns evenly
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
the cloaing of the park bathing
beach for the summer, as haa been
the case for the last few years.

LOCAL NEWS
IT

Signs setting forth the order are
According to Ben Wiersmn, city to be installed at the Park soon.
Iwadth officer,contaminated water The announcementcame as the reat Kollen Park has made necessary sult of a report on water conditions made by the Michigan Department of Health.
• • •
The Misses Thelma Greyengoed,
Elaine Veneklasen,Janet Piers, and
Helene Wiersma spent last week
camping at Ottawa Beach.
• • •
The Rev. Victor Ma*am and
family of Fairview,111., are visiting
in the city with their parents, Mrs.
Andrew Karsten, West lf>th St.,

But

DEPREE FAMILY HOLD PICNIC Supt. John Emmick
TWO MEN PLAN
of the “kitchen ”
AT DIKKEMA COTTAGE
PACKING HOUSE

________

It’s True

E. P. Payne and W. J. Key will
open a fruit packing house in Penn*
ville within a couple of weeks. The
Arm will do custom grading and
packing as well as marketing of
fruit. A full line of washing and
grading equipment will be installed
within the next week or 10 days.
Operations will be carried on in
the building known as the Grand

The annual employees’ picnic of
the DePree Co. was held last
Thursday at the Lake Michigan
cottage of Willis Diekema. A sport
program, song-fest,and a "grubfest” were among other number* on
the program. With Ben Nash pitching and Ben Batema catching for
the “Old Timers,’’ who were
coached by Louis Whitfleet; and
Rapids Cooperagebuilding.
Verne C. Hoh! leading his “YoungMr. Payne was fonnerly connectsters" the former defeated the
ed with the Pennville Fruit ex- neophytes by a score of 18 to 8 in

was

in

charm

FAMILY REUNION MARKS THE
25 TH WEDDING ANNIVER.
SARY OF FORMER

MAYOR

ITCieir25th wedding anniversary
was observed Saturday with a dinner at their Macatawa Park cottage
by State Senator and Mre. Ernest
___Brooks.
rooks. Hoat and
and hostess at the
C.
dinner were Mr. anc
id Mrs. Walter
C. Walsh, East 9th St., Holland,
who are the parents of Mrs. Brooks,
change in the canacity of manager,
a hard-fought baseball contest. Pat the former Miss Margaret Walsh.
and was with that firm 18 years. Nordhoff and Henry Van Klink Others attending the dinner were
Mr. Key ban been in the fruit did the umpiring duties. Bill Mr. and Mrs. Ransom W. Everett
business since 1920, having worked
Hamelink led group-singing,while and son, Ransom, Jr., and Miss
as traffic manager and in a sales
Marjorie and Louis Brooks.
capacity on various terminal mar-

.cc'-c-

and Mr. and Mrs. John Maxam,
West 17th St.

kets. Since 1932 he has been with

Miss Margaret Vander

i

Hart,

the FennviUeFruit exchange.

daughter of Mrs. William E. Vander Hart, East 19th St, has com-

4#'

course at Central State Teachers’
College at Mt. Pleasant, and has
received her B.S. degree from the
institution.

\t
Raymond

AIR EXPRESS ADDS 9,000
MILES OF AIRWAYS
TO SERVICE IN U.

pleted her six weeks’ summer

L

•

t\\,W

Republican Nomination

FOR

V*

•

THS

ORANK CI6HT QUARTS OF
MILK A DAV FOR A NORTH, TO MR
A B6T BASED OR HER CORTERT/OR
iAT miLX-DRmUG NAS ROT FATURlH^ c vtt

emonie*. Throughout the day
j

for re-nomination for

Nearly 9,000 miles of airways in
the United States have been added
to the service of the air express
division of the Railway Expresa
Agency in the last eleven months,
according to SupplementNo. 6 to
Tariff No. 6, issued today. The total mileage as of August 1, 1938,
is 37,970 compared with 29,080 on

TtRRy
ACTR€Si-

August 31,

!R THE

NORTH

SHE

l

OST J

POUNDS

rosecnting Attorney

|

of Allegan

on

the

County

Republican Ticket

JOSEPH

MOYER

H.

1937.

Simon Borr, local insurance
Mr. Hardy was forty-four years old when he died of pneumonia.It was not until Iwo years before his death
agent, has returned from Oshkosh.
SOUTH OTTAWA REAL
that
he discos ered he was not normal.
Wis.. where he was honor guest at
OTTAWA COUNTY
ESTATE TRANSFERS
the annual national picnic of the
Wisconsin National Life Insurance
WEST
MICHIGAN
FURNITURE
Pfimaritfl September13, 1938
The Rev. B. C. Moore, Reformed
Company.
Attorneyand Mrs. Klbem Par
Oscar Bontekoe. et al, to Sena
HOLDS PICNIC AT TUNNEL
sons were Grand Haven visitors church missionary to Japan, who is
Bontekoe. et al, Lot 27 and Pt. I/ot
• • •
PARK FRIDAY AFTERon
furlough
at
the
present
time,
1 On August 22. the Holland Amer- last week.
26, Vander Veen’s Subd.. Pt. Blk.
NOON
—
MM
----- — ---- ssac ican legion hand will go to Battle
spoke at the morning sendees at
66. Holland, and Lot 46. McBride’s
•
•
•
Central
I’ark
Reformed
church
last
Friday afternoon and evening, Add., Holland: Henrv P. Zwemer
Jarrett N. Clark has been Circuit I Creek to participatein a parade
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Sunday. When Rev. Moore's car
Coart Commissionerfor 8 years at the state legion convention,ac- Scheerhorn. West 21st st., Thurs- has appeared on Holland streets about 450 employees of the West and wife to John H. Moeke and
I cording to Hamid J. Karsten. band
MichiganFurniture Co. and their wife, Lot 101. Waukazoo, Twp.
and Justice of the Peace for 10 I president.
day at Holland hospital, a daugh- recently, it has attractedconsider- families held their annual picnic at Park: Albert Bouwman, et al. to
able
attention,
for
it
is
equipped
ter.
Also
Thursday
at
Holland
hosyears, which has helped qualify
Tunnel park. Concession refresh- Gerrit J. Schutten and wife. Lot
him for the office of Prosecuting Robert Kuite has concluded a pital, to Mr. and Sirs. Adrian Dor- with Japaneselicenseplates.
ment ticketswere provided. Fol- 33, Blk. G. and Lot 2, Blk H. Post’s
Calhoun,
16-year-old
man of FennviUe, a son; to Mr.
Attorney. — Pol. Adv.
lowing a sports program in which Park Hill Add., Holland: Robert E.
three-weeks’course at the Univerand Mrs. Dale Smith, 268 West 11th daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Homer
prizes consistedof cash awards, a Baxter,et al, to Ivan L. Taylor and
sity of Michigan high school music
st., Thursday at Holland hospital, Calhoun of Dearborn, died last
basket supper was served at 6 p. wife, I/ot 32. MountainBeach Add.,
clinic, and has returnedto the city.
a son; and August 1, to Mr. and Friday. Included among the sur• • t
m. The committee in charge of Twn. Port Sheldon;Frank Kuite
Mrs. Charles De Jongh, rural route vivors are the great-grandparents,
arrangements was composed of to Marion Shackson, Pt.. SE^ Sec.
Improvementis noted at Holland No. 4, at Holland hospital, a son. Mr. and Mrs. John De Witt, 262 Arend Hop. Ed De Jonge, John 30-5-15. Hollend; Harry C. Leonard
hospitalin the conditionof Peter
West 17th st.
Laarman, Herman Houting and to Hamid T. Fletcherand wife. Pt.
« » •
* *
De Goede, who was taken there Members of• the
Sunday school
SW^ Sec. 9-6-16, Twp. Port ShelJacob Boerman.
August 1, followinga stroke.
Gerrit Doom, Holland city mail
class of Sixth Reformedchurch, of
don; Cornelia Koning to Trixie M.
o
• • »
which Gary Hoffiusis teacher, held carrier, and Art Bos, bakery pro- CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Moore. I/ot 26, Wabeke’sAdd.. HolAlderman and Mrs. Henry Ketel a wiener roast at Ottawa beach prietor, are on a two weeks' trip LECTURE AT HOLLAND THE- land; Wm. Westratc and wife, to
to
Yellowstone
National
Park.
and daughter. Miss Lois. 183 west Thursday night. Those attending
ATRE LARGELY ATTENDED Chester Van Tongeren and wife,
• • •
Ifith st.. and Miss Florence Derks, were Donald OltholT, Timer JohnPt. SW frl Ni Sec. 9-5-16. Twn.
A miscellaneousshower was held
263 West 17th st., have left for a son, Fred and Ralph Van Voorst,
I’ark: Gerrit J. Hesselink,and wife
Elizabeth
McArthur
Thomson
of
month’s visit to Portland,Oregon. John Steggerda, Don Oosterbaan. Saturdayafternoon at the cottage
St. Izouis,Mo., member of the to Wm. F. Jansen and wife. Pt.
Don and Morns Van Gelderen, of Dr. and Mrs. Jacob Vander Meu- board of lecturersof the mother Lot 140. Add. to Central Park. Twp.
James Slager.James Rowan. Mel- len at Eureka Park, honoring Miss church, The First Church of Christ Park; Wm. Selles and wife to Alvin Timmer. George Jacobs, and I/ois De Pree and Lloyd Chapman, Scientist, at Boston, Sunday after- bert H. Selles and wife, Pt. Lot
who will 1k> married August 24.
Elmer Brandt.
18, 19, 20 and 21, Blk. H. R. H.
Attending the affair were Dr. and noon appeared in the Holland the- Post’s Park Hill Add., Holland;
• • •
atre as lecturer, under the auspices
Mrs. Henry De Pree of China,
A number of guests were enter- Harold De Pree, Mrs. Ray Knooi- of the Holland Christian Science Frank Essenburg, et al, to Jacob
Stfcigenga, et al, Lot 49, Oakwood
tained at the Holland Country huizen. Mrs. Abe Koeman, and Mrs. society.
UP TO
club Saturday afternoon by the John Brinkman, all of Holland; “To know the truth concerning Subd.. Pt. NWU Sec. 20-5-15. Twp.
Mesdames ClarenceKlaasen and Mrs. John Spyker, Mrs. Henry anything.”she stated,” involves the Holland; Earnest C. Brooks and
Adrian Klassen. Invitedto attend Brinkman, Mias Gertrude Brink- giving up of the lie. To know wife to Abel Postma and wife. Lot
11, Highland Subd.. Holland: Louis
the affair were the Mesdames Ray- man, Mr. and Mrs. Bud Wilson, about everything— the absolutefact
Tenckinck and wife to Jacobus
m o n
Klassen and I>awrence and Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ver Lee. all concerning God, man, and the uniKloosterman and wife. Pt. Lot 10,
Vredevoogd,both of Ann Arbor; of Grand Rapids;Viola Kronemeyer verse, must demand a recognition De Jonge's Add., Zeeland: Henry
of
one
God
and
Father,
one
healing
and the Mesdames Lucien Raven, of Hamilton;the Rev. and Mrs.
If TOD DO, os many
Poll and wife to Nicholas Van Dyk
Adrian Van Ihitten. Henry Steffens. Jack Juist of Kalamazoo; and Mrs. Christ, one real man whose subp*epU do at this thno of tbo
and wife, Pts. Lots 75. 76 Riverside
John K. Winter. Harold Klaasen, A Hie Du Mez. and the Misses stance must be wholly good. Sub- Add., Twp. Holland; Nicholas Van
yoar—lot'stalk it otot. LoadBernard DePree, John Van ihitten, Mal>el and Bertha Du Mez, all of stance to God must be spirit,mind,
ing non ry is our so|o buainoss
or true thinking — with never a Dyk and wife to Henry Poll and
Clarence J. Becker, Sidney Tiesen- Central Park.
— wtll bo glad 15 talk your
sense of lack..With the coming of wife. Pt. SEN* NW*4 Sec. 28-5-16,
ga, Carl Harrington, Jack Bos,
• % %
good
in thought, purpose, and plan, Twp. Holland; Johannes Grissen
moot problemsoror with yoa.
Eugene F. Heete, Alvin Bos, WillMr. and Mrs. Jacob P. Vanden
and wife to John Groters and wife,
Wo mako quick, court oo us and
iam Vandenberg,Jr., Bruce Nan Bosch of rural route No. 3. Zeeland, the erroneous must go. Let the Lot 60, McBride’sAdd, Holland.
message of truth, as revealed in
confidentialloans on your sigLeeuwen. and Bernard Arendshorst.
early this week, announced the ap- Christian Science, be your guide
nature or other personal securall of this city.
proaching marriage of their daugh- and protectionin everything you
•
•
•
ity. Como to— or phono.
ter. Miss Myrtle Vanden Bosch, to
Joseph Ver Plank of Gary'. Ind., Bill Izamer of Zeeland. The cere- do."
The lecturer started off with an
fonner resident of this city, is mony will take place August 23 in introductionon the 23rd Psalm and
HOLLAND LOAN AS8’N
visitingrelativesin the city. Mr. the parlors of tne Third Christian
a brief summary of the work of
10 West 8th SL
Ver Plank is 95 years of age.
Reformed church at Zeeland.
Mary Baker Eddy, prominent pro• • •
• • •
Phone 3175
ponent of the Christian Science
Miss FlorenceBowoman, who will movement.
Dr. and Mrs. Seth Vander Werf
o
are in Clymer. N. Y., where they become the bride of Ted Voss in
An outing was held at Tunnel
are to attend the wedding of their September, was guest of honor at
son. /ester, on August 27. Accom- a miscellaneous shower held Fri- Park last Saturday evening in honpanying them are the Rev. and Mrs. day night at the home of Mrs. Joe or of Mr. nd Mrs. A. Bowens and
Vander Wege of MontelloPark. son and Mr. and Mrs. E. Bowens
A. N. Doak.
• • •
The hostess was assisted in ar- and daughter,all of Nebraska, who
Mrs. Authur I). Goodrich, East rangementsby Miss Alice Bowo- are visiting here. Attendingthe
Ninth st., has as guest at her man. Dale Jay Vander Wege pre- outing were Mr. and Mrs. Harry
home Mrs. R. S. Steketee of I-os sented the gifts to the bride. Prizes Petroeljeand family, Mr. and Mrs.
Angeles. Calif. Mr. Steketee passed at gam^s participated in were A. Bosch, Mrs. M. Jipping and
away many years ago. He was a awarded to Mrs. John Kolenbran- family, Mr. and Mrs. D. York,
brother of Andrew. Henry, George der. Miss Rebecca Nyland, and Mrs. Mrs. Anne De Groot, Henriette
Ike returnof
and Peter Steketee of Holland. Tom Hollands.About 30 guests at- Walters, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Walttie popvlrr
tended the affair.
ters and son, Dr. and Mrs. J. De
CIRVONrs
Jonge and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Sentences on charges of intoxiPupils of Marie Meinsma’s piano George Petroeljeand family, and
BAND
cation were passed by Holland jusGilbert
tices last week end in five cases. classes, who presented a recital at Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Petroeljeand
Those sentenced include Vaughn the Meinsma home at 14th st. and family.
every my (dr
I/eonard,38. Detroit,10 days in Van Raalte ave., Thursday after
the county jail, sentenced by Jus- noon, are Mae Reidsma, Lillian
Her sixth birthday anniversary
tice John’ ('.alien;Jack Tietsema, Israels, Mary Jane Dykstra, Angel- was observed with a party at her
Candidate for Re-nomination
BELLES OF
42, West 13th St.. 5 days in the ine Poppema, Ann Stall, Henrietta home on 37th St., last Monday by
Overway,
Hazel
Meeuwsen,
Evelyn
county jail and fine and costs,
Ceola Jean Bekuis. Refreshments
LIBERTY 7
thd L*vlen MippodrwnC/
totaling $56.70, in court of Justice Beyer, IsirraineVer Meulen, and were in charge of Mrs. J. Essing,
Raymond L. Smith; and I’aul Tor- Lucille Dams. Unable to participate Mrs. William Bekuis, and Mrs. R.
&. MONROE (GRANT ees. 27, Joe Torees, 30, and Esequio were Angeline Beyer, Erwin De Barendse. Ceola’s guests were In Ottawa County (south half)
Espinoza, 18, Mexicans, assessed Vree, Thelma Boven and Donald Elaine Boeve, Luelia Wabeke, Le-0x^=0- TrampolineTWiyf-erj
On the Republican Ticket
fines and costs before Justice Brink.
ona Ruth Sale, I>avem Dale EdeNicholas Hoffman.
waards, Delores June and Shirley
ALICE
A miscellaneousshower, honoring Mae I^angejans, and Isla June,
• • •
Your support will be fully
local man, whose modesty Mrs. John P. De Witt, a recent Gordon, and Jerry Barendse.
appreciated.
caused him to request that his name bride, was presented recently by
be withheld, was instrumental Mrs. Willis Van Vuren at her home Peter Bol, Charles Stoppels,and
Thursday in rescuing two men on East 18th st. A two-course the Misses Peg Van Kampen and
whose boats overturned, spilling luncheon was served, and games Luelia Nykerk, all of Holland,have
PRIMARIES SEPT. 13
them, at the annual U. S. Coast were played, prizes going to Mrs. returned from the C. E. conference
Guard fete held at Grand Haven Herbert Dyke, Miss Ethel De at Napervillecampus, at Chicago.
Kleine, and Miss Marian Vande
last Wednesday and Thursday.
F,
The Rev. William E. Pietsch of
The men, taken to shore in “The Bunte. Others present at the shower
Sea-Urchin," as the Holland boat were Mrs. Maurice Koets of Gram! I/OS Angeles, Calif., will replace
Rapids, Miss Glenn Sprick and the Rev. Martin R. De Haan as
is called, were Charles Werner and
Don Stebouwer,both of Grand Mrs. Jack Cotts, both of Forest pastor of Calvary Gospel Center,
Rapids. Some 7,000 spectatorswit- Grove; Mrs. Clarence Yntema of Grand Rapids, when the latter's
nessed the rescue, which was one of Zeeland; Miss Myrtle Klooster, Mrs. resignationbecomes effective Au'
the unscheduled thrills afforded by John Hop, and Mrs. Frank Hom- gust 21. Rev. De Haan was formerly a physicianin Holland.
stra of Forest Grove.
the fete’s program.
r-.-

DRAIN COMMISSIONER

Direct air express service was
established in the eleven-month
period between Baltimore and
Pittsburgh,Baltimore and Buffalo,
Buffalo and Pittsburgh, Washington and Norfolk, Chicago and Dayton. Chicago and Grand Rapids. Detroit and Sault Ste. Marie, Winslow, Aril., and San Francisco.
Ghevenne and Huron, Spokane and
Portland. Great Falls and Glacier
Park, Billings and Great Falls.

l.

$301 Kf, «as taken up in collections,
Speaker' included the Rev. H.
Baker <>f Grand Rapids, and the
Rev. I) Walters of this city, G.
Pvkman. the Rev. (’. Schooland,
and the Rev. S. C. Dykstra. Group
singing ami specialmusical numbers wen- featured. Miss Henrietta
Lam and Miss Jennie Stielstra were
:n charre of the “Children’s Hour."
• • •

be appreciated

will

S.

MD'WOH'nRTi.WH
OFHHKrt FUAJCTKMep.
hf oifo tm ...

More than 3,000 personsattended
the annual Mission Festival of the
Classis of Holland of the Christian
Reformed church, held Wednesday
at IVospect Park. Sessions were
held at 2 p. m. and at 7 p. m. The
Rev. Peter Jonker, Jr., pastor of
]f,th St. church,was master of rer-

Smith

candiJate for

• •

of

Your support

John
VanderWerp
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR

State Senator

----

For Ottawa and Muskegon Countie*

At Primary, September13

•r

Donna

Former Circuit Judge for
Muskegon County, 1918 to 1936

Also Senator for Ottawa and
Muskegon Counties, 1911-12
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are finding pleasure in visiting the pavilion on
WEEK NIGHTS. They like the roominess of the
ballroom, better seats in the movie, and privacy at
the "Dock.” Arrange your next party on a week
night

—

it's

cheaper,too— 15c ballroom admisaion per

person.

ivthMm

Dance-Movies-Fun
EVERY NIGHT
PROGRAM:—
Fri., Aug. 12— "Joy of Living"— Irene Dunne.
Sat.,

Van De Water

Doug. Fairbanks, Jr. Also ARTS BALL
Aug. 13— "You and Me"— George Raft,
Sylvia Sidney.

Sun., Aug. 14—

Mon., Aug.

CORONER

15

"Shopworn Amrel’’—
MargaretSullavan, James Stewart.

— "Blirtd Alibi" — Richard Dix,

W.

Bourne.

Tue*., Aug. 16— "Navy Blue and Gold"—
James Stewart,Rob’t. Young.

£

Wed., Aug. 17— "Radio City Revels’’—
Bob Burns, Jack Oakie.
Thurs., Aug. 18— “KentuckyMoonshine”
Ritz Bros., Tony Martin. Also

KAVAN

—

BANK NIGHT.

A

I

amt

FTUICIDE FRAKES

LET US

B&mohoav
lriiAuc.15^

WRITE

YOUR

Brilliant Fireworks at Ionia Free Fair

"QUEENI

INSURANCE
Cow

U

MORE and MORE PEOPLE

1

40AHC'*C
ILEPHANTr

PAVSUON

BiG

-

POWERS

I

LOANS
for

Home

Construction

and Ownership

V'l)

BtMiBrwnmtli

If you are planning to

buy or

build

(bke^/H^ulaui
let us co-operate in arranging a Mort-

gage Loan on the Most Convenient

Pa**
^

and Favorable Terms.

......•.

Peoples State

r U
!?)W:

dodgers

M

-

.....

LIAM AN0 LOOM

IN

STOCK CMS

J. Arendshorst

TUESDAY.
AUG. 16

a

»lftftW0AKttVffiy NICNT

tCtof/towcoikMUw#

...

Holland, Michigan

29 Eaat 8ih St.
Phone 2120

..
.....
night and day will find a fireworks display scheduled to ap- flreworkawill be Captain Art DavBoth
surplus of
of ac
actirltlea at the Ionia pear each of six night* over the is, aerial stuntlat, who will give a
Free Fair, August 15 to 20, this grandstand at the fairgrounds, firework* display from hia plane
year. Above scene ihows brilliant Adding to the thrill of the ground 1,000 foot, above the fairgrounds.

Bank

Holland, Michigan

Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

THE HOLLA HD CITY NEWS
A WATCH, CHAIN AND KNIFE
FOR FAITHFUL SERVICE

Hunter Hering

In appreciation for hia

BRING YOUR LUNCH BASKET

Balloons

fifteen

of

Ottawa County
Candidate for

STATE SENATOR
Ottawa and
Muskegon Counties
PRIMARIES SEPTEMBER 13
of

TO BENTHEIM SCHOOL
REUNION

and Bombs!

years as treasurer at the Holland
Fish and Game club, before his
retirement recently,C. Van Dyke
of Central Park is today proudly
exhibitingt watch, chain and knife
—a gift from members of the club.
The gift was presented to Mr.
Van Dyke at a surpriseparty presented Thursday evening in the extreasurer’s honor. Following a din
ner served by Mrs. Van Dyke, who
knew of the surprise about to be
“sprung” on her husband, a social
hour was enjoyed.
According to Jacob Lievdnse,
club president, who made the presentation speech, the gift was
awarded Mr. Van Dyke "for ffis
untiring efforts in helping make
the club one of the outstanding
clubs in the nation.” Members of
the presentingcommittee were
Henry Vander Schel, Mr. Lievense,
Sam Althuis,S. H. Houtman, Dr.
Otto Vander Velde, M. De Waard,
George Vrieling, George Tubbergen,
Edward Brouwer, and C. Klaasen.

ON REPUBLICAN TICKET

PogTgiM

Bentheim, Michigan— Plans have
been completed for the first school
reunion of the Highpoint School,
formerly known as the Butler
School. It will be held on the school
grounds Saturday afternoon and
evening,August 13. Each family is
requested to bring a basket lunch.
All former and present teachers,
pupils and families are invited to

tflouTu iw
AMERICA

—

Jarrett

N. Clark has had

STATE OF MICHIGAN
In the Ctreait Court for

81

of aoccernfal law practice. He
well qualified for the office of

yean

k

the

County of Ottawa.
Proeecuting Attorney.— PoL Adv.
IN CHANCERY.
In the Matter of the Petitionof
for tha
Dissolutionof the COVERT MAN-

FRITZ LIEDTKE, et al
AAAAAAAAAA4AAAAAAAAAAAAA

UFACTURING COMPANY, a
Michigan Corporation of Holland,

BWDE6:-

Mich.

At a session of the said Court
By arrangement with a New York held at the courthouse in the City
of Grand Haven in said County on
Salon we are able to lake charge of the 28th day of July, A. D., 1938.
attend.
Present:Honorable Joseph F.
all details, from outfitting the bride Sanford, Circuit Judge.
Dr. W. C. Kools, who has been
On reading and filing the petiill at Holland hospitalexpects to
resume his duties at his office to arranging the tablet. Call Bride’a tion of Frits Liedtke,James Garrard, Lawrence Kolb, William
about August 15.
A rendshorst and Ckarlee H. McService.
Bride, all of the City of Holland,
NEW GRONINGEN
ROSB CLOAK STORE
Michigan, praving for the diasolution of the Covert Manufacturing
Mrs. Basil Burgeson of Grand
Company
. ny, a corporationorganised
Rapids is staying at the home of
and existingunder the laws of the
her parents,Mr. and Mrs. S. Kolk.
State of Michigan and for the apFranklin Kolk left last week for
Expirea Aug. 20-17428
pointment of a temporary receiver
Ohio where he will seek employSTATE OF MICHIGAN
pending the hearing on said petiment.
The Probate Court for the Coun- tion, and for other relief as in such
The local school was open Tues- ty of Ottawa.
petition set forth, having come on
day evening from 0:00 p. m. till
At a session of said Court, held to be heard before the Court and
9:00 p. m. for the benefit of those at the Probate Office in th* City of
who wished to re-regsiteraccord- Grand Haven in the said County, having been sufficiently considered, on motion of Charb
es H.
ing to the state law. Walter Vanon the 30th day of July, A. D., Bride, attorney for petitioners.
der Haar had charge of the meet-

Mr. and Mrs. C. J. McLeap and
son, James, and daughter, Betty
Jean, are touring the New England
states and Canada.

Me

1938.

ing.

IT IS ORDERED,

ADJUDGED

Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wat- and DECREED that stockholders,
er, Judge of Probate.
Bowman reunion at John Ball park AAAAAaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
creditors and all persons interested
JAMESTOWN
In the Matter of the Estate of in such corporation, show cause, if
on Thursday.
Peter Schoon, Deceased.
any they have, why such corporaThe barn of Mr. James Kooi- Mr. and rMs. John Hop and Rogning.
Jeanette Mulder having filed in
man was destroyed by fire on Fri- er and Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Van TT?YffTTyTTTTTTTf??Tf Mr. and Mrs. P. Stegenga and said court her petition praying that tion should not be dissolved before
the Judge of the Circuit Court
day. Several tons of hay and straw Ark of Holland enjoyed a trip to
children of Three Rivers called on
said court adjudicate and deter- for the County of Ottawa, in
and many bushels of wheat and Niagara Falls.
Mr. and Mrs. N. De Boer Sunday.
Holland, Mich., July 22, 1938
mine who were at the time of his Chancery, at 10:00 o’clock A. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Art Van Weelde of
oats were also destroyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Nykamp left
• • •
death the legaj heirs of said deRev. T. Muelenberg conducted Coopersville spent Sunday with
A regular meeting of the Board Monday for a trip to the straits. ceased and entitled to inheritthe (Eastern StandardTime) on the
30th day of Augdat A. D., 1938.
the services at the Second Reform- Mr. and Mrs. Jake Van Weelde and of Education was held on the above
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Oudemolen
real estate of which said deceased
IT IS ALSO ORDERED that
ed church on Sundav. Next Sun- Mr. and Mrs. John De Boer on date and was called to order by and children of Holland visited
died
seized,
pending the hearing on said petithe President,
day the serviceswill be conducted Sunday.
with Fred Oudemolen and family
It m Ordered, that the 30th day tion for dissolution, Jay Den Herby Rev. Nicholas Boer of Grand
on Sunday.
of August, A.D., 1938, at ten o’- der be, and he is hereby appointed
ZUTPHEN
Members all present except
Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Van Dyke
clock in the forenoon,at said pro- as temporary receiver for said
Trustee
Van
I^nte.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Stilwellof
and
Carl visited at the home of
Miss Janet Peuler, a bride-to-be,
bate office, be and is hereby apGrand Rapids visited Mr. and Mrs. was guest of honor at a miscellan- Trustee Lampen opened with Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Komejan on pointed for hearing said petition; corporation,upon the filihg of his
prayer.
officialbond in the penal sum of>'^'
R. B. Stilwell and Roswell on SunFriday
evening.
eous shower Wednesday evening at
It is Further Ordered, That pub- Two Thousand (|2, 000.00) DoRafl
The election inspectorsreported
day.
Mrs. Henry Deters, Sr., of Fre- lic notice thereof be given by pubthe home of her mother, Mrs. G. that at the annual school election
Miss Ella Ensing is confinedto Peuler. The evening was spent in
mont, Mrs. Jake Deters of Hud- lication of a copy of this ordar for to be approved by this Court, With
al) the usual and cuatomaiy powers
375 votes were cast, of which Fred
her bed at the home of Mr. and
playing games ana prizes were Heeuwkes received121; Martha D. sonville and Miss Sana Deters of three successive weeks previous of receivers in equity, including
Mrs. John Vander Kooy with inKansas
were
visitors
at
the
home
won by Misses Gladys Kamps, Ro- Kollen 121; Henry Geerlings 125;
to said day of hearing, in tha Hol- the right to continue the business
fluenza.
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Deters Friday. land City News, a newspaoer printsena Heyboer, Janet Peuler and
of said corporationas a going conThe Old Settlers picnic will be Ruth Meyer. A two-course lunch blank K.
Erma and Marjorie Hop of Zee- ed and circulatedin said county
Filed.
cern, and to apply to this Court
held August 13 at the Spring was served by Mrs. G. Peuler, Mrs.
land were guests of Alma MiddleCORA VAN DE WATER, for authority and directionfrom
Moved by Trustee A rendshorst, hoek, Friday.
Grove. The picnic begins at 10:30 Titus Heyboer,Mrs. G. Heyboer,
Judge of Probate time to time as he, in tha exercise
and at which time sports will be Arne Vander Waal and Frances supported by Trustee Olert, that
Joyce Deters is spending a week
A true copy.
T r u s t e e s Beeuwkes, Kollen and
of his powers an such temporary
held. At 1 o'clock the Byron Cenvisiting
relatives
in
Jenison
and
Peuler. Those honoring Miss Peul- Geerlings sene as President, Vice
Harriet Swart,
receiver, shall deem necessary or
ter band will render a concert.
Candidate for Nominationfor the
Wyoming.
er were the Misses Dena Hoppen, President and Secretary for the
Register of Probate.
proper,and to engage the servieee
The
opening
address
and
prayer
Ixiuisc
Terpstra
spent
a
week
office of
Ethel Brower, Gertrude Meyer, ensuing year. Carried.
of Charles H. McBride, attorney
will be offeredby Rev. J. WolterGertrude Van Noorti, Dorothy The minutes of the previous visitingwith Viola Schuitema at
for legal servicesand advice.
ink of Forest Grove. Dr. Bernard
Expires Aug. 13—17340
Brower, Jessie De Vries, Gladys meeting were read and approved. her home.
IT IS ALSO ORDERED that
Mulder of Grand Rapids will be the
Kamps, Aileen Peuler, Jeanette The Committee on Claims and
STATE OF MICHIGAN
said temporary IWCiTW
receiverforthwith
Aurvuwiui
main speaker. Gordon Keith and Kamps, Jeanette Van Ess, HenrietAccounts reportedfavorablyon the
hirty days prior to
his Rambling Cow Girls and the
The
Probate Court for the Coun- and at least thirty
Republican Ticket — Ottawa County
ta Pohler, Julia Ensink, Marion followingbills:
In the District Court of the Un- ty of Ottawa.
the hearing on the applicationfor
Zeeland double male quartettewill
Locks, Ruth Ensink, Tena Van Ess,
ited States for the Western District
• I have served the people of Otta• • •
render special music. There will be
At a sessionof said Court, held dissolution,cause netice of the
Evelyn Van Spyker, Hermina De
wa County as Turnkey, ' Deputy
o fMichigan, Southern Division- at the Probate Office in the City of contentsof this order to be served
a ball game between the James- Weerd, Ethel Ensink, Ethel Locks, Clerk and Attendance
In Bankruptcy.
Sheriff and Court Officer.
town and Hamilton teams. Be sure
Grand Haven In the said County, by mail upon creditorsand stock$ 217.50
Irene Heyboer, loraine Van SpykFred Andrew Johnson. Bankrupt on the 22nd day of July, A.D., 1938. holders and other parties in interto come, and bring your friends.
Riegel I’ress
1.10
• Have studied fingerprintsand
er, Julia Baker, Gezina Van HaitsNo. 7635.
Mrs. Harold Peuler was pleas- ma, Evelyn Cook, Lula Artz, H. R. Brink
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- est of the Covert Manufacturing
5.66
Secret Service. I am well acTo the creditors of Fred Andrew ter, Judge of Probate.
Company, and further, cause such
antly surprisedat the home of relFris
Book
Store
.86
Thressa Veltema, Rozina Heyboer,
quainted with the duties and clerhnson, of the Townshipof Park,
atives in Zutphen on last Tuesday
In the Matter of the Estate of notice to be publishedonce in each
30.00
ical work of this office.
Ruth Meyer, Minnie De Vree, An- Mich. Bell Telephone Co.
lunty of Ottawa and district John B. Slagh, Deceased.
week for three successiveweeks in
afternoon.
Holland Evening Sentinel
16.80
gie Brinks, Mildred Ver Hage, and
-.oresaid. Notice is hereby given
It appearingto the court that the Holland City News, a newspa• I solicit your support.
55.45
Mrs. Albert Zagers entertained Kathrine Brink. Miss Peuler will Holland City News
that on the 5th day of July, 1938, the time for presentationof claims per published,printed and circu20.85
her Sunday School class at her cot- become the bride of Marvin Hey- Salary, Secretary
the said Fred Andrew Johnson was against said estate should be Irm- lated in the County of Ottawa.
Salaries, Teachers
PRIMARIES
13
450.00
tage on Wednesday. In the after- boer in September.
duly adjudgedbankrupt, and that ited, and that a time and place be
Joseph F. Sanford,
Oxford Book Co.
.62
noon the girls enjoyed a dip in
Mrs. Jennie Den Uyl and Miss L. W. Singer Book Co.
an order has been made fixing the appointed to receive, examine and
Circuit Judge, Presiding.
12.75
Lake Michigan after which they
Evelyn Den Uyl of Holland were Houghton Mifflin Co .........
place below named as the place of adjust all claims and demands Charles H. McBride,
enjoyed a delicious supper. After
2.23
recent visitors at the home of Mr. Row I’eterson Co.
meeting of creditors, and that the against tmid deceased by and beAttorneyfor Petitioners.
the meal they all went for a boat
and Mrs. Wm. Ensing.
first meeting of creditorswill be
Business Address:
Iroquois I’ubl, Co.
fore said court:
12.16
ride. After returning to the cotThe home of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. McGraw Hill Co.
held at my office, Suite 846, MichiHolland, Michigan.
3 03
It is Ordered, That creditors of
tage games were played and a
De Vree has been remodeled.
gan Trust building, Grand Rapids, said deceased are requiredto preCERTIFICATE OF COPY OF
Lyons & Carnahan.........
marshmallowroast followed. Those
2.84
Mr. and Mrs. Titus Heyboer of Follet I’ubl. Co.
Michigan, in said district, on the
RECORD
sent their claim* to said court at
present were Misses Mavis De
2.4U
Grand Rapids were guests of their Hillsdale School Supply
22nd day of August, 1938, at 11 a.
By Clerk in Chancery.
said Probate Office on or before the
Groot, Fannie De Kleine, Marian
parents,Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Heym., eastern standard time, at which
STATE OF MICHIGAN,
Co ...................................
30th day of November, A. D., 1938.
Huizenga, Myra Sneden, Joyce boer.
17.17
time the said creditors may attend,
County of Ottawa, ss.
' • i\
Little Brown Co.
at ten o’clock in the forenoon,said
Lammers, Ella Ensing, Alma De
HOLLAND ALDERMAN FOR
prove their claims, examine the time and place being hereby apCandidate Titus Heyboer has ac- Fris Book Store ..............
I, WILLIAM WILDS, Clerk of
.
Vries, Florence Redder, Mcritta
18.00
EIGHT YEARS
bankrupt,elect a trustee and transpointed f6r the examination and the Ch-cuit Court for the County
Knoop, La Verne Nederveld, and cepted a call to Alto, Wisconsin, Henry Holt Co.
2n. i (i
act such other business as may
adjustment of all claims and de- of Ottawa in Chancery, do hereb}
Mrs. Lewis De Kleine, Mr. and and will leave for the new home Bruce I’ubl.Co.
3.07
Candidate For
properly come before such meetcertify that the above and foregomands against said deceased.
Mrs. John Palmbos and Vernon and field of labor in August.
McKinley I’ubl. Co.
6.27
ing.
The new home which is being De Free Hardware Co.
It is Further Ordered, That pub- ing is a true and eorrectcopy of
Lee; Mr. and Mrs. Albert Zagers
6.26
CHARLES B. BLAIR, lic notice thereofbe given by pub- Order entered and filed In the above
and Julius. A fine time was en- built on the farm of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver MachineryCo.
9.73
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Luke De Klein is nearing comple- White Bros. Electric
lication of a copy of this order for entitled cause in said Court, as
joyed by all.
.75
J. THOMAS MAHAN,
three successiveweeks previous tc appears of Record in my office.
A number of local people at- tion.
Nies Hardware
1.36
Holland, Michigan,
said day of hearing, in the Hol- That I have compared the same
tended the Farm Union picnic at
Rev. Jabaav, pastor of the Third Central Hardware
1.83
Attorney for Bankrupt.
Johnson park on Saturday.
Christian Reformed church at Zee- Holland Super Service
land City News, a newspaper print- with the original, and It is a true
2.08
Notice — No claim will be receivA number of local people attend- Ind, will conduct the services here Bolhuis Lumber Co.
ed and circulatedin said county. transcript therefrom, and of the
15.03
ed for filing unleHs claim bath in
whole thereof.
ed the funeral services of Mr. Wil- Sunday.
J. Verhulst
CORA VANDE WATER,
IN OTTAWA COUNTY
2.09
filled out, includingname, complete
liam Roon of Zuhpten on Satur- Henry H. Looks was taken to Superior Ice Co.
Judge of Probate. In Testimony Whereof, I have
3.65
address of claimant, together with
ON
hereunto set my hand and affixed
A true copy:
day.
St. Mary’s hospital Saturdayaf- Elm Valley Milk Co.
5.00 amount claimed.
the Seal of said Cqurt, at Grand
The Christian Endeavor society ternoon, having sustained a brok- G. Kraght
Harriet Swart,
5.55
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET
Haven this 28th day of July, A.D.,
met Sunday evening with Mrs. en leg when he fell from a scaf- J & H DeJongh
Register of Probate.
27.26
1938.
Stanley Richardson as the leader. fold to the cement floor in his Meyer Music House
4.02
William Wilds, Clerk in Chancery.
The topic for discussion was, bam while threshing.
PRIMARIES SEPT. 13
Fris Book Store
Expires Aug. 20—17397
1.10
Expires Aug. 13—17193
"Equal Opportunity for All.”
Wm. Roon is critically ill at his Model Drug Store
STATE OF MICHIGAN
1.37
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Expires Sept. 1’r
The Golden Chain Union will home.
Salaries, School Clerks
The Probate Court for the Coun60.00
The Probate Court for the Counhold their meeting at the Vriesland
Mrs. Joe Zwiers entertainedwith Hiler's Co.
MORTGAGE SALE
10.67 ty of Ottawa.
ty of Ottawa.
Reformed church Thursday even- a miscellaneous shower honoring H. R. Brink
At a session of said Court, held
366.27
At a session of said Court, held
Default having been made in the
ing. August 25.
Mrs. Harold Peuler,a recent bride, Van I’uttenGrocery
45.19 at the Probate Office in the City of at the Probate Office in the City of conditionsof a certain mortgage
The Young Married Bible Class Tuesday afternoon.Among the in- Porter Chemical Co.
6.46 Grand Haven in the said County, Grand Haven in the said County, signed and executedby Eije Scheerof which Mr. Jacob Tigelaar is the vited guests were Mrs. Henry Peul- Student Helpers
27.78 on the 26th day of July, A. D., on the 21st day of July, A. D., hoorn and Maaike Scheernoorn,his
teacher enjoyed their outing at er of Hudsonville;Mrs. Harvey De Maurice I’ollck, Inc.
1938.
1.50 1938.
wife, to the Council of Hope ColJohnson park on Wednesday even- Vree and Mrs. Henry Ewiers of Milton Bradley Co.
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa136.97
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- lege, a corporation of Helland,
ing. A delicious picnic supper was Holland; Mrs. Julius Dannenberg Du Mez Bros.
4.30 ter, Judge of Probate.
ter, Judge of Probate.
Michigan, on the 30th day of Augenjoyed by all.
of Bentheim; Mrs. Ben Van Dyke, P. Selles
In the Matter of the Estate of
2.50
In the Matter of the Estate of ust, 1902, which said mortgage was
Mr. and Mrs. Don Hubbard, Mrs. Corneal Lemson and Mrs. Fris Book Store
Jan
(John)
H.
Hoffman,
DeceasElizabeth Morgan, Deceased.
127.99
recorded in the office of the RegisJoyce and Louise have returned to George Zwiers of Zeeland; Mrs. Greta S. Fisher
It apnearing to the court that the ter of Deeds for Ottawa County,
5.92 ed.
their home in Florida.After hav- Jacob Schippers,Mrs. Wesley Hav- Elm Valley Milk Co. ..
It appearingto the court that time for nresentation of claims
93.01
Michigan, on the 2nd day of Seping spent a few weeks with Mrs. erman and Mrs. Alice Zwiers of Salary, Health
108.00 the time for presentationof claims against said estate should be lim- tember, 1902, in Liber 70 of MortL. Van Haften, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Grand Rapids; Mrs. Albert Mel- Holland PrintingCo.
16.80 against said estate should be lim- ited, and that a time and place be gages on page 228, on which there
Van Haften and Roy Van Haften. kes of Grandville; Mrs. Geo. My- Macmillan Co.
5.24 ited, and that a time and place be appointed to receive, examine and is claimed t6 be due at the time
Completely installed with Day and Night Controls,
Mr. and Mrs. William Beek, Mrs. aard of Forest Grove, and Mrs. Martine & Murray Co.
23.84 appointed to receive, examine and adjust all claims and demands of this notice for principal and inAutomatic Draft Control. Guaranteed to operate perClarence Hall visited Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Peuler. A two-course lunch H. R. Brink
30.10 adjust all claims and demands against said deceased by and before terest the dum of Five Hundred
fectly. Terms to suit you are acceptable.
Herman De Vries on Saturday eve- was served. Mrs. Peular received Fris Book Store
22.76 against said deceased by and be- said court:
Thirty-one and 20/100 (|531.20)
ning.
many beautiful gifts.
It is Ordered, That creditorsof dollars,
July Salaries, Janitors
1,489.00 fore said court:
Save money with automatic heat. Auburn Stokers
o
Mr. and Mrs. Paul B. Ensing and
It
is
Ordered,
That
creditors
of
said
deceased
are
required
to
preBoard of Public Works
149.73
Default having also been made
greatly eliminate smoke, soot and- the usual dirt in
hcildren visitedMr. and Mrs. PeDRENTHE
Holland Cleaner Co.
4.32 said deceased are requiredto pre- sent their claims to said court at in the conditions of a certain morthand firing.
sent
their
claims
to
said
court
at
ter Van Der Sloot of Grand Rapsaid Probate Office on or bqfore the
EssenburgCo.
1.35
gage signed and executed by Eije
ids on Sunday.
7.90 said Probate Office on or before 23rd day of November,A. D.. 1938, Schecrhoorn and Maaike ScheerWrite or phone us today. All installations are made
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Essenburg J & H DeJongh
The sacrament of Holy Baptism
3.67 the 30th day of November,A. I)., at ten o’clock in the iprenoon,said hoom, his wife, to the Council of
and son and Benjamin Essenburg, Holland Ladder Co.
with factory-trainedmen.
was administeredto Roger Lee, son
2.55 1938, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, time and place being hereby ap- Hope College, a corporation of
Jr., of Chicago spent the week end Quality Millwork
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hop at the
Stoker Division
4.30 said time and place being hereby pointed for the examinationand Holland, Michigan, on the 26th day
with
their sister and brother-in- Corner Hardware
Second Reformed church on last
2.85 appointed for the examination and adjustmentof all claims and de- of September,1905, which said
law, Mr. and Mrs. John De Weerd. VrielingPlaggermars, Inc.
adjustment of all claims and de- mands against said deceased.
Sunday morning.
15.00
Marinus
De
Kleine and Louise Gerrit Kraght
mortgage was recorded in the ofmands against said deceased.
Mrs. Harry Kooman was notiIt is Further Ordered, That pub3.64
and
Arthur
Bredeweg
attended Standard Grocery Co.
flee of the Register of Deeds fer
It
is
Further
Ordered,
That
pubfied
of
the
death
of
her
brother,
lic notice thereof be given by pubInc.
Model Laundry
33.74
Ottawa County, Michigan on the
lic notice thereof be given by pub- lication of a copy of this order for
Mr. Jacob Karsen of Grand Rap- the funeral on Friday at Overisel Ideal Cleaners
1.50
lication of a copy of this order for three successiveweeks previous to 7th day of October, 1905 in Liber
ids. Funeral services were held of Frank Peters who died in Mc- 1XL Machine Shop
1.20
136 So.
Phone 2-5144
three successiveweeks previous to said day of hearing, in the Hol- 76 of Mortgageson page 139, on
Saturday.Burial took place in the Bain.
6.26
Bernard, Lewis, and Herbert Holland Super Sendee
said day of hearing, in the Hol- land City News, a newspaper print- which there is claimed to be due
local cemetery.
Battle Creek, Michigan
12.98
Beyer, sons of Mr. and Mrs. Tony Z oerrnan Hardware
land City News, a newspaper print- ed and circulatedin said county. at the time of this notice for prinMr. and Mrs. Cornealius Grit of
12.65
Western Michigan Distributors
Beyer of Zeeland,spent a few days American Floor Sendee
ed and circulatedin said county.
CORA VANDE WATER, cipal and interest the sum of One
Grand Rapids are the happy parF.
Meyer
2.70
with their grandfather, Mr. Nick
CORA VANDE WATER,
Judge of Probate. Hundred four and 45/100 ($104.45)
24-Hour Service
ents of a son bom recently. Mr.
Nies
Hardware
2.16
dollars, and upon which mortgages
Judge of Probate. A true copv:
and Mrs. Grit were former resi- Beyer.
C.
Cook
Co.
.60
Misses Eilene and Leola Scherthere is also due the sum of Two
A
true copy:
Harriet
Swart,
dents here.
Central
Hardware
29.63
mer, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. C.
Hundred Sixty-sixand 49/100
Harriet Swart,
Register
of
Probate.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kieft and Al37.16
Schemer of Vriesland,spent a few DePree Hardware
($266.49)dollars which said mortRegister
of Probate.
vin of Grand Rapids called on Mrs.
2.22
days with their grandparents, Mr. Holland Evening Sentinel
gagee has paid for taxes upon the
Paul Nederveldand Mr. Bert W. and Mrs. A. K. Lanning as their H. C. Bontekoe
17.41
property covered by said mortEnsing, Ella and Nelson and Mrs.
3.48
Expires Aug. 20 — 8212
parents motored to Detroit to see City Garage
gages, and an attorney fee as prothe
Stars
Paul Ensing on Saturday.
Knoll
Plumbing
Co.
.60
STATE OF MICHIGAN
a ball game.
vided in said mortgages, and no
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Jansma
P.
Vander
Leek
.............
Most
beautiful
tribute
to
one
de6.00
The Probate Court for the Coun- suit or proceedings at law having
Dr. and Mrs. Gerrit Kemme also
• • •
and childrenof Grand Rapids callparted is the offering that expects ty of Ottawa.
spent three days at Detroit
been instituted to recover the moned on relaltlves here 1 Stfurday1.
Last Thursday the Van Den
Moved by Trustee De K o s t e r, no reward save its own evidence At a sessionof said Court, held ies secured by said mortgages,
WILL
Alvin Jansma returned with them
at the Probate Office in the City of
Berg reunion was held at the farm supported by Trustee Mooi that the
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
of lasting worth. Whether simple
after spending several weeks here.
ALLEYS, STREETS, OR PRIVATE
Grand Haven in said Coun(v, on that by virtue of the power of sale
home of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Dain- report be accepted and orders
The alumni picnic of the James- ing.
or
imposing
in
character,
memorial
the 27th day of July, A.D., 1938
drawn for the several amounts.
contained in said mortgages and
town high school will be held on
With Black-Top Materials To Meet Your Requirements
Present, Hon. Cora Vande WaDale Brower, aon of Mr. and Carried, all members voting aye.
problems of yours become oura
the statute in such case made and
Wednesday,
August
10.
ter, Judge of Probate.
Mrs. Bert Brower of Zeeland, The Committee on Buildingsand from the day you consult us.
and State Specifications
provided on Monday, the 26th day
Rev. and Mrs. P. A. De Jonge spent a couple of weeks with his
In the Matter of the Estate of
Grounds recommended the installof September, A.D., 1938, at one
....
and children and Miss Janet De grandmother, Mrs. H. L. Brower.
George E. Kollen,Deceased.
We Will Contract For This Work
ing of a new boiler in the Van
o’clock in the afternoon, Eastern
Jonge left Monday morning on
The second annual school re- Raalte school.
The GRAND RAPIDS TRUST Standard Time, the undersigned
their vacation for a few weeks in
COMPANY, of Grand Rapids, will, at the North front door of the
Either by the Ton or Square Yard
union will be held August 11 at
Moved by Trustee Olert, sup
Iowa.
Michigan, having filed in said Court
the Dozeraan grove.
. irted by Trustee De Kogter, that
Court House in the city of Grand
The Mission Fest of the Chrisits Eighteenth Annual Account as
CALL
US FOR
the matter be referredto tne ComHaven, Michigan,sell at public
tian Reformed church held their
Trustee under the Will of said demittee on Buildings and Grounds
auction to the highest bidder the
picnic at the Spring Grove
ceased, and its petitionspraying
with power. Carried, all members
premises described in said mertThursday.
for the allowance thereof, and for
voting aye.
gages, or so much thereof as may
Dr. and Mrs. Wm. Rues and Mr.
the allowance of its fees as such
be necessary to pay the amount
and Mrs. Jacob Van Hoven, Mr.
Trustee,
• Office, Corner Ottawa Ave. and 24th St.
Board adjourned.
due on said mortgageswith interand Mrs. Herbert Van Regemotor
IT IS ORDERED, That the 30th
Henry
Geerlings,
Secretary.
est and taxes, together withall*
Telephone
Holland, Michigan
returned to their respectivehomes
day of August, A.D, 1938, at ten
legal costa and said
wid attorne
attorney fees,
f
after enjoying a week’s stay at
o’clock in the Ibrenoon,at said Prothe premises being described
Drummond Island.
bate
Office,
be
and
is
hereby
apAttomeys-at-Law
follows:
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Roelofs of
pointed for examining and allowPart of Lot two (2) in Block
Office: Over Holland State
Conklin and Mr. and Mrs. Neal
ing said acoeunt and hearing said
"‘"three (68)
(63) in city
cil of--sixty-three
HolEdema
visited
relatives
here
SunBank
petition.
WANTED 1985-36— Ford. Have
E. J.
/
---, more particular]
land,
particularlydescribIt is Further Ordered, That pub29 East 9th St
Holland, Michigan
1980 Ford tudor and cash— State day evening.
ed “
as th«
the West fifty
fift;
ed
(50) feet in
The Nederveld reunion waa held
lic notice thereof be given by pubfull particularsand best price.
Holland, Michigan
width of said lot, situatedin the
CBmOPRACTOR
lication of a copy of this order, for
Must be in good condition. Ad- Saturday at the Spring Grove.
A number of local people attendOffice: Holland City State Bank
three successiveweeics previous to
dress Box 200 Holland City
&iOi.nH0",nd' 0tta”
ed the funeral services of Mr.
Hoan:10-ll:30ajn.; 8-5 k 7-8 p.m.
News.
of hearing, in the HoiEye, Ear, Noee aad Throat
THE COUNCIL OF
Frank
Peters
of
McBain,
a
former
190 Eaat 8th
. Holland
land C ty News, a newspaper printSpecialist
HOPE COLLEGE,
ATTENTION— Stock owners. Free residenthere, at the Overisel RePhoM 8905
ed and circulatedin said County.
Block
north
and
half
block
(Over Model Dreg Store)
Wants to Bay all Kinds of Scrap
service given on dead or disabled formed church on Wednesday.
CORA
VANDE
WATER,
west
of
Warm
Friend
Tavern
Lokker A Den Herder, r^ke..
Material,Old Iron, Radiators,Old
Hollsad, Mich,
FOR RENT— House, 215 West 18th service given on dead or disabled Mr. and Mrs. Martin De Groot,
Judge of Probate.
St. . Well shaded, screen porch. horaea and sowa. Notify us Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Bowman, Office Hours: 9-11 a.m. 2-5 p.m. Batteries and other Junk. Beat
A true copy:
PHONE
4284
Mrs. John Bowman, Mr. and Mrs. Evenings—Saturday 7:00 to 9:00 market price; also feed and aufar
Harriet Swart,
Rea. 2771 bap.
' 18 W. 7th St, Holland
Henry A. Bowman attended the PhoBee : Office
Register of Probate. . ’

BOARD OF EDUCATION

The New Groningen school reunion picnic will be held Thursday, August 11, afternoon and eve-
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Jerry Breen la in charge of the
Mr. and Mrs. William Van Harsailing division of the Castle Park from Escanaba Thursday night
Water Carnival to be held Aug. 18. from the Rural Letter Carriers
Jay Van Hoven will direct swim- associationconvention which they
R*v. Harry Vaat Kerkhof of ming events, and Leon Moody will attended in company with Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Dyer of Allegan. Mr.
the Pint Reformed church of Ham- direct land activities.
• • •
Van Hartesveldt is vice-president
ilton will occupy the pulpit of

and GenevieveKlomparena spent town team at Jamestown tomor- and Mri. Fred Yonknan and the
part of last week in the Harmsen row, Saturday afternoon.They will Misses Hasel and Evelyn Albers of
house-trailer at Ottawa Beach. The play at the Old Settlers picnic Boston, Mass. Gaines were played
trailer this week is being occupied which is to be held there.
and an enjoyable time was had.
by the Messrs. Howard Lugten and
Rev. and Mrs. I. Scherpenisse The Voorhorst family held their
Floyd Kaper.
left Tuesday on the remainder of reunion at Tunnel Park last ThursMisses Harriet Van Doornik and their two weeks’ vacation. The ser- day afternoon. There was a picnic
According to Carter Brown, co- of the fourth district associationFlorence Brower are camping this
Third Reformed church next Sunday eveninr.
owner of the Castle Park hotel, and his wife is vice-president of the week at the Allegan County park. vices in the American Reformed dinner at noon followed by a prochurch next Sunday will be con- gram and games. New officerswere
• • •
two more guest houses will be put district ladies auxiliary and each
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Flossie and ducted by Rev. Raymond Schaap of elected for the ensuing year. All
Rer. Theodore Tritenbach of up at the local resort in the near was elected delegates to the na- son, Freddie,of Chicago,are spend- De
Motte, Ind.
enjoyed the annual event.
tional convention to be held in ing a week with their parents,Mr.
Schenectady, New York will oc- future.
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Klaasen and
• • •
Washingtonwithin a few days.
Rev.
G.
Kooiker
of
Greybull,
cupy the pulpit of Third Reformand Mrs. John Kolvoord.
* _
Wyo., and Rev. and Mrs. Henry family of Monteray attended sered church next Sunday morning: When he pleaded guilty to a
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
mnetb Dolan of Colenbrander and family of Orange vices at the Reformed church on
The Ming family reunion was
and on that occasion will baptise charge of driving a motor vehicle
Warsaw, Ind., are spending a few City, la., are visiting relatives in Sunday afternoon. Mr. Klaasen was
his nephew, the little son of Mr. without
wiwiuut an
an uprmiui
operator’s
b iiwvii9Cf
license, in held Monday and T uesday at the
ws«
days with Mr. and Mrs. John Ter this vicinity.
formerly a teacher in the Koopand Mrs. Clarence Klaasen of Hol- court of Justice John Galien, Mon- 1 home of Mrs. Gretchen Daily, rural Avest.
man school.
day, Benjamin Hesslink,45, West | route No. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kooiker, Joyce
• * •
The Junior Choir of the First Kooiker and Mr. and Mrs. John
The School District No. 4, known
Carter Brown, co-pwner of the 22nd St., paid a fine and costs of
A large delegationof local
Reformed church enjoyed a beach Haakma and daughter, Connie, at- as the Albers’ School, will hold
hotel at Castle Park, and Jay Van $16.75.
party at Douglas Beach last Tues- tended the Kooiker family reunion thejr fi**t reunion on August 27th
le, including
of the fi
g members
m
Hoven and Jerry Breen, directors
ib, will ttravel to Bay day evening.
David Raffenaud,21, 119 W. 16th and Music club,
of sports at the Castle, led a numat TennesseeBeach last Wednes- at*the Overisel Community Grove.
View, —.v.
Michigan, Aug. 18, to ucai
hear
This will be a picnic dinner. A
ber of boys on a four-day canoe- St., pleaded not guilty before
Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Roosendahl day evening.
program for the occasion is being
o
inf trip up the Muskegon River tice Raymond L Smith Tuesday on Miss Gladys Swarthout, Metropoli- of Holland were Sunday gueats of
prepared. All former teachers and
last week. Those taking the trip a charge of driving while intoxi- ' Dm Opera singer, who will present Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ashley.
OVERISEL
pupils as also the present constiuwere Roy Zwemer, Mike Keeler. catcd. A hearing on the case will a concert on that date,
Miss Geneva Timmerman returnJim McLean, Pierce Erb, Marshall be held shortly before Prosecuting
ed to her home on Monday from
The services in the Reformed ancy are urged to attend.
Mrs. Jerry Winter of Minneapo- Lake Harbor, Michigan where she
Miller, Bill Cbsten, Austin Brown, Attorney John Dethmers.
Mr. John Kropscot of Hampshire,
Church last Sunday were conducted
lis, Minn., is visiting at the home spent a week. She went as a deleDick Steketee,Dick Needham,
• • •
by Dr. A. Pieters' of the Western TeXRS i8 pending a few days with
Garneau Weld, Hugh Dickinson, His 6th birthdayanniversarywas of Prof, and Mrs. Egbert Winter. gate from the American Reformed Seminary during the day, and by , retotives in this community.
Miss Martha Barkema, instruc- church.
and Paul Stuhlreyer.
observed at the Maentz summer
the Rev. James E. Hoffman of HasThe Choir and Girls’ Chorus of
home at Castle Park by Henry tor in music in Baylor University, The final public Labor meeting brouck Heights, N. J., in the eventhe Reformed Church enjoyed a
Waco,
Texas,
who
maentz,
Jr.,
witn
a
party
lor
‘vaub,
is on a vacation,
vacation,
neia
last
Maentz,
with
for
was
held
last
Monday
evening
in
Henry Kuyers, operator of the
ing. Dr. and Mrs. Pieters were picnic supper at Tunnel Park last
Big Bay boat livery on Lake group of playmates. Events en-l8n^ visiting her mother in the city, I the auditorium.
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. James Friday evening. Mrs. Pyle directs
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Groenheide Kollen.
Macatawa, caught two muskellunge joyed were swimming, games, and was on the program at Third Reboth groups and accompanied them
recently in the Bij^ Bayou. The a picnic supper. Those honoring formed church Sunday, giving sev- and son, Dale, spent several days
The J. H. Albers family reunion on their outing.
firat fish, 40 inches m length, was young Maentz were George Chit-Itra' vocal numbers. Miss Barke- with Mr. and Mrs. Julius Kemp- took place last Wednesday afterThe Folkert reunion was held
caught Saturdayabout 8:30 a m., tenden, Teddy and Randy Bosch, ;,?a is a graduate from Eastman kers.
noon and evening at the cottage of
and the second, about 39 inches in Tommy Maentz, Richard Esten, • School of Music, Universityof
Weather permittingthe local Mr. George Albers at Idlewood. Wednesday at Allegan County
Park.
length, was caught 2 hours later. and Dickie and Tommy De Free. I Rochester,having attained her baseball team will meet the JamesThe host and hostesses were Mr.
• •
| Master’s degree there. Some years
A new cottage wi ll be constructed Mr. and Mrs. Dick Rotman and aK° she trainedthe chorus of Hope
------ rk by Dr. and son, Kenneth, and Mr. and Mrs.ichurch and her return on her vaMrs. James
*en, resorters at Bernard Overway and sons, Vernon cat'on to hear her again after a
and Merle, have returned to Hoi- lonK absence was indeed pleasing,
the park for s< Jtal years.
land a visit with friends in Chica-
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John Ter Vrae rendered special mulie in the Reformed church last
Sunday, each singing two selections at the afternoon and evening
services.
The services next

PORTS NEW JEWELRY
STORE NOW OPEN
The Poat’s Jewelry and Gift
Shop, for some time locatedin the

Sundsy after- Vender Veen building, is now fully
opened at their new location,10
West 8th Street, HoUand. This is
the building formerly occupied by
Ollie’s Sport Shop. Carpenters,

noon in the Reformed church will
be conducted by Rev. Arthur Maatman of Grand Rapids.
Arlyne Voorhorst spent a few
days last week with her friend,
Carol Meppelink, in Holland.
Mrs. Harry Klomparensand
daughter,Betty Ann, and Mrs.
Tony Van Liere and son, Bobby,
spent Mondsy afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Fanny Hulsman and
daughter, Gladys.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Klingenberg are the proud parents of a
baby boy born last week Wednes-

decorators and electricianshave
spent fifteen days and nights putting the store building into shape,
and it surely turned out to be a
beauty. Many of the fixtures are
ornamental and rich-in design,and
all the merchandise, jewelry and
otherwise,are well displayed, making it easy for inspection. The
show windows, too, are a work of
art, and the lightingarrangement
day, Aug. 3. They have named shows the jewelry off to advantage.
him Raymond Lee.
It is a very commodiousemporium
The Christian Reformed church of that nature.
picnic will be held at Tunnel Park
on Tuesday, Aug. 16.
The Tucker reunion was held on OFFICE WORK WANTED— Senior Hi^h School graduate wishes
Tuesday at the Zeeland Park. Several of the Overisel folk attended. to obtain office work. Has had two
years of typing and shorthand,
Garrett H. Vande Riet returned
and one year of bookkeeping;
Wednesday from the western tour
also some office experience.
with the Calvin College Quartet.
Write box J c/o News.
Mrs. M. Dalman, Mrs. L. Altena
and children, Louis and Dale, from
Holland, and LaurenceH. Dalman
from Brooklyn, N. Y.( spent TuesJarrett N. Clark has been city
day afternoon at the home of Mr. attorney of Zeeland for 25 years.
and Mrs. M. Nienhuis. Mr. Dalman This work has helped to qualify
is spending his vacation here while him for the office of Prosecuting

B.

FORMER STJlfcE MAN WILL
SPEAK AT^EREAN CHI RCH

HAMILTON

go-

• •

•

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Dykhuizen of
The two local churches held their
Martin Charles, con- Grand Rapids visited Mr. and Mrs. annual Sunday School picnicslast
leist leader and former Edward De Groot at the C. W. Thursday. First Church having one
at Allegan County park, and the
___-.111e magician, will speak on Dornbos cottage last week.
e e e
American Reformed church with
Monday evening,August 5, at 7:30

When a truck driven by H. Tuls, theirs at Tunnel Park.
The Misses Joyce I<ohman, Joyce
Jr., rural route No. 3, and a car
Rev. Charles is a co-worker with driven by Ben Huizenga of Grand Kooiker, Viola I/ohman, Helen Sale
the Rev. Ralph Underwood who Rapids collided Saturday on the
Ottawa Iteach shortcutroad, about
o’clock at the Berean church, cor-

ner of 19th St. and Maple Ave.

a half mile west of the North Holland road, the Huizenga vehicle
was badly damaged. A blowout of
a front tire on the Huizengacar
was held responsible for the crash
Ralph Fox, 308 West 15th St., was
slightly-bruised Saturday when he
walked into a car being driven west
on 17th St.

-

o

SUNDAY DINNER

EVERY DAY, EVERY PRICE A LOW PRICE
“Special aalea,” you know what they are — usually they bring
reduced prices for a few days only on a few items. But t*
prices in our markets make “special sales” look pale. Y.e
price everything— not just a few things — down to such low
levels that even bargain hunters gaze in amazement. And we

keep our prices low every day in the week. You’ll say “It’a
b ;,.ter than a sale” when you see our every day low prices. All
Li-s is possible because our many friends serve themselves. Thia
lowers our expenses, we lower our prices, and everybody lowers
thnir fnnrl Kill. C
J ___
____ ___

-•

By CORA

-

LOCAL WINNERS IN
WAUKAZOO HORSE

BETTER THUN A SALE

Director of

ANTHONY
A4P

Kitchen

D UY iparingly10 long at the weather
L/ it abnormally hot to avoid waat-

ige and spoilage.In normal weather
>erishablefoodt may be bought for
teveral days at a time, but it it not to
Local winners in the seventh j« recommended with the thermome:er at ninety or above.Even automatic
annual Waukazoo horse show , held -efngeratora balk at too heavy a load
at Waukazoo last Saturday,follow. it such temperatures.
Michael Thorgevsky, S. E. Paulus,
The fruit and vegetable markets
manager of Waukazoo Inn; and P. continue to be well supplied with inT. Cheff of Holland managed the expensive and appetitearousing mershow, with Dr. J. E. Cook and Dr. chandise.Meat an< poultry prices are
a trifle off, fish is plentifuland cheap,
N. K. Prince, both of Holland, servbutter prices unchanged and eggs a
ing as veterinarians.
ittle higher.
Amateur horsemanship class:
Three seasonable dinner menoa folWinnie the Pooh, owned by Miss low:

I

SHOW

We Redeem

Welfare

Orders River^Ave & Tenth

Meat

Quality

FLOUR

Pillebury 24

Kirchen of Ottawa Beach, first;
Noble Lad. owned by Marjorie
Prangley, Waukazoo, third; and
Choice, owned by Marjorie Prangley- fourth.

Five-gaited horse class: LadyGold, owned by Hub Boone. Hoi

TOP SPEED

OIL RANGES

Cream of Potato and Onion Soup
Cold Corned Beef
Cabbage, Carrot and Bean Salad
Sliced Tomatoes
Bread and Butter
Apple Betty

Tea or Coffee Milk
Three-gaited horse class: King
Medium Cost Dinner
Tunney, owned by Mrs. M. Thorgevsky-, Waukazoo. first; Black Cold Chicken Mized Vegetable Salad
Tomatoesand Cucumbera
Bess, owned by Gilbert Carter,
Hot Biscuitsand Butter
Castle Park, second; Playboy,
Snow Pudding with Custard Sauce
owned by Mrs. Thorgevsky, third.
Tea or Coffee Milk
Trophy for hunters over eight
jumps, Mowgli, owned by Mrs.
Very Special Dinner A
Charles Kircnen, Ottawa Beach,
Melon
second; Chickles Play, owned by
Roast Lamb with Minted Pineapple
Gravy
Col. Cheff, third.
Boiled
Succotash
Eliminationhigh triple bar- Boo,
Avocado Salad
owned by Carter Brown.
Hot Rolls Butter
Knock down and out class: Mow- CoffeeIce Cream with Chocolate Sauce
gli, owned bv Mrs. Kirchen. first;
Coffee
Winnie the Pooh, owned by Miss
Kirchen, second, and Chickles Play,
owned by Col. Cheff, third.
The regular issue of the Woman’a
Day, a monthly publicationsponKILLED IN ALTO ACCIDENT sored by the Atlantic 4 Pacific
Tea Co., is now available and copJalmar Matson, well known in Pull- ies can be secured at 2c each at
man, Allegan county,was killed in any Holland, Ottawa, or Allegan
an automobile accidentwhile on a county A4P food stores. Ask
western trip with his family.The for your copy.
accidentoccurred fifty miles from
Denver. He passed away at a hospital. The widow and two sons

Rice

iirriDj

Fader, Better!

furvive.

- --

Extra Special

Fharf ofl ran?* yo« mr saw. Hrw
ItateM. Hew daai«n. Nrw Oaiih.
IMMANUEL CHI RCH
Porcalain cooking top. PorcalalnC. M. Beerthuis,Pastor.
Iteod
with mbMtoa Insulation.
(Meetings in the Armory).
Boaattfallr modarn In •vary datafl.
rally andoaad. Top-8paad long Sunday:
10:00 A. M. — Morning Service.
cWamar bomara and now HEAT
DIVERTORS doubla cooking apaca and Pastor John Douglas of the Hudgraatly raduca cooking fima. Saa tha sonville Community Church will
Jaw . • you'll ba amazed at Ita beauty, speak.
performance and moderateprice.
11:30 A. M.— Bible School. Classes for all ages.
6:30 A. M. — Young People’s

This

25% discount on
ranges in stock.

all oil

Sales Mean Save.

ing.

Michigan 2B-lb. A

Nies Hardware Co.
43 East 8th St. Phone 3315

Everyone Welcome.

BREAST

15c

Ib.
Ib.

19c
16c
10c

MICH

Michigan

Combination Doors
Have Screen and Glazed
Panels

Made

of

MICH

YELL0W’

PEACHES

u

s N0-

25c

Grapefruit,
Kieffer

AO

TEK

Sizes

2

Regular 50c size

for

16c

Reg..25c size

2 for 25c

Tooth Paste

LISTERINE
DR. WEST

New

25c size

2

for

26c

.

*

Tube

2

for

26c

•

'

4
3

lbs.

*

_

„

*

•

Your Walgreen System Agency

N.ECoroer River

and

8th We Deliver Holland

29o
25o
25o
29o
25c

19o

doz.
4 "V

25o

Potted

1

Butter, Country

Fresh

1401

Pineapple

14

2

01

0o
3C
doz. 37©

cans

3

Eggs

2

1

lbs. f

XXXX Sugar, 1-lb. 3for20o

19c
19c

Corned

Beef

3

12

01

Doughnuts

cans 49o
doz. lOo

lbs.

Coffee

Rubbers

Jar
Baker

s

Cutrite

10c

Cocoa,

bunch

5c

1

'“iu

24-ox.
loaves

Mason

Jars, Qts.
Jars, Pts.

YUKON

Xoyko

doz. 69o
doz. ffOo

Flour
Oleo
Salt

Morton’s

25c •

1

40-oz. pkg.

29c

White Flour 24^-lb. 79c
Gold Medal Flour 241/£-lb. Big
Crescent
241/£-lb. 79o
Lily

2Co

1

Mason

Bisquick

Jo

Wisconsin Cheese
Ib. 1 7c
Borden’s Cheese 2-lb. loaf 41 o
Whltehouse Milk
4 tall 23o
Cane Sugar 25 -Ib. bag
Eagle Brand Milk
can 8o
Northern Tissue
4 rolls 19o
Waldorf Tissue
4 rolls 7o
Soot Towels
3 rolls 25o

1

Swansdown

2 for 25 o

2

.2,o.,..i9c

Household Matches 6 boxes 7c
pkg. 23o

lbs.

3 pkgs.

Wax Paper

AAR

ISc

2
2

-Ib.

1

BREADSoft Twist £

SIZE

dozen

& 23c • PECTINmo, .n

OLEO

Sure

Ib. 10c
pkg. 7o

Good

Certo

Ib.

bottle 21 o
Iona Pork di Beana 4 oana 9o
Red Kidney Beans 4 oana 9o
Calumet Bak. Powder
37c
Scratch
00 lbs. $1 .49
Egg
100 lbs. $1.79
Dairy Feed, 6% 100 lbs. $1.15
N.B.C. Butter Cookies pkg. 9o
1

Feed

Math

2

1

1

1

Virginia

Dare

Ad*

CUB BEVERAOES 4

bottle

ffo

29c

Location*--

change only with the changes in the market"

OWNED AND OPERATED BY

THE GREAT ATLANTIC A PACIFIC TEA 00.

Wash. Square— and— -76 E. 8th

.

MODEL DRUG STORE

7c

4

MeatRoll

1

43c
Red Circle Coffee
lbs. 37c
Condor Coffee 2-lb. can 43c
Maxwell House Coffee 2 15;, 47c
Hills Bros. Coffee 2 !5n 50c

19c

“All prices subject to

—Two

[ "You Get The Best At The Model"

0o

1

GINGKRALK, ROOT BEKR AND AMQffiTBD SODAS

Tooth Paste
.25c

Crushed Pineapple 2

Bokar

At thia low price, everyone can afford 8 o’CIock
Coffee, a distinctiveblend . . . Remember, every
pound is freshly ground, and fresh grinding is the
secret of a good cup of coffee.

Tooth Powder

PROPHYLACTIC

1

1

cans 9c
cakes 7c
2 Ige. cans 29c
2 cans 25c

DILL PICKLES 2

COFFEE 3 - 39’

51c

qt.

Lima Beans s**',d* 3 cans 25o
Golden Bantam Com 3 cans 25o
Gold." I.ntam
Corn AARWhoU
3 cans 25o
K.rn.l
Palmolive Soap
3 cakes 6c
Splendid Flour
24!/2-lb. 49c

1

3

Gems

10c

14 oz.

Mason Jar Tops
Green Beans

Cocktail

Only!

Tooth Brush

2

Ib.

pkg.

25c * VINEOAR Cider
Sal- 12c
cans 9c
Crisco-Spry 3-lb. can 49o

2

Lifebuoy

Iona Peaches
Fruit

2,6,,x6’6” and 2,8,,x6,8,,

HERE’S REAL BARGAINS

Florida

Pears

Lux or

do*. 12c
1
10 lbs. 15c

MICH u s N0
18-lb. basket 60c

CELERY

4

1

53c • PEAS-CORN 4 N^. 25c

24 H lbs.

TOMATOES

19c

i

Elbertan

LARGE

5c

29c

Chips

27c
18c

Pure
Refined

cans
2 cans
Tomato Soup c.mpb.n. 4 cans
Campbell’s 3cans
4 cans
Campbell’s Coupv^ufk.3 cans

^

10c

peck

Michigan
Yellow

GREEN PEPPERS

l£ Inches Thick

SPECIAL Cash

ONIONS

1

7c

Food 4 cans 29o
Gerber’s Baby Food 4 cans 25c
Tomato Juice
6 'l;n\ 25c
Iona Tomato Juice
4
29c
Orange Juice
3 cans 25c
Grapefruit Juice 47-oz. can 19c
Soap
5 Ib. box 25c

10 Ib 23c
5 bunches 10c
5 bunches 10c

TOMATOES

PonderosaPine

SAVE'

CORN

q£,

1

15-lb.

1

DUCH£SS. u- s- no.

BEETS

21c
25c

2-lb. jar

58-oz. jar
2 14

1

LARD

Salad Mustard
Heinz Ketchup
Heinz Baby Foods
Heinz Soup V.^L

Clapp’s Baby

^

U. S. No.

Peanut Butter
Apple Butter

IONA FLOUR

LUNCHEON MEAT MACH,NES,CED 2 lbs. 29c
LAMB ROAST CH0 CE SH0ULDE* CUTS Ib. 15c
LAMB
,IEAST 0‘
Ib.
7c

T^Rrba.ty.b

21c
14c

Ige.

pkg.

Toasties

37c •

ol*n"

a«"

w

5c
0o
Com Flakes, Kellogg s 2 Ige. 19o
Post
2lge. 17o
Bran Flakes ^""yiuu.is^i. pkg. i qc
Puffed Wheat
pkg. Oo
Grapenuts
2 pkgs. 29o
2

Wheaties

1

pkg.
Jello-Royal Dessert 3 pkgs.
Sparkle Dessert
5 pkgs.

Salad Dressing

2ib..25c

^S'^K.-sKsT0' Ib.
HOCKLESS PICNICS sJ^ar cu^d Ib.
PERCH FILLETS 0cdIaunc p^h 2 lbs.
POLLOCK FILLETS NN0°S 2 lbs.

Red 2

Flakes

Com

2 lbs. 14c
2 lbs. 1 5c
Ib. pkg. 21c
2 pkgs. 23c

Wheat

Tomato Catsup

100%

STEW

3

Postum Cereal

'0CKET Ib.
LEG OF LAMB genuine spring - Ib. 25c
RING BOLOGNA G*ADE N0 1 2 lbs. 29c
FRANKFURTERS ^ SIZE 2 lbs. 29c
WTH

GROUND BEEF Clear Beef

2

1

||j

Ib.

.^tSTuse
,EST SH0ULDEI' CUTS

CARROTS

Fennville.

Holland, Mich.

Lean Rib
End Cuts

MEAT
VEAL ROAST
CHOP SUEY

VEAL

Shredded

can 0o
cans 25o
cans 0c

tall

Graham Crackers
Ritz Crackers

SALMON

Pork Loir Roast

APPLES

7:30 P. M — Men’s Prayer MeetThursday:
2:30 P. M. — Ladies' Prayer
Band.
7:30 P. M. — Bible Class, Prayer
and Praise Meeting.
Saturday:
7:15 P. M. — Open-Air group
meets at the parsonageprior to
leaving for open-air meeting in

CUTS

TENDER MEATY

BEEF ROAST

POTATOES

7:30 P. M. — Evening Service.
Pastor John Douglas will speak.
The Coleman trio of three negro
girls will render special music.

Monday:

21c
23c
SLAB BACON
BACON SQUARES
16c
SLICED BACON ^ CELL0 M<G 2 pkgs. 27c
BEEF LIVER slTou°nVVnhd\;,ece2 lbs. 25c

Michigan ijorna Cjtown Ptoduca

Fellowship.

Sales Mean Jobs, and

UP

CH0ICE LEAN CENT£* CUTS Ib.
MUD SUGAR CURED
Ib.
ANY SIZE PIECE
SUGAR CURED
SUGAR CU,,ED Ib.

BOILING BEEF

.

to

Pink Salmon
Tuna Fish, Sultana
Sardines in Oil
Soda Crackers

21c

Week Only!

om

Up

PORK CHOPS

LRS.

BEEFSTEAK

o

Guests at the borne of Prof, and
Mrs. E. E. WinUr, West 14th St.,
last week end were Mr and Mrs.
David Leenhouts of White Ooud.

Ib.

FANCY FRESH DRESSED, 1

Low Cost Dinner

land, third.

BOSS

CHICKENS

Super Markets Only

79c • SUGAR Beet bag^lalD

-lbs.

H

Our

Prices Effective In

Street

•

spoke at the church some time ago.
Special music will be provided at
the service. Rev. Charles, one of
the speakers at the MaranathaBible Conference Grounds at Lake
Harbor during the current season,
spoke last Tuesday evening at the
City Mission,East Eighth St

i

_

•

VOGELZANG
HARDWARE
“It

Pay* to

CO.
Get Oar Prices”

••••••••

SUPER!
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

[AfP

!

Hi

A H

I4ET

SELF-SERVICE

